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3A WORD TO THE READER
So far a lot has been written about the history of the National
Technical University of Ukraine "Kyiv Polytechnic Institute". These
are the articles referring to the circumstances of its establishment,
monographs narrating about the eminent national scientists who
worked within its walls and about the schools they left behind,
books on some of its departments and institutes, etc. However,
most of these works often cover only one aspect of the university,
albeit a very significant one, especially in certain periods.
The explanatory expression "in certain periods" applied above
is of extreme importance. Of all others it were specific historical
and economic circumstances that paved and defined the way au-
thorities and community made certain decisions-pertaining to the
Kyiv Polytechnic Institute and its employees and students' frame-
work of action. But one might understand the logic lying at the
root of such decision-making and, secure oneself, to some extent,
against making mistakes, only by being at least superficially aware
of such circumstances. Otherwise, it is simply impossible to grasp,
for instance, the nature of technology development in the Ukrai-
nian territory, as well as answer the question of why of all other
cities it was Kyiv to have been selected for the establishment of a
new higher technical educational institution, and what kind of
effect this decision had on the lives of the future Ukrainian capital,
or, say, how come newly created institution could so rapidly em-
brace a significant role in science and economics of not only its
region but also of the entire country.
In my opinion, the book "Kyiv Polytechnics: Beginnings."
made quite a successful attempt to fill this gap in the literature
about the KPI. It draws a three-dimensional picture of the times
and events associated with the formation of the Kyiv Polytechnics,
4thus forcing a reader to take a fresh look not only at the early years
of the history of NTUU "KPI", but, in general, at the way science,
engineering and technology influenced economy and culture of the
country.
Unquestionably, the book unveils various either unknown facts
or the facts that only a small coterie of specialists were aware of up
to now. It in a new fashion familiarizes a modern reader with
unjustly forgotten personalities who once did a lot for the develop-
ment of national science, technology and education, describes
models, which are both interesting and surely of potential use even
today, of partnership between the state, private capital and com-
munity in their mutual effort to support science and education.
But that's not all. Reading through the book one can learn about
the everyday life of the first students of KPI, their interests, hob-
bies and political preferences. And how they faced the challenge of
supporting their needy comrades, how they all gathered in order to
protect their classmates and favorite tutors.
It is of no surprise that the story of the Kyiv Polytechnics
against the background of general historical context sometimes
makes one parallelize. And makes not only reflect on the internal
similarity of processes of early XX and XXI centuries, but also
draw certain lessons from these similarities. It is a different matter
whether these lessons will be learned properly. However, this very
question is not to be addressed to the author.
All in all, the book is worth reading. It will be interesting for
everyone who is concerned with the history of science, technology
and higher education in our country. And for some it might even
prove useful.
  M.Y.Ilchenko,
Associate Member of NAS of Ukraine,
Professor, three times winner of the State Awards of the USSR,
Ukrainian SSR and Ukraine in science and technology
5PREFACE
Circumstances of creating the National Technical University of Ukraine
"Kyiv polytechnic institute" are extraordinarily interesting today not only
from the purely historical point of view. In fact it was founded in the end of
Õ²Õ century, i.e. in the period of tectonic changes in the system of world
economy, when economic foundations on which welfare of the civilized
world of those days was created, were changing. To the most ponderable
factors of such changes belonged industrial revolution which was outlived
by the most European countries in the middle and the end of Õ²Õ century,
and the beginning of strengthening the industrial civilization. Together with
possibilities, bringing new technologies, based on "taming" and using natu-
ral laws, to humanity, they also generated new problems, unknown before.
In most countries becoming the participants of these processes, such trans-
formations were passing painfully enough, and sometimes accompanied by
social explosions – in fact transition from the patriarchal forms of m?nage,
production and commodity exchange was paid by destruction of hundreds
of thousands of families, formation of new social groups of population,
consolidating new systems of relations among them. Moreover, alignment
of forces changed on the international arena. Those states which were able
quickly enough to react to new realities quickly joined the number of eco-
nomic leaders, and in course of time began to put in a claim for champion-
ship in other spheres as well. Those falling behind, were forced either to get
used to the role of outsiders on the world arena, or quickly take measures
on improving their positions in the world and winning back their own place
in the association of successful countries.
Russian Empire, lulled by its dimensions, number of population, vari-
ety of natural zones and practically unlimited resources, actually "slept
through" the beginning of these processes. Awakening was even more pain-
ful, as it was accompanied with growth of inner contradictions between
power and people, disgraceful and sickly military defeats, growth of depen-
dence on other countries and foreigners, etc. The most far-sighted power
Dedicated to
native KPI
6and capital figures not only began to understand that the country had to get
on the new economic rails. However, it's no use, probably, adding to their
majority great talents for predictions – actually the management methods
and old technologies known since old-fashioned times brought less and less
profit, the country backwardness looked more and more stunning in all
directions.
Consequently, with creaking and thunder of social shocks the enor-
mous fly-wheel of Russian economy began to finally revolve, and as well as
always in the Russian Empire, speed of these rotations increased very quickly.
However, it turned out soon, that here the country already got in humilia-
ting dependence on western neighbours, as in fact there was nobody to
manage these processes. It seemed, on these enormous territories there was
everything to swiftly build up industrial muscles: capitals, resources, and
people, gifted with special enterprise ardour and capable to take hazards in
case of necessity. But something else was lacking – local specialists who
would be risk-conscious; who could manage new enterprises; for whom it
was unnecessary to master unusual equipment through attempts and er-
rors; who would be able to develop, implement into life and use new con-
structions unseen before; quickly to build; work with new chemical com-
pounds; to bring progressive technologies of agriculture and stock-raising
into home land, etc. In a word, there was an extreme need in local specia-
lists – engineers, technicians, agronomists, skilled workers – well-educated
people who would work in real sector of economy. Let us notice that the
level of native scientists, including (and perhaps in the first turn), those
engaged in mathematics, theoretical and applied mechanics, research in
natural sciences, was inferior in nothing, and in the whole number of disci-
plines even excelled the level of their colleagues abroad. High was the level
of local universities in which mostly these scientists were working. However
they were not training production workers and their number was obviously
insufficient for such a huge country. Therefore the problem of shortage of
technical educational establishments took on special state significance.
However, as it almost always happens in history, its solution would
have been dragged out for an indefinite period, if there had not been a
number of persons holding high positions in a imperious hierarchy of those
times, and the initiative of businessmen, or, in those terms, merchants who
were suffering from shortage of skilled personnel at factories and were ready
7to sacrifice their own funds for their training. And when the basic reason of
high public administrators in their activity on creating new technical educa-
tional establishments, whenever whoever was saying whatever about them
personally, could be considered their care of the development of the state,
for entrepreneurs and industrialists – it was first of all reasonable planning
of future benefit. Here again – it was care about development of the state,
whatever unusual such love to their own country might seem to our present-
day moneybags. It may be asserted with absolute confidence, as most peo-
ple, who spent their own funds on creating the Kyivan polytechnica, were
the well-known public figures and patrons at those times, whose results of
charitable activity even today beautify the capital of Ukraine and serve its
townsfolk.
Such coincidence of interests was characteristic for creating the
St.Petersburg, Warsaw, partly the Don polytechnic and the Katerynoslav
mining institutes, also founded between Õ²Õ and ÕÕ centuries, but with
special brightness it revealed itself in the process of creating the Kyiv Poly-
technic Institute, when founding the higher technical school in Kyiv was
ensured by both the resolutions of the highest state public officers, various
support of local authorities and, partly, state funds, and the organizational
efforts and financial resources of local businessmen.
It is significant that almost right after its creating the Kyiv polytechnic
institute began to grow into one of key factors of economic development of
the entire region and the centers of applied science. And it is not a surprise,
as the best organizers of higher school, scientists and well-known specialists
of certain sectors of economy were invited to work in the new educational
establishment. Besides, studying in the newly founded higher technical edu-
cational establishments, considered not too much prestigious among a con-
siderable number of upper circle representatives, gave opportunity to get
high-quality higher education to the children of the commonalty, petty
bourgeois and peasants from the families which gained a certain material
level, therefore they studied with passion, bringing good fruits not only for
the graduating students of these higher educational institutions but also for
native industry and science on the whole.
In addition, it's worth marking that the new higher institutions gradu-
ally started influencing the course of cultural and public life of the towns
where they appeared as well. Moreover, even the political life of the state.
8More precisely, not institutions themselves, but their students, workers and
instructors who didn't only imbue their minds with purely educational-
scientific problems, but also actively participated in the country life. Thus
their activity in certain situations played even a decisive role in the events
and shaping of the moods of population.
All of it is in detail and thoroughly described in corresponding chapters
of the book offered to a reader. But, we'll recur – it is interesting not only
from the cognitive-historical point of view. Lessons of founding Kyivan
polytechnica, co-operation of private capitals with the state ones and finding
possibilities for their joint activity can be extremely useful today as well,
when the state is trying to create the effective algorithms of using potential
of private structures in liaison with the state ones, and work out problems
important for the development of our country. Examples of organizing studies
and independent work of students, activity of Kyiv polytechnicians in other
spheres of public life, their methods of resolving domestic problems of stu-
dents and others like that, may also be interesting and instructive for con-
temporaries.
Thus, Kyivan polytechnica even by the history of its creation and first
years of establishing, today may serve our country, its economy, culture
and education in a good way.
??
9CREATION OF KYIV
POLYTECHNICA:
EVENTS AND CONTEXT
1. WORLD TRENDS OF PROGRESS IN SCIENCE,
MACHINERY AND TECHNOLOGIES
IN Õ²Õ – THE BEGINNING OF ÕÕ CENTURY
From manufactories to big enterprises
The Õ²Õ century became the epoch of industrial revolution for hu-
manity. Transition of commodity production from manufactories with their
primitive handicraft technique to big factory-plant enterprises provided im-
plementing the systems of working machines, steam engines, creation of
independent machine-building sector in industry and transport. It was ac-
companied by certain changes in social structure – manufacturers and peo-
ple of wage labour started gaining more and more importance. At the same
time the role of science also began to grow. The needs of industry accelerat-
ed research in mechanics, mathematics, metallurgy, etc. Actually this peri-
od became the period of birth of applied scientific areas, their results of
research immediately being implemented in industry.
Industrial revolution was moving "alongside" with technical progress;
however it was technical innovations that made such deep transformations
in industrial production possible. This world process covered all civilized
countries, but in each of them it had its own peculiarities.
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The first industrial revolution was met, or more precisely, fulfilled, by
Great Britain. Its beginning was in the last third of the ÕVIII century,
and the mid-Õ²Õ century became the time of completing the process of
reforming industry and economic relations in this country. Creation of
labour pool assisted in quick development of new forms of m?nage and
production. This reserve appeared due to agrarian revolution and the en-
closure policy, intensification of specialization processes in manufactories
for producing tools, expansion of national market, stimulating the deve-
lopment of commodity production and agriculture. Besides England, due
to the dominating position in the world trade, exploitation of colonies and
slave-trade, became the richest country in Europe, and consequently – in
the whole civilized world of those times, and got possibility to invest con-
siderable financial resources in industry. This, in its turn, ensured rapid
implementation of inventions into industry and their spreading [1, p. 128–
129].
However, all inventions which determined the character of industrial
production worked in the con-
ditions of old energy – water-
wheel, animal or man power.
Therefore inventing a steam-
engine in 1769 by a mechanic
James Watt played a revolu-
tionary role. A bit later it was
improved into a universal ma-
chine of double-action. It al-
lowed fulfilling transition to
thermal energy and coal as ba-
sic fuel, and opened new re-
gions and possibilities for in-
dustry.
For the sake of justice it
should be noted that Ivan Pol-
zunov, Russian mechanic,
working at Kolyvano-Voskre-
sensky plants, was the first to
design a universal steam-engine. James Watt's steam engine
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This engine had two cylinders and general billow connecting their work.
The machine was built, tested and for 43 days of work gave a pretty big
profit to the factory owners. Machine was shut-down because of a leaking
boiler, and its work was not recommenced. However the inventor did not
see it. His death and distrustful attitude of the authorities prevented it
from wide introduction [2].
Nevertheless the first factories, i.e. factories, applying the systems of
machines, appeared a bit earlier. Growing demand for weaving products
compelled the manufactory owners to search the methods of accelerating
and increasing production volumes. Application of mechanisms allowed
attaining it. It is necessary to notice that the possibility to mechanize a
working process appeared due to the fact that in the conditions of manu-
factory production the division of labor allowed breaking up the produc-
tive process into elementary processes. At some most essential stages it
became possible to pass people's functions to the machines. As early as in
1733 English worker John Cay invented a "flying shuttle" which allowed
weaving quicker as well as wider linen. However this device became wide-
spread only after 1760. In 1765 D.Hargreaves invented a spinning wheel
"jenny", which allowed working with 16-18 spindles. In 1767 T.Hise,
applying the boss rollers, created a spinning machine-tool working on an
aquatic engine (water machine). Advantages of these two machine-tools
joined together in a spinning mule of S.Crompton in 1779. It was not just
an improved craftsman instrument, but a capitalist factory machine-tool.
Its construction foresaw receiving high-quality yarn and accelerating a
spinning process, but man's interests in its work were not taken into
account, – it had no devices for protecting from workers' injuries. Then it
was already outgiving such thin and strong cotton yarn which could com-
pete with the best Indian standards. Moreover, a few spinning mules were
placed in one premises, and they could normally work from one engine
[3, p. 52]. Disparity between the mechanical spinning and weaving was
taken off by inventing a mechanical loom in 1785 which raised labour
productivity almost by 40 times.
The process starting in textile production soon spread in metallurgy
and later – in producing transport vehicles – in a word, in the key indus-
tries of real economy. Technical retooling in English metallurgy began in
the middle of XVIII century. In 1750-1770 27 coke blast-furnaces were
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built and 25 charcoal ones were closed. And high-quality and quantitative
championship of English metal provided puddling, i.e. redistribution of
cast-iron into low-carbon doughy iron on the back stone of the so-called
puddling (from Eng puddle – to mix) furnace. Application of this process
provided quantitative and high-quality championship of English metal in
XIX century. Iron making grew from 80 thousand tons in 1780, to 250
thousand tons in 1820 and 6.7 million tons in 1872.
Spreading steam-engines handed on the lamps of industrial revolu-
tion. In 1782 the first steam-hammer came to replace a hydraulic one at
metallurgical plant, in 1785 – a steam-engine was first installed at a cot-
ton mill. And in 1820 in Great Britain 320 Watt's steam-engines of 5200
horsepower were already working, in 1840 common power of steam-en-
gines functioning in industry made already 620 thousand horsepower, in
1870 – 4 million horsepower (steam horsepower was considered equiva-
lent to power of 21 men).
In the first decades of Õ²Õ century machine-building plants produc-
ing equipment for textile and steam-locomotive-building plants, appeared,
and within a decade production of investment (capital) goods became the
substantial sign of mechanical engineering.
Transition of mechanical engineering onto industrial basis had also
impact on a machine-tool park, first of all on turning lathes. They started
to be made wholly from metal, with using stationary protective devices,
barriering a worker from gear-wheels connecting latch with a feed-screw,
with a strap drive from transmission. Principles of generating geometry,
shaping machine-tools changed, their dominant note, unlike the previous
period, when machine-tools were made in dominating at that time archi-
tectonic-artistic styles, being the tasks of reducing prices of both making a
machine-tool and working on it.
The processes of industrial revolution in Germany were substantially
different. First of all – for reasons of certain delay with its beginning, in
fact they gained substantial power only in the 30s of Õ²Õ century. Slow
economic development was explained by political disintegration of lands,
domination of feudal landownership system, restraining free labour force
formation, even by maintaining workshop system. Only due to founding
the Customs Union in 1833, unification of monetary circulation and gravi-
metric systems accelerated forming and development of national market.
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Substantial changes in production also began in light industry – cot-
ton and silk industry in Saxony, woolen – in Rhenish district and Prussia.
45 new factories opened in 1834-1838. In 1833-1846 8 cotton and 128
spinning factories were in Schlesien alone. Soon in all industries the wave
of transition to thermal energy began: if in 1822 in all Germany there
were only 2 steam-engines, then in 1847 – there were 1139 units totalling
21.7 thousand horsepower.
German mechanical engineers were working actively as well. In 1835
a stone-grinding machine invented by them was implemented into pro-
duction, in 1836 – a printed machine-tool. Rapid book-printing machine,
cylinder-grinding and horizontal machine-tools, etc., invented at the be-
ginning of the Õ²Õ century were widely used. However, machine produc-
tion gained victory only in 1860-70. At that period as a result of intensive
"Gr?nderzeit" (founding, establishing) only in Prussia 395 stock associa-
tions appeared with capital of 2.4 milliard Marks. At that time German
industry was already functioning and developing on the basis of native
equipment, applying technical novelties and acquiring glory exceptionally
by competitiveness both in inner and external markets.
American industrial revolution was part of world industrial economy
development. Its first signs appeared after English-American 1812-1815
war. The feature of this process was that the phenomena of industrial
revolution began in the conditions of unformed manufactory production
system, prevalence of domestic industry and handicrafts. As well as every-
where, constructing the factories and mechanization began in textile in-
dustry. The first cotton mill was built by the English mechanical engineer
S.Slater in 1790 in the state of Rhode-Island. Arckright's water machine
served a basis for it. The factory owner constructed it without a book, by
memory, as by English laws engineering drawing export from the country
was forbidden. In 1832 in the United States 795 factories worked already
with 1200 spindles, and in 1860 American cotton industry with its 1700
factories, equipped with steam engines, and 5.2 million spindles gained the
second place after England in production volumes. However, industrial
revolution was more and more confidently conquering new industries. In
1833 the American blacksmith John Deere constructed a wholly metallic
plough which quickly spread all over the world. A bit later seeding-ma-
chines appeared simultaneously in America and England – first horse-
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drawn, and then steam ones. In the United States in 1805 the first loco-
mobile was built. An inventor Oliver Avans was the author of its design.
And in 30-40ss of the Õ²Õ century English and French plants began to
produce locomobiles for driving agricultural machines and other purposes.
Agricultural machines, on the whole, became one of the first groups of
technological machines in which spatial mechanisms were an important
part.
It should be noted that a steam-engine not only met requirements in
universal engines but for the first time in history also made it possible to
create mechanical transport. And the palm of victory here belonged to the
United States of America. In 1807 the American engineer Robert Fulton
armed with his ship "Katarina Clermont" with a steam-engine. 42.6 meters
long and 14.6 meters wide, it had wheels of 4.6 meters in diameter. Pine
firewood served as fuel for the ship engine. This undertaking had great
publicity. And steamships first began to conquer large and small rivers and
lakes of America, and later – the whole world. Fulton constructed 15
steamships and among them – the first steam-driven war-ship "Demo
logos". In 1818 the first ocean steamship "Savannah" appeared and crossed
the Atlantic Ocean within 26 days. And in 18 years the English inventor
Smith instead of a wheel used a wooden screw, its length equaled two
cutting steps. Steamship speed grew up, but during the tests the screw
broke and only after the engineer set screw length, which equaled one
step, the screw began to work reliably.
In 1814 the first dozens of meters were overcome by a locomotive. It
was constructed for using in mineries by English engineer and inventor
G.Stevenson. He picked up the baton of steam-locomotive building from
his compatriot Trevick, inventor of the world-first locomotive, which,
however, because of its too great mass, was not used. Already in 1823 in
Newcastle Stevenson founded the world-first steam-locomotive building
plant, where the "Locomotion" locomotives (in 1825) were built for Stock-
ton-Darling railway which was just under construction, and "Rocket" (in
1829) for the highway, connecting Manchester and Liverpool.
Within two years two railways were built in France: Paris – Versailles
and Paris – Sent-Jerment. Three more years later they also appeared in
Germany. Five years later after opening the first passenger railway in
England the first railway appeared in the Russian Empire as well – from
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St.Petersburg to Pavlovsk. It was built by a Czech engineer Frantishek
Gerstner. Only half a century passed – and all Europe was covered by a
trackage.
It is worth noting that building railways played an important role and
in developing machine engineering. For the new transport locomotives,
rolling stock, various devices and mechanisms, were needed. New sector
of industry for which special equipment was also created, was born.
In general, producing capital goods in 50-60s of the Õ²Õ century
became the substantial sign of machine engineering. In fact without such
enterprises existence of traditional industries became already impossible.
And industrial revolution was spreading not only in new industries but
also in new countries.
In the Russian Empire because of its economic backwardness indus-
trial revolution began later, than in Great Britain, the USA or France,
and almost simultaneously with Germany – in 30-40s and came to an end
in 70-80s of the Õ²Õ century. The idea of native "agrarianism" dominated
in society, although attempts to create in the country the industrial struc-
ture of management was artificially implemented since the times of Peter
². However already in first third of Õ²Õ century industry based on manu-
factory labour organization attained considerable successes and created
conditions for industrial revolution. Manufacturing industry was of pri-
mary importance, food industry (flour-grinding and wine-producing in-
dustry, production of seed-oil), textile (cloth, linen, wire-rope), tallow-
boiling, soap, leather industries, etc., were developing with comparative
intensity. Proceeding from owners' class belonging the manufactories di-
vided into squire, merchant and peasant ones. However in the conditions
of serfdom-based economy production was developing very slowly. And
only after reform of 1861 factory finally forced out manufactory, and
industry started developing actively.
Let's say in such a way – if only in the territory occupied now by
Ukraine, in 1860 there were 2330 factories and plants, then in 1879 –
already 3712 industrial enterprises. In 1879 the production volume of 867
Ukrainian factories and plants with the number of workers not less than
16 people per every enterprise achieved almost 103.3 thousand rubles. In
1870-1880 iron-making in Ukraine grew 4 times, and rolled iron – 7.7
times. At that time Ukrainian metallurgical industry was developing  much
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faster, than all the Russian one (in the Empire increase of cast-iron smelting
in 1870-1880 made 25%, and producing rolled iron – 139 %) [1, p. 471].
Taking into account the fact that metallurgical production of factory-plant
type was in the phase of formation (the Novorossijsky (Yuzovsky) plant of
the Novorossijsky society of black coal, iron and rail production was found-
ed in 1871), the plants were equipped with the latest equipment at that
period. New machinery was actively used in other industries as well: steam
machinery came in sugar refining and vodka industry, in agriculture etc.
National machine engineering was mainly directed to providing with equip-
ment just these very industries. So, in the 50s engineer Å.Shoeman devel-
oped the so-called "South-Russian solid-metal plough with wide semispi-
ral dump". However, technical specialists were mainly foreigners. Howev-
er, and it is worth stressing, that it was the Russian Empire where the
fundamental research on the theory of mechanisms was carried out. First
of all the works of a prominent Russian scientist Pafnuty Chebyshev are
related to them. From the course program he was delivering in the
St.Petersburg University, it is evident, that at that time the theory of
gearing, machine dynamics, shots in mechanism parts, etc., were consid-
ered especially important. Even now his book "Theory of the mechanisms
known under the name of parallelograms" (1853) remains important for
engineers. It gives rational bases for determining dimentions of rectilinear-
directing mechanisms, which for 75 years, beginning from Watt, were
chosen empirically [4, p. 315].
Course of industrial revolution in France also differed in some features.
Slowness was its main feature. Revolution began somewhere in 1805-1810,
and came to an end in the late 60s of Õ²Õ century. It should be noted that
the Napoleon's government actively supported the French industry and
trade, aiming to create the greatest advantages for it. However it is known
that it was impossible to avoid mistakes. So, a steam ship was first tested by
Robert Fulton in Paris on the Siena River as early as in 1803, however the
Napoleon's government found no possibility to support the inventor and
find the ways of using his invention. Therefore Fulton moved to America,
and only in 4 years the world-first paddle-boat with 20 horsepower engine
"Katarina Clermont" began to carry out regular voyages down the Hudson
river. However, at the same time, industrial production grew 1.5 times,
cast-iron smelting, iron ore and coal production – 2 times, products of
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metal working, a and woolen industry – 4 times. The "Jenny" machines in
textile industry, mull-machines, Jacquard's machine-tools, Girard's ma-
chines, etc., were widely used. The continental blockade brought in 1806
closed French and European markets for English manufactured goods, ac-
celerated the development of those sectors of French industry, which were
based on continental raw material (woolen, linen, sewing, shoe, chemical,
metal-working). At the same time, those industries which were functioning
on colonial raw material (cotton, sugar) or exported goods were consumed
with crisis. Mechanization of productive processes was slowed down through
the English machines inflow issues. It, eventually, resulted in deceleration
of rates of industrial revolution in this country.
New acceleration of industrial revolution processes took place only
after restoring the Bourbons' monarchy (1815-1830) and the July monar-
chy (1830-1848). The rates of industrial mechanization first of all of tex-
tile industry began to grow. So, in 1848 in cotton industry 116 thousand
machine-tools were working with 3.5 million spindles, in silk – 90 thou-
sand, 2/3 of them working in Lyon – center of this industry. Metallurgi-
cal production volumes grew up: in the 40s of Õ²Õ century metal produc-
tion already made 4.4 million tons per year, 2 – 2.5 million tons per year
were imported. Factory industry spread in woolen, mirror, ceramic, chemical
productions, even in polygraphy. However, greater part of mechanical
machine-tools was still working on hydraulic engines. There were only 39
steam engines in 1820, 27 of them – in textile industry. In 30-40ss their
use considerably broadened: in 1830 – 600, in 1848 – 4800. Steam weav-
ing workbenches were widely spread. In 1841 the first steam-hammers
appeared in industry. In 1848 their common power achieved 3-4 thousand
horsepower.
The decisive stage of industrial revolution in France began after revo-
lution of 1848-1849. Manufactories yielded their positions to the factory
production almost in all sectors of industry. It had to do, first of all, with
textile, metallurgical, chemical and mining industry. In light industry over
a half of spinning spindles were set in motion by steam engines or auto-
matic machines. In 1851-1865 total volume of industrial products grew
almost 2 times. The number of steam engines in transport and industry
grew from 7.7 to 27.8 thousand. Length of railways achieved 17.4 thou-
sand kilometers.
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By that time a big role was already played by national machine engi-
neering born in the 20s of Õ²Õ century. Here machines for textile industry
and steam engines were built. Mechanical machine-tools were widely intro-
duced in metal working industry. Let us mark that putting machine engi-
neering on the industrial basis first of all had effect on turning lathes. In
new machine-tools, without regard to numerous improvements, the knots
playing the fundamental role remained traditional: bed with the horizontal
directing, front and back dragon-flies, and system of gear-wheels. Bow,
which was not an obligatory detail, truly speaking, disappeared, and was
replaced by a mechanical engine. A fly-wheel disappeared with appearance
of transmission, and instead of it a wheel with pulley appeared.
Strengthening machine building could not help causing the growth of
metallurgy output. Thus, in 1851-1865 iron making in France grew in 3
times, steel making – in 8 times. There appeared an association of the
owners of metallurgical enterprises "Comit? de Forges", at their disposal
being 350 domain and 1000 puddling furnaces [1, p. 135]. Meanwhile rail-
way building was a bit falling behind, although railway societies were also
united into 6 companies: at the early 1848 in France only 1931 kilometres
of railways were exploited. However, in the mid-Õ²Õ century France occu-
pied the second place after Great Britain in volumes of industrial products.
And in 1855 the World Industrial Exhibition was arranged in Paris.
It should be noted, however, that France gave to world industry one
more, not less important system? Apart from the possibility of mutual en-
richment with ideas by means of exhibition activity. It goes about metrical
measurement system.
Introduction of metrical
     measurement system
The point is that the development of science and technologies re-
quired introducing physical quantities into their practice (lengths, speeds,
masses, forces, pressures et cetera) and creating devices for their measur-
ing. In its turn, introduction of physical quantities required introducing
measurement units. It, naturally, required creation of measures and stan-
dards for maintaining the units by means of which it would be possible to
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provide the graduation of other measuring facilities and checking safe-
keeping of this graduation for a long period of time.
However, the choice of units and standards remained the matter of
case that resulted in appearance of multiple arbitrarily chosen (local) units.
By the way, the old names of length units, most of them being related to
the parts of human body, remind about it: foot (from Eng. foot – leg,
foot), span, inch (from Dutch duim – finger), elbow and others like that.
Thus, for example, in 1800 just in Baden there were 112 different linear
measures, having the name of "elbow", and 92 units of area [5, p. 23].
Besides, translation of small measures into big ones and vice versa, was
extraordinarily uncomfortable, as for instance the Russian measures of
weight (mass), used in Õ²Õ century: 1 berkovets = 10 poods, 1 pood = 40
pounds, 1 pound = 32 half an ounce (1/2 oz; = 12.8 g), 1 half an ounce =
3 zlotniks, 1 zlotnik = 96 shares (dolya). What to say about translation of
measuring units used in one country and even in one industry, into those
used in another. For example, length measures used in Russia and in
England: 1 arshyn = 16 tops (vershkiv) = 28 inches; 1 sazhen = 3 arshyns
= 7 feet [6, p. 268-269]. Therefore the issue of creating single measuring
units was raised since the end of the ÕVII century. And only in the end of
the XVIII century the National Assembly of France made decision on the
necessity of abolishing "weird and burdensome variety of measures" and
charged to French Academy of sciences to work out a system of measures
and scales, which would be used in the whole world. And on frimaire 19
of the year VIII of Republic (on December 10, 1799) Consulate – the
government of France, headed by Napoleon Bonaparte, accepted a meter,
and consequently the metric system of measurements. In honour of this
event it was even decided to make a medal with inscription "For all times,
for all people" [7, p. 27].
In quest of natural foundations for determining the length units
three possibilities came into question: 1) use of pendulum length with
the oscillation period 1 s (as a swing period of a mathematical pendulum
T = 2p         depends only on its length); 2) length of one fourth of the
Earth equator, 3) length of one fourth of meridional circumference of
Earth. However to realize the first of those proposals was practically im-
possible because at that time the recreated time unit was not determined.
Besides, it was impossible to recreate it with the necessary degree of ex-
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actness and, in addition, the acceleration of gravitation force g depends on
the latitudinal site of pendulum on the Earth. The second proposal was
thrown out because of difficult availability of earthly equator, its form
correctness being set not so strictly, as correctness of meridian. Therefore
the length of meridian was chosen, and length unit had to equal 10-7 (one
ten million) part from one fourth of meridional circumference. For mea-
suring the meridian passing close to Paris (approximately 2
î
 of east length)
was taken, and as the beginning and the end of a segment Dunkirk and
Barcelona were taken, distance between them being equal to approximate-
ly 1100 kilometers. For measuring section length the method of triangula-
tion was used, the one applied until now in geodesy. Eventually correla-
tion between meter and old unit of "tuaz" equaling the following:
1 m = 0.513074 tuaz, was found. In such a way they succeeded in defi-
ning the unchanging length standard and a standard – eventual linear
measure was made [5, p. 23–24].
Mass of 1 cube decimeter (0.001 m3) of pure water at the temperature
of its maximal density (+ 4
o
Ñ) was accepted as mass. This mass was called
a kilogram.
A second defined as 1/86400 part of average sunny twenty-four hours
was legalized as a time unit.
It should be noted that in introducing the metrical system not only
the basic length unit taken from nature was set, but also was accepted a
decimal system of forming multiple and submultiple units – multiplying
by 10
n
 (where n is a positive or negative integer), that corresponds decimal
system of numerical account of today. Six prefixes corresponding to it
were accepted: milli, santi, deci, deca, hecto and kilo. Due to their intro-
duction the possibility of recounting quantity values became easier and the
necessity to have special names of multiple and submultiple units (such as
yard, foot, inch, pound, ounce, drachma) and use the composite denom-
inate numbers (for example, 1 sazhen, 1 arshin, 7 vershok (an old Rus-
sian measure of length, equal to 1 3/4 inches or 4.4 cm)) requiring addi-
tional arithmetic operations in multiplication or division fell off. That is
the metrical system became the system of logically interrelated units of
length, area, volume and mass. Therefore the decimalness of the metrical
system is one of its major advantages [8, p. 8].
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Concept of the system of units later on was extended by a German
mathematician K.Gausse. In 1832 he proposed a method of constructing the
combined units for a wider circle of quantities – magnetic in particular.
Essence of this method consisted in the arbitrary choice of three basic units
independent from each other and forming the derivative units for other quan-
tities depending upon the basic ones, by means of equations which connected
physical quantities among themselves. In 1851 the system of units, proposed
by K.Gausse, was extended to the area of electric quantities by W.Weber.
However, the "revolutionary" circumstances of its acceptance pre-
vented the metrical system, so to say, from becoming immediately wide-
spread. Revival of royal power in France in 1815 substantially slowed
down its development, too. However life was not standing still and the
development of machinery required accepting certain agreements on the
unification of measuring. Besides, more convenient units were needed.
Therefore in France the use of unmetrical quantities was forbidden in
1840. In 1868 the metrical system was introduced in Prussia and North-
German union, in 1872 – in the German Empire.
Let's note that the new measuring of earthly meridian witnessed inac-
curacy of meter chosen as a standard. Besides there was no certainty that
the number obtained was final. Therefore in 1872 the International Com-
mission on the prototypes of the metrical system decided to move from
length and mass units founded on natural standards, to units based on
conditional material standards or prototypes.
Eventually in 1875 on the initiative of the St.Petersburg Academy of
sciences a diplomatic conference at which 17 states signed Metrical con-
vention, was convened. In accordance with it:
1) the international prototypes of meter and kilogram were set;
2) the International Committee of measures and scales – scientific
establishment, which had to be maintained on the payments of states,
signing the convention, was created;
3) the International Committee of measures and scales, consisting of
the scientists of different countries, was founded, one of its functions
being the guidance by application of measures and scales;
4) it was decided once in six years to convene the General conference
on measures and scales.
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The standards of meter and kilogram were made of the alloys of pla-
tinum and iridium.
In 1881 in Paris the ²st General conference on measures and scales
was held. It confirmed international prototypes of the standards made.
The prototypes of measures and scales were given for storage to the
International bureau of measures and scales. After establishing the in-
ternational prototypes of meter and kilogram the General conference
distributed other standards among the states by drawing. One can't help
but note here, that without regard to active participation in the process
of wide implementation of the metrical system, the Russian Empire ad-
mitted metrical measures as only optional. As obligatory and the only
ones they were accepted only in 1918. Complete transition to the metri-
cal measures on territory of the former Russian Empire came to an end
in 1927.
 Introduction of standardization and unification
  as a condition of transition to mass production
Bringing standardization and unification into industry also became
the necessary condition of further development of machinery. If handi-
craft industry assumed the piece making of details with their subsequent
individual stowage, then in making even small commodity parties such
organization already created certain inconveniences. Moreover, when the
question delt with transition to the mass production, i.e. to the production
of great parties of absolutely identical wares, for example, of weapon. Not
without reason the first-ever principles of unification appeared exactly in
gun business as early as in the 60s in Tula plants producing muskets.
Between ÕVIII–XIX centuries in Great Britain Å.Whitney, and later in
France – Gribeauval worked out compatible sizes for the details of weap-
on, as well as made an attempt to standardize the types of artillery can-
nons in correlation with shell weight and sizes.
However especially sharp requirement in standardization appeared in
the middle of Õ²Õ century. It became the necessary condition of further
successful machine development. In fact a machine park was growing
impetuously, machine building became firmly established as a leading ma-
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chinery sector, and screws, riv-
eting, wedges and other timber
details, were still done by hand,
by eye, for each individual ma-
chine. Therefore once a screw
got broken, a master had to be
ordered to make the same new
one. Life itself compelled the
enterprise owners to organize
producing the parties of timber
details.
A well-known engineer
Henry Modsley was the first to
introduce such an auxiliary pro-
duction at his plant. His plant
was one of the very first capita-
list enterprises and was of a wide
fame. Together with his stu-
dents Modsley created a pretty
big machine-tool park, the
front-rank achievements of technical idea of that time being realized in
it. The basic details of Modsley's machine-tools were made serially and
their production was cheaper, than making machine-tools in the condi-
tions of single-piece handicraft industry. A number of details at the
Modsley's plant were made serially. By the way, presence of frame-
clamping workshop in the enterprise was its evidence. Therefore at his
plant Modsley introduces restrictions in cutting screws for the first time.
There had been no rules regarding spiral turns and their form before. To
overcome disorder appearing because of it, Modsley created the whole
system of screw-cutters, which was operating only at his enterprise,
though. In future the cause of unification was continued by his stu-
dents, and one of them, Joseph Clement by name, finally generated an
idea of standardizing the screw-threads. In 1828 he proposed to set up
strict dependence of screw length on a number and form of turns on it,
defined inch as a measurement unit. This innovation gave such econom-
ic effect, that it started to be adopted by other firms and enterprises.
The international prototype of a kilogram –
a cylinder of platinum-iridium alloy (90%
platinum, 10% – iridium). Kept in the In-
ternational Bureau of Weights and Measures
in Sevres (south-western suburbs of Paris,
France).
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Two decades later another Modsley's student, Joseph Whitworth worked
out the system of cutting, which became well-known.
From industrial revolution
     to industrialization
Before the 70-80ss of Õ²Õ century industrial revolution, covering Great
Britain, the USA, Germany, France, Russia and other countries came to
an end. Agro-industrial economy was formed, economic pre-conditions were
created in order to strengthen industrial civilization. The main essence of
industrialization process were structural changes in the national economies
of some countries, which resulted in providing the prevailing of industry
above agriculture and victory of machine production in all sectors of econo-
my. The new industries appeared and the old production was modernized,
their role changing in the countries' economy. Technical revolution marked
by applying scientific discoveries and inventions in industry, by changes in
technologies served as a grounds for industrialization. Way from an inven-
tion to real application was considerably accelerated. It promoted develop-
ment of engineers and inventors' activity. For example, in the United States
of America only in 1890-1900 234 956 patents were given out [1, p. 150].
Gradually the power base of economy changed: electric power replaced
steam.  Electrification not only came in production but in transport and
even in domestic economy as well.
The reason was, first of all, in the necessity to get more effective,
than a steam engine, an industrial and transport one. In fact, in spite of
the fact that for almost the whole century a steam-engine was a basic
engine, increasing its efficiency was unsuccessful. Therefore specialists
involved in production were actively searching alternative engine construc-
tions. These searches were moving in three basic directions.
First. Scientists and inventors, moving in the direction of steam, were
engaged in developing the method of direct transformation of combustible
energy into mechanical energy of crank, passing the intermediate conver-
sion of water into steam that resulted in severe losses of electric power.
This direction eventually resulted in creating a combustion engine, in-
cluding a diesel one as well.
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The second direction was related to direct receipt of rotary motion
by means of improving the ancient principle of machine, put into a
water-wheel. Here the result of searches was an aquatic turbine, after-
wards – turbines where steam was their working body at first, and then
– gas.
Searches in the third direction consisted in developing a new type of
energy – electric, with the purpose of using it for receiving mechanical
work. The problem of creating an electric engine was closely associated
with not less important problem of delivering electric power in the dis-
tances. Later batteries were created, then generators of direct-current,
and then an alternating current was mastered [9, ñ.43].
It should be noted that attempts to make electric phenomena serve for
machinery were undertaken since the early Õ²Õ century. Introduction of
newly discovered effects was hampered, firstly, by misunderstanding the
nature of their origin, and, secondly, the absence of stable and high-
capacity power supplies. However both scientists and amateurs were working
tensely over studying these problems. Among the latter it even became a
certain fashion. As an incident today the historians remember the fact,
that even the last French king Napoleon the Third (1803-1872) also "pre-
sented to the world" the constructions of two quite original power cells, as
specialists admit.
However about the scale of work in this direction the amusing histor-
ical cases of this type testify not so much as retrospection of discoveries.
Only in 1820 H.Ersted discovered magnetic action of electric cur-
rent; A.Ampere set a rule determining dependence between direction of
electric current and direction of magnetic-field, created by this current,
which today has the name of Ampere's rule; discovered interaction of
electric currents and set the law of this interaction (law of Ampere);
advanced a hypothesis of molecular currents, putting in its basis the
theorem of equivalence of currents and magnets (theorem of Ampere),
in which the purely current idea of magnetism origin was consistently
showed. In the hypothesis of Ampere the modern theory of magnetic
forms of atoms and substances was foreseen in a high-quality shape. He
also expressed the idea of using the electromagnetic phenomena for trans-
mitting signals and discovered the magnetic effect of spool with current
(solenoid).
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The same year D.Arago discovered the phenomenon of magnetizing
the ferrous cutting by electric current, I.Schweigger invented a galvanom-
eter. J.Biot and F.Savart disclosed the law, determining tension of current
magnetic-field (law of Biot-Savart).
Next year G.Davy set dependence of conductor resistance on its length,
cross-section and temperature, and M.Faraday got the rotation of conductor
with current in the magnetic field, i.e. created the model of electric motor.
Two more years later – in 1823, J.Fourier and H.Ersted created a
thermo-battery, W.Sturgeon invented a dynamo, P.Barlow built the first
model of electromotor (wheel of Barlow), and A.Ampere published his
"Theory of the electro-dynamic phenomena, deduced exceptionally by
experience".
In 1825 W.Sturgeon created an electromagnet, L.Nobili – an astatic
galvanometer, and in 1827 G.Ohm revealed the law, named after him
(Ohm's law), and introduced the notion of electromotive force, conduc-
tivity and current strength.
In 1831 M.Faraday opened the phenomenon of electromagnetic in-
duction, and G.Henry and S.del Negro independent of each other built
the first electric motor.
In 1832 – H.Pixii built the first alternator. At the same time W.Weber
and K.Gausse created the absolute system of electric and magnetic units.
G.Henry opened the phenomenon of self-induction. The same year Rus-
sian scientist P.L.Shilling created the first electromagnetic telegraph, the
American S.Morse proposed his project of telegraph vehicle, realized in
1835. By the way, a simple telegraph-line in 1833 was also built by
K.Gausse and W.Weber.
In 1834 M.Faraday postulated the existence of ions, their experimen-
tal proof having been given by J.Hittorf in 1853. Then the Russian scien-
tist B.S.Yakobi invented an electric motor with a working billow, built it,
taking Grove's battery of galvanic cells as a power supply element, and
tested, setting it on a boat floating down Neva the river.
In 1840 Ch.Wheatstone invented the method of measuring the elec-
tric resistance (Wheatstone's bridge), and J.Joule set the phenomenon of
magnetic satiation. Next year 1841, J.Joule opened the law of current
thermal action (in 1842 it was also opened by E.H.Lenc, wherefrom there
is a name – Joule-Lenc's law).
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Creation of theory of magnetic-field in 1860-1865 by J.Maxwell be-
came some kind of climax of this kind of research (the first differential
equalizations were written down by him in 1855). This was the second
great physical theory after Newtonian mechanics, which resulted in revo-
lutionary changes in physics.
So, step by step, theoretical foundation was created for using the
electric phenomena in machinery.
It should be added that all electric machines which started to be
actively mastered since the mid-Õ²Õ century – dynamo-machines and
electric motors – use rotor principle. Let us note that only two funda-
mental types of motion – recurrent-forward motion known as early as
before our era, and rotatory motion, typical for aquatic and wind wheels,
for turbines and, surely, for electric machines, are used in all machines-
engines. That is wherein a machine has replaced a man's direct force; the
simplest of all possible types of motion can be used. This realization came
just in the days of industrialization.
However the electric power began to be used not only for receiving
mechanical work. The new achievements of electric engineering found
their use, foremost, in metallurgy, where steel electro-smelting was in-
troduced (in 1877), electrolytic method of receiving nonferrous metals
(late 80s of Õ²Õ century). The development work on electric welding
ended successfully in 1877. In 1891 distant delivery of electric power
was initiated.
The "electric candle" presented by a Russian scientist and inventor
P.Yablochkov became the decoration of the London exhibition in 1876.
This was the first attempt brought to the industrial prototype, to use
electric power for illumination. Actually, priority in creating an electric
lamp belonged to his compatriot A.Lodyhin (1874), but it was Yablochkov
who succeeded in creating the model, so much perfect that it could be
used already for practical needs. Electric illumination which then was
even called "Russian light" became extraordinarily popular, and just reck-
less demand on "electric candles" appeared. Success of "Russian light"
induced a genius American inventor and businessman Ò.Edison to accel-
erate the work in the same direction. In 1879 he succeeded in creating an
electric lamp, its glower being enough for 100 hours of work that exceeded
almost tenfold the models known before [10, p. 17]. Yablochkov did not
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stop improving his construction. His research was concentrated mainly on
studying the possibility of using alternating current for electric illumina-
tion as potentially more economic and reliable. These searches compelled
many researchers to pay attention to problems of generating such current
and, in the end, gave a powerful push for improving the constructions of
alternating current generators.
Development of natural and technical sciences
Consequently creation and development of the applied, technical sci-
ences began to play more important role in developing machinery. It can-
not be asserted, that before industrialization there had been no attempts to
somehow generalize the experience of engineers and inventors in all in-
dustries. It is sufficient to remember the technical pictures of the greatest
titan of Renaissance Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) or the book of his
successor Agostino Ramelli (1530-1590) "Various and intricate machines"
(1588), containing approximately 200 engravings of machines and expla-
nations to them [3, p. 25]. Later were published the so-called "Theatres of
machines" in which pictures and drafts of machines and short information
about them were printed. The most complete among such books was the
work of a Saxon mechanic Jacob Leopold, published in ÕVIII century in
nine volumes, which was used by practical workers over a hundred years.
And in 1808 the world saw the first textbook on course and construction
of machines, arranged by an engineer Agustin Betancourt and a mathe-
matician Jose-Maria Lanz. However for a long period of time engineering
sciences, first of all machine science, were developing mainly as descrip-
tive ones. Machines were constructed on the patterns; calculations were
done only on separate parameters of some of their details and units: sizes
of gear-wheels, fly-wheel, transmission correlations, efficiency, and pow-
er of engines. However, it is clear, that copying the already existing con-
structions was not enough. Moreover – copying the man's movements, as
sometimes mechanics were trying to do at the beginning of industrial
revolution. These problems interested many scientists working in the sphere
of engineering sciences. Eloquent is even the name of one of works of the
first rector of the Kyiv polytechnic institute Victor Kirpichov, published
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in 1903, – "Value of fantasy for engineers". The following idea was run-
ning all through the book: "Important technical improvements in most
cases are characterized by unexpectedness; it is well seen in the area of
mechanics, in replacing hand labour by machines. It would seem, what
could be simpler: to exactly imitate movements of hands and feet of the
working men, to make an iron worker. Almost always from here the in-
ventions started, however successful cases on this way are rare. In most
cases it appears necessary to invent something quite unlike a man and
movements of his extremities and even unlike hand instruments and
machine-tools, doing the same work, although there are exceptions"
[11, p. 6–8].
Problems emerging in constructing and improving machines and tech-
nical objects required theoretical generalizations. Requirement to develop
common methods of designing separate mechanisms and units, electric
machines, etc., increased. Interest in resolving problems of kinematics
and, especially, dynamics of technical systems grew up considerably. All
of it promoted development of mathematics and mechanics, research in
them were intensively moving in the directions close to the practical ne-
cessities. These directions, were exhaustively enumerated by a prominent
Russian scientist and engineer of the late Õ²Õ – the mid-ÕÕ century
academician Oleksij Krylov:
a) development of calculating, in the general understanding of this
word, processes;
b) studying the properties of functions appearing in calculations,
establishing strictness and strict grounding of the calculating processes
proper;
c) general study of number properties;
d) studying space properties and their generalization;
e) studying special algebraic processes and properties of algebraic equa-
tions;
f) improving methods of numerical calculations, approximate meth-
ods and application of these methods.
Each of these areas has expanded so much, that literature on each of
them separately makes a whole library consisting of many hundreds, many
thousands, and sometimes many dozens of thousands of magazine artic-
les, guidances and treatises.
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Theoretical mechanics has also expanded and includes:
à) purely theoretical or so-called "rational mechanics";
b) "celestial mechanics", i.e. application of mechanics to the problems
of studying mechanisms and their construction;
c) theory of elasticity and strength of materials, studying together
with "structural mechanics" properties of materials, calculations of differ-
ent types of constructions and tensions arising in them;
d) and, finally, here we should attach mathematical physics with its
subdivisions, each of them having wide application in practice and ma-
chinery.
Literature on each of these divisions is enormous and, we may say,
practically boundless [12, p. 310–311].
Application of scientific achievements became typical for the last third
of Õ²Õ century, first of all, physics, mathematics and chemistry for solv-
ing purely practical problems. If before that time, developing new machin-
ery, engineers had been mainly using their own experience, intuition and
standards, then now more frequently they were back to the scientific
achievements. And scientists were gladly taking up solving the applied
problems. Thus, developing a combustion engine in 1876 by German en-
gineer Nikolaus Otto would not become possible, if it were not for the
work of Sadi Carnot "Reflections about motive force of fire and the ma-
chines able to develop this force". Though this work was published as early
as in 1824, but it was its statements about useful work that can be ob-
tained only in transition of heat from more heated body to a colder one,
that this work depends only on temperature difference and not on the
type of substance working in a machine, that the process of burning can
be carried out in the machine itself, etc., on which more successful searches
of engines capable of working on gas rather than on steam, were founded.
More or less successful was the engine of the French engineer Etienne
Lenoir, which was working on coal-gas, but it was the engines, construct-
ed by analogy with Otto's combustion engine, which could work on oil,
kerosene or petrol.
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Birth of new technical industries
Invention of such an engine has given a powerful impetus to develop-
ing new machinery industries, and not only in industry but in transport,
too.
The already mentioned electromagnetic theory of J.Maxwell became
the basis for the development of electrical engineering. Electric generators
of different types were designed, and later the possibility of transmitting
electric power on distances was found. The proposal to use three-phase
current for transmitting electric power, made by the Russian engineer
Mykhajlo Dolyvo-Dobrovolsky, and an asynchronous three-phase elec-
tric motor designed by him, allowed in the early 90s of Õ²Õ century to
construct "the factories of electric power", that in its turn released most
sectors of industry from dependence on steam. Maxwell's electromagnetic
theory provided theoretical principles of radio contact, and later on – the
appearance of television.
We can't help remembering in this connection the works of Sofia
Kowalewska. Her glorified work "The task of a solid body rotation round
an immobile point", which was giving in general the solution of problems
which the world best mathematicians and mechanical engineers, including
L.Euler, L.Poinsot and J. Lagrange [4, p. 321] were fighting with for more
than century, became that basis which the theory of gyroscopes was built
on, and in future the whole industry of instrument-making has developed.
The works of Ivan Meshchersky, actively working in theoretical me-
chanics since the end of Õ²Õ century to the 30s of ÕÕ, and on whose
textbooks the generations of engineers of the former USSR were growing,
laid down the foundations of dynamics of variable mass point and created
a big section of theoretical mechanics – mechanics of variable masses,
which has became theoretical foundation of modern rocket dymanics.
Of the same importance were and remain the results of research and
works of one of the first instructors of the Kyiv polytechnic institute,
prominent scientist, whose most part of active life passed in the United
States of America and in Germany, Stepan Tymoshenko – author of the
theory of plates and shells, fundamental monographs "Applied theory of
resilience", "Problems of vibration in engineering science", capital works
on resistance of materials, etc.
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A huge role in rising and developing a new industry of air transport
was played by classic works of a prominent Russian scientist Mykola
Zhukovsky. His scientific-practical activity Zhukovsky began by his works
in hydrodynamics, general mechanics, mechanics of solid bodies, even
astronomy. But his scientific work clearly traces the transition from the
problems, related to traditional machinery industries (headraces, railway
transport, etc.), to the problems related to new industries, first of all
aviation. His works in theoretical and applied aerodynamics, which have
created theoretical principles of aircraft building became classic. Thus, it
should be noted, he and his students – prominent scientists S.Chaplyhin,
V.Vetchynkin  and others not only investigated the theoretical problems
of flight but also grounded a number of statements of aircraft constancy
and durability, of practical questions of their military application, etc.
Õ²Õ century scientists by their works provided the development of
other industries modern equipment. Thus, the ideas imbedded in mechan-
ical negative (1822) and analytical (1830) machines of English scientist
Charles Babbage have been used in computers until nowadays. It should
be said, that the analytical machine of Babbage contained "storage" – a
device for storing digital information (now – memory), "factory" – a
device, executing operations with the numbers taken from storage (now –
an arithmetic-logical device), device for managing the sequence of ma-
chine operations (at present – control unit), device for input-output of
information, etc. The first programs were created for this machine, their
author, i.e. the first programmer in history, was Augusta Ada Lovelace –
poet G.Byron's daughter (by the way, in her honour one of the program-
ming languages "Ada" was named). Of course, works of mathematician
and logician G.Boole (his ideas are also used in telecommunication), struc-
tural decisions first applied in a machine-tabulator of the American engi-
neer H.Hollerith, works on theory of optimal automatic control of
I.Vyshnehradsky and others, are put in the foundations of modern com-
puter equipment [13, p. 25].
It should be noted, that not always the ideas and theories, set forth in
Õ²Õ – the beginning of ÕÕ century, were put into practice and produc-
tion. The history of developing computing machinery is a striking illustra-
tion of it. But sometimes developments stepped into life from scientific
cabinets and laboratories immediately.
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In such a way, for instance, motor industry was born. In 1876 the
first Otto's combustion engine appeared and just a few years later G.Daimler
set a small engine of his own construction on an ordinary cab and it
achieved the speed 12 kilometres per hour. In 1889 he designed a new
construction of a double-cylinder engine and built a car which was showed
at the industrial exhibition in Paris. A few firms simultaneously bought a
patent on making a new transport vehicle from him [9, p. 44]. In such a
way a new sector of industry appeared.
Aviation was born a bit later. Attempts to create an aircraft heavier
than air with enviable regularity were realized since the mid-Õ²Õ century.
But only appearance of combustion engine created pre-conditions for re-
alization of this idea. The first airplane of brothers Wilbur and Orville
Wright took off in 1903. Passion for the aviation, as a forest fire, was
spreading all over the world. Ukraine, by the way, became one of the
centers of its development at the beginning of ÕÕ century: Kyiv became
the place where the first four airplanes were created in the Russian Em-
pire and taken off in 1910 [14, p. 6].
The latest models quickly came to a fleet as well. Appearance of new
types of engines not only assisted to its technical rearmament but also the
appearance of a practically new class of vessels – submarines. For the sake
of justice it should be marked that "sunk ships" had existed before, but
they had the very limited possibilities both in a cruising radius and combat
characteristics. After Rudolf Diesel in 1892 patented a fire-safe engine, in
which the process of spontaneous fuel combustion in cylinders takes place
as a result of high temperature developing when air-gas is compressed in
it. Shipbuilders immediately evaluated the engines' true advantages before
steam power engines. Relative compactness of such engines, oil-fuel con-
sumption economy and effectiveness, considerably higher, than in steam
engines were especially meaningful among them. Though such engines, as
well as steam-engines, could not provide direct motion under water be-
cause oxygen is needed for burning in cylinders. However they are quite
suitable for charging storage batteries, when a boat is in an up-top. Thus
diesel engines not only revolve the anchors of electric motors, converting
them into generators but also move boats on water. This principle was
added to the armoury in fleet along with the use of more modern and
powerful atomic power-plants in the boats of specific classes [15, p. 61].
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* * *
Summarizing the stated above, we should state that Õ²Õ and the
beginning of ÕÕ centuries became the epoch of technical revolution and
industrialization, creating pre-conditions for developing science, especially
its applied spheres, and provided approaching theoretical research and prac-
tical needs of humanity. If at the beginning of this period multiples of
people practically did not meet with mechanisms and machines, with the
exception of those ones, who was facing with the work of mills, or with
single owners of very expensive watches in those times, then a hundred
years later their successors were living already in conditions of machine
civilization, when practically everything surrounding a man, was obtained,
done, delivered by means of machines. Meanwhile machines have under-
gone rapid evolution: from machines replacing physical power of animal or
man, to the machines able to execute the functions of a human hand
(developing this very type of technological machines resulted in technical
revolution), and later – to replacing certain physiological and psychical
functions, when some elements of regulation and automatic control were
built in their structure. Those were just the times when the development
of machinery also provided the breakthrough of humanity beyond the
limits outlined by Nature: people began to hold of air and bosoms of the
sea and to communicate on long distances. It was the period that laid
foundation for further development of machinery and technologies and
transformation of science into a factor of economic progress.
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2. HISTORY OF FOUNDING AND ESTABLISHING
THE KYIVSKA POLYTECHNICA AS AN
OBJECTIVE ANSWER TO THE NEEDS OF TIME
Times of reforms
Defeat of the Russian Empire in the Eastern or, as it is more often
called, the Crimean war (1853-1856) showed the world, that a huge state
was really a "colossus on clay feet". And that its claims on the role of
arbiter it had been cherishing since the times of a "Sacred Union", and
always from the positions opposite to democratic aspirations, in the condi-
tions of the swiftly changing world, were supported by nothing. Personal
courage of Sevastopol defenders, victories in the Caucasians, in Moldavia
and Valakhia, even the defeat of the Turkish fleet at Synopus appeared
not enough to gain victory over the coalition of Great Britain, France,
Osman Empire and Sardinian kingdom. The losses of Russia in that war
were the greatest: if England lost 22 thousand soldiers, France – 95 thou-
sand, and Turkey, with an overwhelming number of battle actions taking
place in its territory, – 400 thousand, then about 500 thousand people
perished in the Russian Empire [1]. Military and what is more important,
economic backwardness of the Russian Empire became the reason of its
defeat. It was clear to the society, it was clear to the military men, it was
clear to the Emperor Mykola I. However the years of his reign were over,
which, quite possibly, accelerated the disgrace of this defeat, too: in 1855
Mykola I died. Therefore quite humiliating conditions of peace agree-
ment, signed on March 18(30), 1856, in Paris already when his son Ole-
xandr II was ruling, became not both the catalyst of considerable intensi-
fication of social relations within the country and a step to reforms of
1860-1870.
On February 19, 1861, Olexandr II signed the manifest long-awaited
by the society on abolition of serfdom and "General statement on peasants
released from serfdom or villaining". This document was of extremely
great value for Ukraine where serfs made about 42% of all population as
compared to 35% on the average in the Empire. However, abolition of
slavery did not improve much the life of peasants. In fact liberation was
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passing without providing peasants with life facilities: people were obligat-
ed to pay for their land plots. The scheme was following: government was
supposed to pay landlords 80% of the land value in public bonds; the rest
of the value of their land plots peasants were paying in money by them-
selves, or were working off. Meanwhile the money paid by the govern-
ment was entered in peasants' account as their debt which they had to
return within 49 years with corresponding interest. Those peasants who
were serving in manor mansions got nothing at all.
Therefore after the reform peasants had less land at their disposal,
than before. On the Livoberezhzhya (left-bank territory) and in South
Ukraine the sizes of their land plots diminished almost by 30%. And only
on Pravoberezhzhya (right-bank territory), due to the governmental ef-
forts to win peasants on their side, they got 18% of soils more than they
had before [2, p. 319]. It was explained by the fact the imperial power was
afraid of Polish gentry and did not trust them. At that period they made a
majority of prosperous population in those territories, and were dreaming
of the return of Polish independence (by the way, as it turned out soon,
governmental suspicions were fully justified: in 1863 the revolt supported
by gentry including the Ukrainian territory broke out in Poland). Howev-
er the land given in Pravoberezhzhya to the exempt serf was more expen-
sive, than wherever else, therefore they had to buy off the megascopic
land plots for overstated prices. For a few years many of them were put on
the verge of real poverty. From time to time dissatisfaction splashed out in
spontaneous people's disturbances. The authorities knew well about it.
However nobody was making concessions to peasants. Moreover, speaking
on August, 15, 1861, in Poltava before peasant heads, Olexandr II cate-
gorically declared, "Rumors are reaching me, that you are searching an-
other freedom. You will not have any other freedom, than that which I
have given you. Do everything required by law and rules. Do work. Obey
your powers and landlords" [3].
Tzar's conviction in his own rightness destroyed any hope to improve
the lives for millions of people. The whole new social class started shaping
in central, south-western and southern regions of the Empire. It was
already controlled by the state, – not by landowners. There was require-
ment in creating a new system of state administration, court, "zemskoy"
self-government (the elective district council in pre-revolutionary Rus-
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sia), education, military business, etc. Therefore later on other reforms
were conducted: university (1863), judicial (1864), publishing (1865), mi-
litary (1874), self-government was entered in zemstvos (1864) and towns
(1870).
Pre-conditions of industrialization
With all its contradictions, limited nature and incompleteness of the
reforms at that time, they were of enormous value for the Russian Em-
pire. Progressive value, even in spite of the fact that for most peasants
liberation did not actually improve their life, and only changed the form of
dependence and compelled to search new possibilities to provide for them-
selves and their families. And these possibilities appeared exactly due to
the reforms, as many of the chains preventing from realizing the econom-
ic potential of the Empire were torn by them. And not in the last turn it
was due to millions of those people, who having nothing, who could and
had to sell only their own labour, the high rates of industrialization where
with some delay even as compared with other territories of the Empire
Ukraine entered in those years, became possible. The processes of indus-
trialization were accompanied by capitalization of production and were
taking place with considerable deepening of public division of labor, final
separation of industry and agriculture, with increased concentration of
industry and trade in the cities which, eventually, resulted in their growth,
increase of the number of their population and in shaping the bourgeois
social structure. Economics of the Russian Empire began to lose gradually
its archaic features determined by mainly patriarchal agricultural econo-
my. And self liberation of peasants became its very substantial factor –
release not only from serfdom but any kind of prosperity or sufficiency at
all. These people became the kernel of forming the Ukrainian proletariat.
This forming was taking place very intensively: for 34 years, in post-
reform 1863-1897, total number of industrial workers in Ukraine grew by
400% and attained almost 425 thousand people [2, p. 337].
One of the most serious stimuli for accelerating the economic devel-
opment was the development of transport network, first of all, construc-
ting railways, in every possible way supported by the government. First of
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all it was the defeat in the war that motivated it and, of course, shortage of
the proper communications, especially perceptible in such a huge state
became a substantial reason for it. Economic considerations were impor-
tant, too. In fact the main type of transport connection at that time,
especially in the territory of Ukraine, were bullock carts, their speed by
no means answered the necessities of trade and industry that was con-
stantly growing. "Tchoomatstvo" ((Ukrainian ox-cart driving) which was
initially developing as purely trade business, later on grew into trade-
driving business. Therefore the object of tchoomak transportation were
not only traditional salt and fish but coal, which was used as fuel, con-
struction materials, various import and export commodities, and, certain-
ly, sugar, too. The following figures testify to the volumes of this kind of
transportation: in the midle of XIX century about 700 thousand carts
bringing annually about 600 million tons of pounds of different loads
arrived to Odessa, i.e. "transportation in tchoomak ox-carts made not less
than 50%, and possibly, even much more of all loads transported at that
time" [4, p. 63–64]. But in new social-economic conditions the new vehi-
cles and a new transport infrastructure were needed.
In pro-Russian Ukraine, construction of the first railways for accele-
rating transportation of grain between Odessa and Balta, 257 versts in
length, began in 1863. It opened on September 1, 1866, and actually gave
the start to the period of active railway construction, which lasted till 1879
[5, p. 126]. 1870 became a peak in laying the railways in Ukraine. For a
few years the railways connected allmost all Ukrainian cities, and, what is
the most important, connected Ukraine with the center of imperial mar-
ket – Moscow. In 1870 a new type of transport came into Kyiv – a
solemn opening of regular railway traffic between Kyiv and Balta took
place on June, 7 (on May, 26). A bit later a new connection route Kyiv-
Kursk was opened, then, almost every year, new and new directions were
added to already existing ones. Within some time Kyiv became a consider-
able transport junction where South-West, Moskaw-Kyiv-Voronezh, Pol-
tava, Kovel railways were crossed [6, p. 44]. Railways connected the cen-
ter of Ukraine with western territories of the Empire: in 1873, the con-
struction of the railway Kyiv–Brest 985 versts long (old Russian measure
of distance equal to 3500 feet or 1.6 km) was completed. On the
Livoberezhzhya the first railway from Kursk to Vorozhba and farther to
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Brovary appeared in 1868 (it was this railway that connected with Kyiv
next year). In 1869 the construction of another important railway was
completed: Kursk-Kharkiv-Taganrog-Rostov-on-Don. It connected
through Donbas the Slobodska Ukraine with Taganrog and Rostov in the
south and with Moscow in the north. Products and raw materials were
transported from Ukraine to the north, and in reverse direction, Russian
finished goods in the unprecedented amounts rushed to the south. The
process of integrating economical regions of Ukraine into the economic
system of the Russian Empire considerably accelerated. In 1871-1889 on
the territory of Ukraine which was a part of the Russian Empire, 2643 km
of railways were constructed and 2191 km  – for a previous decade.
Navigation also underwent intensive development. The Dnipro river
with its tributaries, first of all the Desna was a main waterway. Quite a
number of loads were transported via the Dniester and the Yuzhny (South-
ern) Bug. If in 1859, 17 steamships were sailing along the Dnipro, in 1884
– 74, and in 1900 already 208 were sailing; a harbour was under con-
struction on the Dnipro. "Joint-stock navigation Companies on the Dni-
pro and its tributaries" provided connection between Kyiv and Chernihiv,
Kremenchuh, Chornobyl, Homel, Pinsk, Mohyliv [7, p. 9].The Asov-
Black sea basin South became a marine gate of the Empire.
Landmarks of industrial growth
By the time the reforms began the capitalist enterprises had already
been dominating confidently over the landowners' ones. Year by year the
landowners' enterprise was giving up its positions: if in 1828 in Ukraine
53,8% of landowners' and 46,2% merchant enterprises were working then
at the beginning of 1861 – accordingly 5,8% and 94%. The share of
civilian labour during a few pre-reform decades grew from 25% in 1825 up
to almost 74% in 1861, and a factory form of organizing production prac-
tically fully forced out a manufactory form even at the enterprises of food
industries, which traditionally occupied a very considerable place in the
structure of economics of this region and did not seem to need any sub-
stantial changes in traditional technologies, mastered as far back as in the
times of their founders.
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Nevertheless, traditional manual operations, like "patrimonial" sugar
manufactories, handed over to the new owners, everywhere were replaced
by machine operations providing much higher productivity, and the la-
bour of serf peasants – by that of civilian workers, working for strictly
defined salary. Introduction of new technologies and new forms of labour
relations was naturally instrumental in absorption of small "semihome"
productions by the more modern ones, promoted rapid concentration of
production and was improving the use of raw materials and reducing du-
ration of annual seasons of sugar refining, that, in its turn, required from
suppliers accelerating the rates of increasing sugar production volumes.
Beets are a basic raw material for producing sugar for the Empire and
a greater part of Europe – became a main commodity agricultural culture
in Ukraine. The greatest sugar-houses were owned by the Branytsky's,
Pototsky's, Bobrynsky's, Tereshchenko's, Symyrenko's, Yakhnenko's,
Brodsky's and Halperin's. Already in the last third of XIX century sugar
refining occupied the first place in the structure of Ukrainian industry,
almost by 9/10 covering the requirements of the Russian sugar market (in
1852-1863 the share of Ukrainian sugar in all-Russian production made
84,2%, and 1882-1885 gained 87,2%). Most sugar-houses were concen-
trated on the Pravoberezhzhya (Right bank territories). In the end of the
century the Ukrainian Pravoberezhzhya plants were producing 72% of
sugar in the region. At the same time sugar industry was highly concen-
trated production and the majority of sugar-houses of Ukraine gradually
grew into the major concerns of capitalist type [8, ð. 54].
The same may be said about vine-making industry, too. It, as well as
sugar refining, was characterized by rapid introduction of new technolo-
gies, baked up by modern for that period machinery with high-perfor-
mance. Industrial enterprises replaced dozens of thousands of distillation
plants smoking in all Ukrainian districts. The number of vodka distillery
enterprises diminished considerably with the considerable increase of pro-
duction volumes the same way as in sugar industry. In the end of the 70s
-beginning of the 80s of XIX century Kyiv Kharkiv, Podolsk province
joined the number of basic areas of alcohol production.
In Ukraine – the main Empire granary – flour-miller industry was
rapidly developing and modernized as well due to introducing the newest
equipment. Kyiv was the greatest center of this industry in south-west
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erea. In the early ÕÕ century 9 large steam mills with their total daily
production reaching 50 thousand pounds of flour were functioning in
there. The most powerful in all Russia flour-miller factory daily process-
ing 23 thousand pounds of grain belonged to the joint-stock company
"L.I.Brodsky", who was also one of the greatest owners of a sugar refinery
in the country [9, p. 419].
At the same time tobacco was a valuable commodity culture on
Livoberezhzhya, covering 50% of all production in the Russian Empire.
At that time the work of coal mines in Donbas acquired industrial
character and due to this fact this region in volumes of mined coal was the
second in rating in the Russian Empire, yielding only to the Silesian coal
basin.
Reconstruction of railways became the catalyst of boomy growth of
Ukrainian coal mining, which, in its turn promoted the growth of volumes
of iron ore production. A powerful push was given to it by building a
railway between Kryvy Rih and the Donbas coal mines in 1885 as well as
governmental guarantees of purchasing ore for a stable and high enough
price with the businessmen, granting the long-term state credits, free gran-
ting the lands for the enterprises, etc. However, already in the 60s-70s of
XIX century the government refused to construct public metallurgical
enterprises of factory-plant type on the base of existing squire plants-
manufactories. However, economic assistance turned to be sufficient so
that in the south of Ukraine as mushrooms after rain the major metallur-
gical concerns began to grow, surrounded by the growing cities. In such a
way in 1869 Yusovka (now – Donetsk) appeared on the map of Ukraine,
its location being especially advantageous for placing similar productions
due to its closeness to the mines producing mineral fuel. Therefore in
1870-1880 cast iron production in Ukraine grew 4 times, rolled metal –
7,7 times. In the Russian Empire the share of Ukraine in cast iron and
rolled metal production in total volume of this product output grew 3
times.
The development of basic sectors of industry as well as transport
network foremost the railway, on the whole became a powerful city-for-
ming factor in Ukraine. The industrialization processes not only changed
the economic state and social structure of Ukraine but its map, too. It was
the period when Khartsyzk (1868) in Donbas appeared – first as a railway
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station, then a bit later – a large transport junction and industrial center,
Kramatorsk (1869) which at first was developing as a railway station, and
from 1896, when a machine-building and casting plant "V.Fitzner and
K.Gamper" was founded there (now – Starokramatorsky machine-buil-
ding plant) – as a city of machine builders, Amvrosievka (1869) – railway
station and the center of cement industry, Konstantynivka (1870) – a city
of ferrous and coloured metallurgy, Chasov-Yar (1876, now – the part of
the city of Artemivsk), built close to large beds of fire-clay used in metal-
lurgical industry, etc. And, surely, above mentioned Yusovka.
On Luhanshchyna (territories round Luhansk) the following points
on the map are the towns and cities of this kind: Perevalsk founded in
1889 on the base of Seleznivsky coal mines, Bokivka (now – Antratsyt),
which grew in 1895 on the high-quality coal deposits, their volumes ma-
king 3% of the world anthracite supplies, Alchevsk (May, 1896) – found-
ed by a well- known Ukrainian industrialist and banker Î.K.Alchevsky
simultaneously with a large metallurgical plant, which is one of the largest
industrial enterprises of Ukraine till now.
Within several years in the center of Ukraine powerful transport junc-
tions developed, these are: Znamyanka(1896); and Dolynska(1871), its
turnover reached 75 million pounds a year in the end of XIX century, 50
million of which was coal (now both of them are included into the Kyro-
vograd region); Synelnykovo (1868) ( now it is the Dnipropetrovsk re-
gion); Vyshneve (1887) ( now – the Kyiv region). In the south there is
Rozdilna (1863) (now – the Odessa region) and many others [10, p. 67,
87, 93, 96, 109, 110, 125, 127, 204, 222, 235, 246].
Industry needed more and more equipment, which could not but
promote machine-building industry.
However the relevant enterprises started to appear on the territory of
Ukraine in the end of XVIII century. First of all cast iron, copper, and
machine-building plants. In the early XIX century Ukraine had 10 copper
plants, in 1860 – 17. In the times of the reform in 1861, the Ukrainian
provinces had at least 20 machine-building plants, 88% of their products
were produced at the enterprises of the Kyiv, Volyn, Katerynoslav and
Kherson provinces.
There was also steel industry: in the late 50s in Ukraine there were 11
cast-iron and 32 iron-ore plants.
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But the next two dozens of years
the number and volumes of produc-
tion at these enterprises started
growing dynamically and steadily: in
1884 in Ukraine (without Tavriya)
70 plants already produced machin-
ery products, among them there were
pretty big enterprises of factory-plant
type: Helferih-Sade plant (established
in 1878) in Kharkiv, Hartman's plant
(established in 1876) in Lugansk and
others [11, p. 472].
This was All-Russian tendency,
and the data presented by the Minis-
ter of Finance Serhiy Vitte in his in-
ternal memorandum "On the situa-
tion in our industry", prepared in February 1990, on the name of tzar
Mykola II are testifying to it:
Note: ** – Without mining and flour productions as well as the productions
excise tax imposed upon them;  – *** Final figures are rounded.
Ãðàô Ñ.Þ.Â³òòå
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So, in 1893-1897 the growth of processing industry was realized four
times faster than in the previous years, and six times faster than in 1878-1887.
Average annual growth of industrial productivity made (in million rubles):
Industry in Kyiv
So, according to economists` estimations the rates of growth of in-
dustrial production in the Russian Empire were the highest in the world
in the last decade of XIX century [12, p.131]. Industrial enterprises situ-
ated on the territory of Ukraine  were the leaders.
Dynamics and growth rates of this kind of enterprises clearly illus-
trate the history of establishing and the first years of the Greter and
Kryvanek's plant work in Kyiv (now public corporation "Bilshovyk") –
one of the most well-known enterprises of the capital of Ukraine.
This enterprise was established in 1882 by two foreigners entrepre-
neurs – a Swiss subject Jacob Greter and Hessian engineer Philipp Moser.
Its first name "Kyiv cast-iron and mechanical plant". It produced metal
beds, simple iron fittings, lump sugar forms, filter presses, portable rail-
ways, various fastening products. Complicated products were not made, as
the equipment was primitive – 2 cupola-furnaces and a few simple engi-
neering-tools. 30 wage labourers were working on it. But, within a quite
short period of time the annual volumes of enterprise production reached
100-165 thousand rubles that was quite a lot for those times, and even
with such a not numerous staff.
In 1888 Philipp Moser left the business and went abroad and on his
place Jacob Greter invited another engineer who was a citizen of Austro-
Hungarian Empire, a graduate of the Prague Polytechnic Institute Joseph
Kryvanek. Together with him another engineer came to work in Kyiv –
an expert in steam boilers Ferdinand Vitachek. They became co-directors
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of the new enterprise, established on base of "Kyiv cast-iron and machi-
nery plant" – joint stock company "Kyiv machine-building and boiler
plant of Hreter, Kruvanek and K " with the basic capital of already 1
million rubles. The financial foundation of a new business consisted of the
funds of German, Swiss and Czech shareholders-businessmen E.Lidke,
V.Kukscha, H.Gedeker, I.Ott and others [6, p. 46].
J.Greter remained the head of the society and engineering and medi-
um technical personal of the enterprise was staffed mostly with the immi-
grants from Czechia. Thus, among eight masters, working directly in the
plant workshops there were seven Czechs [13, p. 18].
In the erarly 90s of XIX century, the enterprise underwent significant
reconstruction and was equipped with the latest equipment. The main
range of its goods included equipment for processing and food industry
(especially sugar industry), equipment for brick plants and saw mills as
werll as production of various tanks, pumps, cast iron and copper mould-
ings, transmissions, etc. Already in 1893-1894 the annual value of prod-
ucts made at the plant made about 50% of the products of the Kyiv
machine-building enterprises taken together. In the end of that decade
900 workers were working at it.
Other large industrial enterprises of Kyiv of that period include "Ar-
senal" and the Kyiv railway shops, equipped with fifteen steam engines
and having 1800 workers.
Generally in the 90s Kyiv had 125 industrial enterprises with 5,970
workers. As to machine-building plants – they were 8 in Kyiv.
As for industrial production it should be noted that from the late 80s
the processes of its monopolization was clearly observed. Thus, for exam-
ple, in April 1887, a syndicate of sugar manufactures headed by
V.O.Bobrynsky, who united most of sugar mills of the country, appeared.
Besides, joint stock companies were actively created especially in the ma-
chine-building, light and food industries.
The table clearly testifies to the concentration of industrial produc-
tion in Kyiv in 1890-1900 period [14, p. 191].
Intensification of industrial production, construction of railways was
a result of the revival of economic life in the city, country, Europe. All
this objectively intensified the growth of population in the city. If in 1863
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the number of Kyiv residents made 68,424 people, in 1897 – already
247,723. In the late XIX century Kyiv became one of the biggest cities in
the Empire, taking the fifth place in number of population after St. Pe-
tersburg, Moscow, Odessa, Riga and one of four biggest cities in Ukraine
(Odessa, Kyiv, Kharkiv, Ekaterynoslav).
Gradually estate old structure of society was disappearing. In its place
appeared a new capitalist, in which the main classes were the bourgeoisie
and proletariat. It is clear that the growth of population in Kyiv was not of
quality but quantity nature and was going on mainly at the expense of
rural areas and other provinces. In search of fortune mostly peasants or
industrial workers from other cities of the Empire went to Kyiv hoping
that the newly established enterprises experiencing the shortage of work-
ers with experience of working in industry would manage to employ them
better than before. Census 1874 showed that the number of those born in
Kyiv, was only about 30% and the remainder represented the people from
other Ukrainian and Russian provinces. They were increasing the number
of unskilled and low-skill labor forces. Engineering and medium industrial
personnel of industrial enterprises of Kyiv and all Ukraine in general,
consisted mostly of foreigners.
Meanwhile, the demand for skilled workers in the Ukrainian industry
was growing every year. And really, achievements in science, especially
physics, mathematics and chemistry were more and more widely used in
developing new machinery and technologies. Even in order to use new
* The "Arsenal" plant and Main workshops of the South-West Railway were not
included.
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equipment it was necessary to have basic and special technical knowledge,
as it was no longer possible as it had been before to confine oneself only
within experience and intuition of employees. The achievements in sci-
ence became a driving force of industrial development and not to reckon
with this meant to doom one's business to defeat in the competition, and
loss of profit, and the whole country – to economic lagging behind and
dependence on far-going neighbors. The acute need in educated personnel
also caused changes in the social system, modernization of legal institu-
tions, appearance of Zemstvos (elective district council in pre-revolutio-
nary Russia), etc.
“All the directors of higher educational
institutions are overloaded with requests
to send engineers”
It goes without saying that the need in qualified personnel was per-
ceived at the highest level. The coun-
try was opening new professional and
technical schools, including a higher
technical school – in Kharkiv. In
Ukraine, the number of students in-
creased from 1200 in 1865 to 4 thou-
sand in the mid-1890s. In 1897 there
were about 24 thousand people who
had some form of higher education
[2, p. 338].
But for all that real opportuni-
ties of existing higher education in-
stitutions at that time in the coun-
try, training professionals for the
sphere of real economics, didn't meet
needs of industry and agriculture. ByI.K. Aivazovskyi
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the official data of 1892 only 2076 from 27,132 managers of all factories in
Russia, i.e. 7.5% had technical education, and only 1% – higher profes-
sional education [15, p.3]. Practical Kharkiv Institute of Technology, found-
ed in 1885 and Universities of Kyiv, Kharkiv and Odessa, where the
technological chairs sertified professional engineers were trying to meet
this demand as far as possible, but their capacity to do it was clearly not
enough. So the issue of founding one more higher technical institution in
Ukraine emerged with special acuteness. And Kyiv was the main pretend-
er to locate it on its area.
It should be noted that the talks about establishing a technical school
in Kiev began in 1880. On February 18, the same year, the Kyiv exchange
community and representatives of the owners of sugar mills in honor of
the 25th anniversary of the Emperor Alexander II reigning initiated col-
lection for organizing a Technical School in Kyiv. However a secondary
school was at issue. This first financial action in favor of a technical school
gave 20,800 rubles. In 1882 the Kyiv exchange community donated 20,500
rubles for the same purpose. In 1888 300 rubles, handed over by a famous
artist-marine painter Ivan Aivazovsky, were added to the fund. This mon-
ey was proceeded from the exhibition of paintings held in the Exchange
house. In 1895 the capital with its interest reached 69,314 rubles 36 ko-
pecks, and a year later the Kyiv Exchange Committee expressed its wil-
lingness to transfer 72,000 rubles to establish a technical school.
On February 14, 1893, in reaction to a corresponding request of the
Ministry of Finance, which, after the appointment of Sergei Witte its
Minister, began to engage actively in the issues of technical and economic
education in the country, a general meeting of the Kyiv Exchange Com-
mittee members adopted a resolution to establish a special commission for
preparing a plan of a secondary technical college and its program in corre-
spondence with the needs of the South West part of the Empire. The
decision was made to deposit for this goal 1,5 kopecks from each pood
(16.8 kg) of produced sugar. However, this collection was moving on very
badly.
However, willy-nilly, the issue had to be shifted into a practical plane,
because of the fact that the problem of training personnel for domestic
industry was becaming more and more acute. "All directors of higher
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educational establishments are heaped up with the requests to send engi-
neers. But we are unable to meet these requests", – the well-known
scientist-teacher, rector of the first higher educational establishment of
Ukraine – the Kharkiv practical technological institute, said at a commer-
cial and industrial convention in 1896, Victor Kyrpychov. It could not
otherwise; in eleven higher technical institutions of Russia, existing in the
country then, only 5497 students were studying [15, p. 3].
The idea to necesserily open a new higher technical establishments
was consistently defended by the Minister of finance of the Russian Em-
pire in 1892-1903, and later on a chairman of the Cabinet of Ministers
Serhiy Âèòòå. Later on, in his remembrances he was writing the follo-
wing, "Developing the network of commercial education, I had an idea to
arrange higher establishments – commercial and technical universities of
a polytechnic institute type, which would have different departments of
human knowledge and organized rather as the universities, then technical
schools, i.e. they would have organization, which could really develop
young people, give them universal knowledge as a result of socializing with
the mates engaged in all possible specialities "[16].
S.Vitte's ideas in many aspects were based on the positions, expressed
by the members of the Emperor's Russian technical society, uniting sci-
entists working in area of natural sciences, and engineers. In 1897 this
public organization set up a "Committee on the higher technical establish-
First State Examinations Commission in 1903, led by D.I. Mendeleev
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ments", consisting of 40 well-known
scientists, high school officers and en-
gineers, among them the following
names should be mentioned: D.I.Men-
deleev, M.I.Konovalov, D.Z.Zernov,
M.O.Bunge and others. Some of them
later on were bearing a direct relation
to creating and developing the Kyiv
polytechnic institute. After studying the
question on organizational forms, the
program of training and the activity of
higher educational establishments in
Russia and abroad, the Commission
came to the conclusion, that the uni-
versity form of training was unable to
satisfy requirements in training person-
nel for industry, and worked out clear recommendations on improving the
quality and expansion of network of higher technical establishments in the
Russian Empire. It was polytechnic institutes that were acknowledged as
an acceptable type of educational establishment [17, p. 68].
The last is very important. The point is that from the second half of
XIX century engineering business in the world was developing towards
differenting technical knowledge, which the specialists working in diffe-
rent areas had to possess. Demand for engineers was increasing constant-
ly, and the number of vacancies was growing. Therefore labour-market
supposedly required narrow-specialization, monobranch training of engi-
neers. Actually it was this kind of specialized high technical school the
Kyiv sugar-refineries and industrialists, coming forward the initiators of
its creation in Kyiv, were first dreaming about. But there was another
way, and l'Ecole Politechnique – a famous Polytechnic school founded in
1795 by the Convent of the French Republic, was the first to step on it.
This was the first higher technical educational establishment of a new
type, where the students obtained not only skills in narrow specialization,
but deep fundamental natural-science training on mathematics, physics,
chemistry and others, including humanitarian disciplines which were nec-
essarily combined with general engineering courses and professional-prac-
M.A. Burge
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tical work at the enterprises, construction sites and in scientific laborato-
ries. Training in the Aahen, Viennese, Magdeburg technical universities,
in the Emperor's higher technical school (now – the Moscow state higher
technical school) and in some others was arranged according to this sys-
tem.
In course of time Serhiy Witte became a supporter of creating techni-
cal educational establishments of just the same type. For the sake of jus-
tice it should be noted that he was developing the ideas, imbedded into the
"A general normal draft plan of the industrial education in Russia", de-
signed by his predecessor in the position of the Minister of Finance (1888-
1892), – a prominent mathematician, one of the founders of the auto-
matic control theory, founder of a scientific school of machine building,
in 1875-1878 – the director of the Petersburg technological institute and
simultaneously a state figure, a member of State Council in 1886-1895
and a successful businessman-millionaire Ivan Vyshnehradsky. By this
project the cycle of training in new higher technical educational establish-
ments had to combine in itself universal and special training – two years
on each and practical work.
Nevertheless, let us mark, that in realization of the program of deve-
loping the industrial and economic education Serhiy Witte went much
farther, than his predecessor was proposing. So, when he was occupying
the position of the Minister of Finance on his initiative, with his assis-
tance and direct participation 3 polytechnic institutes (Warsaw, Kyiv and
Saint Petersburg), 73 commercial schools, 35 schools of mercantile fleet
and even a few industrial-artistic schools were founded. To the cause of
commercial-industrial training he was actively attracting the funds of elec-
tive district councils, municipal and class establishments as well as private
persons. Therefore from 31 million roubles spent for eracting and equip-
ping educational establishments of the financial department, there were
only 11 million for a treasury; from 4,3 million roubles of annual spen-
dings these establishments received from the treasury only 1,3 million
roubles, other charges were covered from other sources [18].
Witte's approach to the question of financing education by creating a
model of state-private partnership played a great role in training highly
qualified specialists for domestic economy, Ukrainian in particular. In
addition, the enrollment conditions in the newly created educational es-
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tablishments provided education for the representatives of those popula-
tion strata, which under no circumstances ten years ago could even dream
about it. It became possible because instead of the Department of people's
education the Ministry of finance itself was taking care of those educa-
tional establishments.
Long ago the former was already called in society "the Ministry of
people's stupefaction " instead of "the Ministry of education": a long-term
Minister of education Ivan Delyanov became notorious for his unfortu-
nate circular, which went down in history as the circular "On the cook's
children", by which even the secondary educational establishments were
forbidden to accept the children of low origin. In addition, at his ruling
the higher courses for women were closed, a strict percentage of Jews who
could study was set, military gymnasia again were transformed into cadet
corps, etc. He was defending the idea that the noblemen alone should
obtain classical education, other population – only the applied one or
nothing. In 1898 he was replaced in position of the Minister of education
by a Professor of the Moscow University Mykola Boholepov, whose views
did not practically differ from those of his predecessor. Out of the higher
educational establishments he took into his head to create practically closed
establishments permanently controlled by the powers. It was this Minister
who being in this position introduced a method of influencing those stu-
dents who were participating in various movements of disobedience –
handing them over to Army service. Even a military department could not
agree with this kind of measures for a long time; nevertheless they were
ratified in 1899 and applied for the first time during student disturbances
in 1900, when 183 students were conscripted into the army.
Polytechnicum for Kyiv
Therefore one of S.Yu.Witte's aims to arrive to Kyiv in 1896 was
holding the negotiations on opening here a new higher educational estab-
lishment of technical profile. This is how the newspaper "Kievlyanin" was
writing then about his visit on October, 2, 1896, "...on October, 1, 1896,
at 11 o'clock in the morning the express train of the South-West railways
brought to Kyiv the Minister of Finance of the Russian Empire a high-
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ranking official Serhiy Yulievych Witte. In his answer to greetings of the
Kyiv Municipal Department deputation, Serhiy Yulievych paid attention
to the fact that the growth of industry and the needs of rapidly developing
agriculture of the region, were pushing into the foreground the issue of
organizing a High technical school in the South of Russia, and city autho-
rities should strive to get it open in Kyiv". (transl. from Russ.) [7, p. 25]. Let
us note, that the deputation of the city council members and representa-
tives of the City Duma headed by a municipal chairman S.Sokolsky, who
were meeting the Minister, in their greetings were talking about creating a
secondary cillege, therefore S.Witte was insisting on the necessity of foun-
ding exactly a high technical school, which was sort a surprise for them.
Moreover, on October 11, 1896, already after Witte's departure Âèòòå,
the City Duma at their meeting made a decision to "authorise the city
mayor to submit a petition before the Ministry of people's education and
higher administration for opening in Kyiv a secondary technical school,
and to charge the city council with learning the work of secondary techni-
cal schools in other cities". Soon, on October 25, at their meeting Duma,
having considered the report of the college commission, adopted resolu-
tion: "on recognizing desirable to open in Kyiv a secondary mechanical-
chemical-engineering college with teaching in compliance with local ne-
cessities: sugar refining, processing leather, wool and other cattle breeding
products as well as flax, hemp and flour-miller production, to authorise
the municipal head to join the negotiations of the exchange committee
chairman and the bureau of sugar refinery owners on possible assistance
on their side in opening and maintaining the college" [cited from 19,
p. 417]. At the meeting the ideas that for the sake of saving money even a
lower technical school instead of a secondary one should be founded, were
expressed, as well as the thoughts to subordinate it to the Ministry of
people's education.
But the representatives of the Kyiv business communities supported
the Minister of Finance S.Yu.Witte. On November 9, 1896, at the mee-
ting of a financial commission in the city council, where the issue on the
financial participation of the Kyiv city council in opening a secondary
specialized college was raised, a well-known businessman sugar-refinery
owner, a member of the Exchange committee Lazar Izrailevych Brodsky
said that for the sake of interests of beet-sugar industry it was important
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to aspire to opening in Kyiv ex-
actly a higher technical educational
establishment.
On November 25, 1896 in
L.I.Brodsky's flat the first private
operational meeting, headed by a
municipal chairman, professor of
philosophy of the Kyiv ecclesiasti-
cal academy Stepan Mykhailovych
Solsky, aiming at coordinating the
views of city authorities and the
Exchange committee on the status
of a future educational establish-
ment, took place.
At this private conference the
following representatives were
participating: professors of the St.Volodymyr Kyiv University –
S.M.Bohdanov, M.M.Bubnov, M.O.Bunge, G.G. De-Metz, D.I.Pykhno,
I.I.Rakhmanynov, M.K.Rennecampf, privat-docent M.V.Samofalov; rail-
way engineers – O.O.Abrahamson, E.F. von Gerschelman, K.S.Nemeshaev,
M.S.Filonenko; engineers-technologists – M.F.Barsukov, M.O.Toptyhin,
K.V.Fischman; representatives of industry – L.I.Brodsky, M.I.Podhorsky,
M.O.Ratthoaus, B.I.Khanenko, M.H.Khryakov, S.I.Shcheniovsky. Let us
note, that all these people were recognized specialists in the industries,
engaged not only in their own purely professional businesses but in public
activity, related to their basic duties, as well. For example, the weii-known
chemist Mykola Andriyovych Bunge was not only an honourable ordinary
professor of the St.Volodymyr Kyiv University but for 32 years (1873-
1905) – a chairman of the Kyiv department of the Emperor's Russian
Technical Society.
The private conference decision was fixed in the protocol. Item 3 of
this protocol fixed the major conclusion, "...creation of a new higher tech-
nical educational establishment must be recognized by all of as an urgent
necessity". Item 6 said, "The type of a polytechnic institute, consisting of
a few departments differing in specialization, is recognized the most ap-
propriate type of a new educational establishment, by the example of high
H.H. De-Metz
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polytechnical schools in Zurich, KarlsrueÊàðëñðóý, Munich, Vienna,
Hannover, Aahen, etc."., item 7 stated that " the Kyiv polytechnic insti-
tute must have no less than three departments: mechanical, chemical,
agricultural", item 8 – that "...the Polytechnic institute should be named
"The Kyiv polytechnic institute of Emperor Olexandr ²²" and it must be
supervized by the Ministry of Finance", item 10 – that "... the representa-
tives of the Kyiv municipal department, Exchange society, the Kyiv de-
partment of the Emperor's Russian Technical society must participate in
managing the Kyiv polytechnic institute," etc. The financial questions of
creating a new educational establishment was planned to decide in such a
way: the city authorities had to allocate 300 thousand roubles for founding
the Institute, 72 thousand were already collected by the Exchange com-
mittee, and the rest (total sum necessary for constructing and providing all
necessary facilities was defined in volume of 700 thousand roubles) were
expected from the enterprises, landowners and private persons.
The protocol of this meeting became a basis for further work on
creating in Kyiv a new higher technical educational establishment, in which
the ideas of the Minister of Finance S.Yu.Witte were developed and the
ways of realizing wishes of business communities of Kyiv, expressing their
desire to participate in further financing the institute, were foreseen. There-
fore in discussion between the city Duma and public about the type of a
future educational establishment, public opinion scored off.
Within a few days, on December 2, the Kyiv City Duma by (38 – for, 6
– against) gave the majority of their votes for granting financial assistance to
providing all the necessary facilities of the polytechnic establishment just in
volumes defined by the conference participants, i.e. 300 thousand roubles. It
should be noted, that for providing this support in 1898 the city bonded 5-
percent loan with the term of redemption in 1965. The aim of emission of
total value 550 thousand was to provide the necessary facilities of the Kyiv
polytechnic institute and construct a new building of the opera theater (in-
stead of fire-damaged in 1896), therefore 300 thousand emission receivabless
were directed for opening the institute, and 250 – for the theatre [20, p. 17].
One month and a half later, on January 18, 1897, the Kyiv governor
general count O.P.Ihnatiev invited the private conference participants to
his place in relation to creating the Kyiv polytechnic and informed that he
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agreed with the necessity of creating a committee on founding the KPI
and took the proposal to lead it.
Next week, on January 25, the first meeting of committee where 78
people were taking part, was held: there were 10 representatives of the City
Duma, 15 representatives of the Kyiv department of the Emperor's Russian
Technical Society, 6 representatives of the Exchange committee and 5 rep-
resentatives of the Kyiv society of agriculture. L.I.Brodsky's statement about
donating 100 thousand roubles for institute was promulgated at the meeting
as well as the information about 81 thousand roubles donated by other
persons and establishments. Therefore total sum which the committee could
expect (let us remind that money from the City Duma began to come in
only after issuing bonds of 1898) attained 703 thousand roubles.
The list of donors, whose payments made the first capital for foun-
ding the institute is interesting:
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As we see, except municipal sourses others came in exceptionally
from private persons, from the Exchange committee, commercial banks
and societies.
To organize effective work in the committee on creating the KPI the
commissions on activity directions were created: editorial (for preparing a
draft statute, training programs and the institute personnel) – headed by
the municipal head professor S.M.Solsky and a bit later – a construction
commission – headed the chief of the Kyiv public chamber M.V.Samofalov,
charged with the duty of choosing temporary premises to start the work of
the institute by the time the construction of the institute buildings is
completed; and eight subcommittees: technical, headed by the chief of the
South-West railways K.S.Nemeshaev, chemical, administrative – directed
by professor of the Kyiv University, chairman of the Kyiv department of
the Emperor's Russian Technical Society, chairman of the Kyiv society of
natural scientists M.O.Bunge, engineer – headed by professor I.I.Rakh-
maninov, administrative – led by professor M.K.Rennecampf, agricultur-
al – chaired by a manager of agricultural syndicate B.I.Khanenko, on
designing construction projects – headed by a baron G.V.Rosen, on fur-
ther collection of donations and offerings – chaired by a count A.P.Ignatiev,
on defining the construction site – headed by professor S.M.Solsky. At
the meeting the committee members finally considered it necessary to
found in Kyiv a polytechnic institute with three departments: technical,
chemical and agricultural.
Besides, the city authorities declared about their desire to allot for
free the place for constructing the institute buildings.
Nevertheless, in the early March, the same year, a count Ihnatiev
reported on the works on founding the Kyiv polytechnic institute by "the
most subservient" message to tzar and soon the Minister of Finance high-
rank state officer S.Yu.Witte reported officially, that on March 14, Mykola
²² "deigned to order the most graciously to command" that interceding for
legislative approval of the statute and staff of the Kyiv polytechnic insti-
tute depends upon the Ministry of Finance. He also ordered to establish
in Kyiv a corresponding committee under the leadership of the Kyiv,
Podolsk and Volyn governor general for collecting offerings and donations
for arranging the institute and organizing the constructiion of the buil-
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dings necessary for this establishment (this, as was shown above, was
already done) [19, p.422 ]. Thus, general undertakings of the Ministry of
Finance, the Kyiv city Duma and regional businessmene got encourage-
ment at the greatest state level, the body founded by them obtained the
official status, and future submission vertical of the educational establish-
ment was officially approved – submitted to the Ministry of Finance. The
Department of trade and manufactories headed by V.I.Kovalevsky directly
supervised its deeds.
About it all general O.P.Ihnatiev informed the committee members at
their meeting on April 2, and thereafter the committee got the name "The
committee By His Imperial Supremacy founded for collecting offerings
and donations for arranging the Polytechnic institute in Kyiv and erecting
the institute buildings" [19, p. 423]. At the same meeting another sub-
committee was created – on designing the buildings of the Polytechnic
institute, led by a baron V.Rosen. S.M.Solsky reported to the participants
on subcommittee activity in defining the institute construction site. A few
areas were proposed in different parts of the city and in its nearest sur-
burbs: in Lypky ("Vine gardens"), in Pechersk (in Laboratorna street), in
Lukianivka, etc. It's interesting, that the representatives of each of the city
areas was trying to prove the commission, that it was their area that was
most of all suitable for placing the institute. Its reason was purely eco-
nomic: it could promote price increase on the land in that part of the city.
After considering the proposals the commission members first gave prefer-
ence to the Lukianivka plot.
However, after visiting the locality, the commission members came
to a conclusion about uselessness of the plot in Lukianivka for building
there the Polytechnic institute buildings as the proposed territory was
cut by ravines. Dispute about a potential place for the institute broke out
with new energy. The end to it was put only in October, 1897, when the
director of the Department of manufactories and trade V.I.Kovalevsky
arrived to Kyiv for acquaintance with the trend of affairs and making
final decision on the institute site. Having learned all the proposals, he
admitted, eventually, that the 38 dessiatina plot (1 d=10,900 sq. metres
or 2.7 acres) along the Brest-Lytovskoe (Zhytomyrske) road, belonging
to a military department, the so-called "Saperne pole (Combat engineer
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field) was the best. It was really a field for military manoeuvres with two
sandy hills in the middle, numerous pits and without any signs of bushes
or trees. However, this question had to be co-ordinated with a military
department. Therefore "the Committee on arranging the Polytechnic
institute" made decision to ask the Committee chairman V.I.Kovalevsky
to take measures for getting concession of this plot for constructing the
institute from the military department on condition of granting them an
area from public lands with the area 76 dessiatina (i.e. twice as much),
but located a little father from the city. In addition, the Committee
members asked V.I.Kovalevsky to assist in opening the first course of
institute from the autumn 1898, even prior the completion of construc-
ting its buildings and decided to replace the competition of sketches of
the main building foreseen at first by competition of the project proper
of the institute building. Therefore, taking into account this decision and
S.Yu.Witte's instructions in relation to opening one more department –
construction engineering (even at the expence of the Ministry) the sub-
committee headed by baron Rosen prepared the program of nominal
competition on designing the projects of the main and chemical buildings
already for four institute departments instead of three [19, p. 425]. Pro-
gram developers specified that the institute should be located in separate
buildings suitable for further expansion and situated in such a way so
that the new buildings, including apartment houses for teaching staff
round them could be erected. Thus, a professor-student small town like
Platte in Zurich or quarters of Charlottenburg near Berlin had to be
created.
Institute educational-experimental agrarian enterprise created as a
structural subdivision of agricultural department had to stationed outside
Kyiv. Land plot for this purpose was offered not only by the Kyiv author-
ities but Poltava province zemstvo and Vinnytsya municipal council as
well. However these proposals were turned down by the Committee be-
cause of their disagreement with basic requirements laid down by the
institute, first of all – because they were too far from Kyiv. Eventually the
hamlet "Zatyshshya" (Quietness) located not far away from the city was
admitted the best, and this is where the educational-experimental enter-
prise was stationed [21, p. 1–2].
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On November 1, 1897, commander general of the Kyiv territorial
military department M.I.Drahomyrov gave his consent to the land plot's
exchange, that took off the last barriers on the way of starting the con-
struction of the new educational establishment in Kyiv.
On November 20, the same year, Kyiv governor general Ihnatiev sub-
mitted for consideration of the Ministry of Finance the KPI Regulations
project, perfected by the professors of the St.Volodymyr Kyiv university
M.K.Rennencampf, D.I.Pykhno, M.O.Bunge, F.Ya.Fortynsky. This doc-
ument underlied the Statute on the institute, ratified in half a year, on July
24, 1898, by the Emperor Mykola ². The Statute determined the rights of
the new educational establishment and tasks put before it. By this docu-
ment the institute was already officially submitted to the Ministry of Fi-
nance. The four-year course of studies was implemented in it. It was fore-
seen to transfer annually 350 thousand roubles for maintaining the Kyiv
polytechnic institute of the Emperor Olexandr ²². A scientist-teacher rati-
fied by the government "from the persons known for their scientific activi-
ty" was supposed to be appointed a director of the institute by the Minister
of Finance. The institute board headed by the director consisting of the
professors of all departments and a teacher of theology were assigned the
leading body of the new educational establishment. Protocols of the board
meetings were necessarily approved by the Minister of Finance, i.e. the
highest state power was constantly in the course institute's life. The institute
administration board whose members
were the deans of departments, in-
spector, the City Duma representa-
tives, Exchange committee, Kyiv de-
partment of the Russian technical so-
ciety and the Kyiv agricultural soci-
ety were engaged in the economic
matters of the institute [6, p. 57].
The first manning table of the insti-
tute included 23 ordinary and 12 ex-
traordinary professors, 10 teachers of
different subjects, 14 laboratory as-
sistants and a small number of auxi-
liary workers [22, p. 26]. V.L. Kyrpychov
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In January, 1898, an organizer and permanent (since 1885) director
of the Kharkiv practical technological institute, a well-known scientist-
mechanic, author of the first Russian systematized textbook "Machine
Details", of the courses on resistance of materials, mechanics and graphic
statics, etc., Victor Lvovych Kyrpychov got a proposal to lead a newly
created educational establishment. And although at that time V.L.Kyrpychov
had right to retire, he declared about his desire to become the first director
of the Kyiv polytechnic institute, where he could realize his ideas about
rational organization of high technical school. It should be noted that the
ideas he cherished since the times of cooperation with I.O.Vyshehradsky,
under whose direction he was participating in developing a project of a
general complex plan of developing the industrial and professional training
in Russia, which became one of the head stones of a wide program of
developing technical education of the Minister of finance S.Yu.Witte, which
was persistently and consistently implemented the last decade of Õ²Õ cen-
tury. It was his initiative, on which appointing the professors of the chairs
was conducted in the country on competitive principles exceptionally from
the individuals having an academic degree [23, p. 718].
“Prestissimo”, i.e. very quickly
In the late November, 1897, the St.Petersburg union of architects
announced a competition of draft designs of the ÊÏÈ building "...agreeing
to pay 1000 roubles for each submitted project and 4000 thousand roubles
above to the author of the project admitted the best after corrections made
by his author according to remarks received" [7, p. 35]. In March, next
year, a competitive commission on considering the projects the Kyiv poly-
technic institute building made a decision about the winner of the compe-
tition. Out of eight projects presented at it the project of the well-known
architect I.S.Kittner under the motto "Prestissimo" ("Very quickly") was
admitted the best. The project foresaw rapid rates of constructing a build-
ing of pavilion type, which had to be built of brick without plastering. In
planning I.S.Kittner achieved an expedient functional grouping of aca-
demic buildings, dwelling-houses for teachers and employees and auxilia-
ry apartments. The complex of the Kyiv polytechnic institute was present-
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ed as a small town with open courts, connecting galleries, very rational
planning and with maximal regard for all requirements of competition
organizers. After a minor revision its realization started: land works began
in May, 1898. As I.S.Kittner was living in St.Petersburg and could not
arrive very often to Kyiv, the Petersburg architect P.I.Reutov was managing
construction-works. Later on one of the competition participants of projects
of institute buildings a well-known architect O.V.Kobelev, architects
O.M.Verbytsky, V.O.Osmak and others took an active part in them. It was
decided first to build a chemical pavilion so that it would be ready by the
autumn, 1899. Construction-works were conducted by a by a Ginzburg's
contract office and a firm "Kuksch and Lidke".
The institute director V.L.Kyrpychov was taking direct part in orga-
nizing the construction-works. However, he had to take care of other
issues more close to him as a scientist-teacher, because already in June
the first student enrollment to KPI was announced. 330 students were
taken: 100 – to a mechanical department, 60 – to chemical, 90 – to
engineer, 80 – to agricultural. Payment for half a year studies made 50
roubles. However, because a considerable number of those 415 people
appearing at the entrance exams, passed them successfully, the Ministry
of Finance increased to 360 the number of student vacancies in the insti-
tute [7, p. 43]. On September 1, 1898, classes began in all four depart-
ments of the Kyiv polytechnic institute. As yet in the premises of another
S.Yu.Witte's brainchild – Commercial school in Bulvarno-Kudryavska
street, 24, given to the Polytechnic institute for 25 thousand roubles of
rent per year, donated once again by a sugar-refinery businessman
L.I.Brodsky. Therefore V.L.Kyrpychov had to be engaged simultaneously
in construction and organization of educational process. And also in ar-
ranging workshops, laboratories, subject cabinets, in a few words – in all
issues of completing the material and training-methodical base, which was
supposed to provide both educational process and scientific-research work
in the institute. And, certainly, – in hiring pedagogical staff of the new
institute. The same year V.L.Kyrpychov started introducing a complex
system of training personnel for industry, construction and agriculture,
which combined fundamental theoretical training, particularly, deep study
of mathematics, physics, chemistry, with experimental work in laborato-
ries and obligatory production practice.
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A chemical building and dwelling-houses for teachers became the first
erected buildings of the institute. They were sanctified on September 14,
1899 [7, p. 80]. It allowed to begin the second academic year already in the
institute's own premises. Meanwhile construction-works did not stopped
even for a day: soon the main building case was completed and internal
finishing works began in it, a building of mechanical workshops was erec-
ted, territory planning was fulfilled and a number of roadways were laid,
arrangement of a farmyard and services was almost completed.
However all these works did not interfere with the educational pro-
cess, and classes were held without interruptions. The Kyiv polytechnic
institute was overcoming the first steps on the way of its establishment
and development.
* * *
Thus, founding the Kyiv polytechnic institute was caused by the objec-
tive needs of regional economy, and became possible due to the initiative of
the well-known representatives of Kyiv business communities and under-
standing of problems by local authorities, multiplied by support of the state
power, which was personified in the Minister of Finance high-rank state
officer S.Yu.Witte. Synergetic effect of this kind of cooperation and collab-
oration for the last two years of Õ²Õ century gave what the well-known
Kyiv businessmen and public figures had been vainly trying to get for the
previous two dozens of years. However, both the efforts of the powers and
money of sponsors and patrons quickly provided swift and powerful begin-
ning of the Kyiv polytechnic institute activity. Big credit should herein be
given the first director, well-known scientist, teacher and science organizer
professor V.L.Kyrpychov for getting involved in the work in the newly
created educational establishment the well-known teachers, scientists and
practical workers, and for implementing in the institute a complex system of
training personnel for industry, construction and agriculture, connecting
fundamental theoretical training with experimental work in laboratories and
obligatory production practice, progressive for those time, and even new for
Russian institutions of higher education. All of it was taking place in parallel
with developing the institute complex, actually – the whole small town with
its own infrastructure, capable of providing both educational process and
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scientific-research work as well as some domestic needs of the institute
teachers, workers and students.
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3. ROLE OF THE UKRAINIAN UNIVERSITIES
IN DEVELOPING AND ESTABLISHING INDUSTRY
(1861–1913)
Industrial revolution and the evolution of society
The industrial revolution which took place in the territory of the Rus-
sian Empire in the second half of XIX century, led not only to structural
changes in economy of the big country and most of its regions. The changes
in population structure were its marked consequence. People started to play
an important role in economics, especially those who were engaged in in-
dustry and in new branches of transport and communication, primarily the
hired factory workers. Thus, in 1804 the country had only 95 000 factory
workers and only 46 000 of them were free people, the rest were serfs. In
1825 the number of workers rose up to 210 000 and already 114 000 of
them were free [1, p. 1]. And in 1900 the total number of workers already
reached 1 666 177 people only in those industrial enterprises which were
subject to' supervision of factory inspection, and not all over Russia, but
only in its European part and in the Bakynska province [2, p. II].
The number of people employed in the real economic sectors, went on
growing even in the times of economic and political crises gone through by
the state. Confusion and mess in the state were unable to stop the processes
of production concentration. Evidence of this fact could be the information
about changes in the average number of workers in manufacturing observed
in 1900-1905 – the period, known as far from the best time in the history
of the Russian Empire and far from the most successful for developing its
economy, because those were the years of economic crisis (1900-1903),
further depression (1903-1905) and the revolution [2, p. II; 3, p. VI].
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As we can see, the average number of workers at each enterprise has
increased on 23.8 persons just within six first years of XIX century.
Such growth of the number of industrial workers reflected the acceler-
ated evolution of the society. The replacement of traditional industries (pro-
cessing agricultural products, textile and mining industry, etc.) by the new
branches of heavy industry, relating to modernization of technologies and
greater differentiation of professions, contributed to this. Financial and banking
system, railway and other new types of transport were rapidly developing in
those times, too. New high-tech industries required more technicians and
engineers. At the same time more highly skilled technicians came in the
sphere of entrepreneurship, which, in its turn, contributed to further tech-
nological development of the country.
The training of national engineering
human resources
However, the country was lacking engineering human resources, and
the situation was incurable, because in the late XIX century there were only
9 higher technical educational institutions in the Empire:
1. Petersburg Mining Institute;
2. Petersburg Institute of Communication lines;
3. Petersburg Institute of Technology;
4. Petersburg Institute of Civil Engineers;
5. Petersburg Electrotechnical Institute;
6. Imperial Moscow Technical School;
7. Imperial Moscow specialized Engineering School;
8. Riga Polytechnic Institute;
9. Kharkiv Institute of Technology.
There were only 5 106 students in the 1896-1897 academic year study-
ing at them, and this was the total number of students – not the number of
graduating students [4, p. 48].
It is worth comparing this number of students with that of industrial
enterprises functioning in the Russian Empire at that time.
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So, there were 30 859 enterprises in the Russian factory-and-works
industry in 1897, attached to the fuel and other mining industries, metal,
wood, chemical, flavoring, leather and fur, textile, paper and clothing
industries. In addition, 6212 flour mill enterprises, 247 distillery plants
producing 40 degrees bread wine (vodka), 1762 other flavoring plants were
still working in the country [5]. Overall total made 39 080 enterprises!
And this was in industries alone excluding construction of new trans-
port industries, new industries in the area of life support of big settle-
ments (energy supply, water supply and drainage system, sewerage econo-
my, etc.).
Therefore, let's repeat, there was a lack of national engineering staff
in domestic economy. It was very well known abroad, and not without
reason in the early 90s of the XIX century in Germany the opening of
new technical schools was motivated by the construction of the Siberian(!)
Railway station in Russia [4, p. 44].
Therefore, it's no wonder that some young people who wanted to get
the profession of an engineer, were forced to study abroad, because of lack
of technical universities. For example, we know that in the same 1896
only the Saxon higher technical schools were training about 400 Russian
citizens [the same, p.  49].
The situation became more complicated because institutionalization
of the engineering profession in Tsarist Russia was not completed. Uni-
form criteria for awarding the rank of engineer to graduating students did
not exist in the late XIX-early XX century. So, St. Petersburg State Uni-
versity of Railway Transport Engineers awarded the ranks of engineers to
persons who actually got training of technicians and Moscow Technical
School awarded the ranks of engineer to masters and "scientific" masters
who had been working for long in production. Moreover, the engineering
rank was awarded to well-known industrialists [6, p. 52]. All this situation
not only levelled educational values in society, but contributed to forming
inadequate understanding of engineering profession and the ways of it's
obtaining, too.
In the 90s of XIX century a few prominent figures came to the high-
est posts in the state government (such as I.Vyshnegradsky and S.Witte),
who realized very clearly all the dangers for the country, caused by that
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situation and put all possible efforts into reversing it in some way. It
should be noted that their initiatives in this direction were always positive-
ly accepted by the business circles of the Empire, which had a great
influence on solving the issues of national and especially local importance.
Let's remember the circumstances of founding and constructing the Kyiv
Polytechnic Institute of the Emperor Olexandr II.
If it were not for the direct public participation, the opening of Kharkiv
Institute of Technology would have been delayed, too, as predetermined
by the pressing needs of national economy the decision of principle on
establishing the technical high school located in Kharkov was taken by
governmental instances of the Russian Empire as far back as in 1870. But
it was realized only 15 years later thanks to the efforts of the then member
of the Ministry of Education Academician I.Vyshnegradsky and the at-
tention to this matter of the Kharkiv community. I.Vyshnegradsky to-
gether with Professor M.Iljin personally chose the location for the insti-
tute construction. "We were especially trying to learn in the place – they
wrote – what commercial value the city of Kharkiv has, as well as its
suburbs at present and may belong in future, to determine the peculiari-
ties of the internal structure of the institute, conditioned by the place
where it would function". The Kharkiv City Association allocated 50 thou-
sand rubles for start-up expenses of its arrangement. The Kharkiv city
Council allotted the area of 28.5 hectares in Kaplunivska (now Chervono-
praporna) Street for the complex of institution buildings. But in spite of
all that the work was delayed and only numerous inquiries and statements
of the City Council and Mayor of Kharkiv, applications of the well-
known citizens with persistent reasonable requirements to the Russian
higher institutions accelerated the practical opening of the Kharkiv Insti-
tute of Technology (since 1898 – the Kharkiv Institute of Technology),
held on September 15, 1885 [7]. Viktor Kyrpychov became its first rector,
who later headed the Kyiv Polytechnic in 1898.
It was the press and public institutions which initiated the establish-
ment of Katerynoslav Higher Mining School (now – National Mining
University of Ukraine). On April 17, 1896, the Katerynoslav (Kateryno-
slav – the old name of Dnipropetrovsk) City Council who unanimously
approved the decision on raising before the state authorities a petition on
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establishing the Higher Mining School, granted 200 000 rubles for that
purpose and allocated land for the specialized School for free. Since Kat-
erynoslav was the center of mining and metallurgical industry of region,
the Congress of mining manufacturers of Southern Russia backed up that
decision. The Governor personally headed "The committee for collecting
donations and laying foundation for the KVHU buildings", intentionally
created for organizing the construction. In order to start training students in
it as soon as possible the Potyomkinsky palace for two years was made
available for its needs, and on September 30 (according to old stile), the
next year 1898, the first academic year in its history started [8]. By 1917
this institution sertified 467 engineers, scientific and public activity of the
whole number of prominent scientists – O.M.Terpyhorev, L.V.Pysarzhevsky
and others was connected with it.
Therefore, in one and half dozen years the situation in higher technical
education began to change, and not at the expense of opening new educa-
tional establishments, but due to increasing the number of specialties, on
which training was carried out (see Table 3.2.).
Another higher technical educational institution was found by a Mos-
cow researcher V.Tarasova. It was established in 1910 as Electrotechnical
courses at the Ministry of Railways, which was training males [6, p.48].
In the early XX century the number of institutions of higher technical
education of the Russian Empire was limited be the institutes and courses
enumerated. As we see, only three of them (Kharkiv Institute of Technolo-
gy, Kyiv Polytechnic Institute and Katerynoslav Mining Institute) were
located in the territory of Ukraine.
It is clear, that even this number of technical colleges could not fully
satisfy the needs of the Russian Empire industry. Moreover, three techni-
cal universities were not enough for the Ukrainian Naddnipryanshchyna
(left-bank Ukraine). However, it was due to those establishments that the
situation was gradually improving. Moreover, the number of their stu-
dents was gradually increasing every year: in 1899-1913 the number of
students increased from 811 to 1171 persons in the Kharkiv Institute of
Technology, from 583 to 2313 persons – at the Kyiv Polytechnic Insti-
tute, and from 77 to 446 persons – at the Katerynoslav Mining high
school [10, p. 57].
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The network of higher technical educational institutions of the Russian
Empiresubmission to the state government on January 1, 1914 [9, p. 21]
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The graduating students of these technical universities were making
rather significant positive influence on the development of industry in the
region, and yet they could not play a crucial role in these processes. The
reason for this was a relatively small number of these people. Moreover,
not all of them after graduation remained to work in industry, transport or
in construction. Illustration of it are the data of a poll, held among the
persons who graduated from the mechanical department of the Kyiv Poly-
technic Institute in 1913. They showed that only 32.4% of graduating
students were working at the enterprises and railways. The rest 67.6%
were the co-owners of technical firms, representatives of various compa-
nies, inspectors, officers, officials of various departments, etc. [11, p. 32].
It should be noted that the conditions for the Kyiv Polytechnic grad-
uates to leave the sphere of practical activity for that of public administra-
tion were created by the state itself. Indeed, according to the regulations
of the Emperor Olexandr II on the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute, the per-
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sons who graduated from this Institute, were entitled to receive the 11th
grade when starting the civil service, and those, who graduated with ho-
nours, were entitled to receive the 10th grade. Let us remind, that accord-
ing to the Tabell of Ranks at that time, Grade 10 of Civil Service was
equal to the rank of lieutenant of the army, and in order to get it, it was
necessary not only to graduate from the military institution, but to serve
in the previous rank of lieutenant at least for four years as well [12, p. 90].
In total the range of civil ranks, provided by the Tabell of ranks, contained
14 classes, that is receiving the 11th, all the more the 10th rank was
considered a great success and gave the right to occupy more or less
decent position in the state service. A person, and especially the person,
who came from lower social strata (and technical schools for higher edu-
cation were considerably more democratic in this sense than classical uni-
versities, what we will consider more in detail later), immediately raised
his or her status. Nevertheless, for a very long time since 1827 there was a
procedure, by which only the persons of four categories had the right for
state service: 1) hereditary nobles; 2) children of true nobility, children of
first guild merchants, priests and deacons; 3) children of ordered (i.e.
public) servants, who did not have class ranks; 4) those, who did not
belong to the first three categories, but were taken on the public service by
the law of 1827 was passed. Only a bit later they were joined by the people
from other classes, who had a certain educational level, available, let us
note, only with the rear exception, only for those from the first three
categories listed above.
This arrangement was existing for almost eighty years and was
changed only by the revolutionary events of the early XX century, in
1906, when the representatives of all social classes received equal rights
in order to obtain a civil service [Ibidem, p.122, 140]. Moreover, in
order to obtain the 11th civilian rank, starting from the 14th, the lowest
one, in accordance with the Act of October 9, 1856, "On the terms of
promotion to the ranks in civil service", a person had to serve in each of
them at least for three years, i.e. nine in total. And to become a public
servant of the 10th rank – twelve years correspondingly. The term of
receipting the next rank could be reduced by half only in case of its
conferment as distinction for impeccable service or executing any special
orders [Ibidem, p. 127].
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The state was trying to improve the quality status of officials and,
therefore, of all the state apparatus by granting the graduates of technical
universities a civil service. Nevertheless, if in 1897 among officials of I-4
classes (included less than 1.5% of all employees), 87% of people had higher
education, including officials of 5-8 classes (49% of all employees) – 58%,
the remaining 49.5% of officials of 9-14 classes, employees with higher
education were in minority.
In addition, civil servants were also the factory inspectors – representa-
tives of an agency or department, new for the Russian Empire, formed only
in 1882 – Factory Inspection. On March 14, 1894, the latter was subordi-
nated to the Department of Trade and Manufactures and "was approved by
the highest opinion of the State Council". Then it was ordered that the
positions of factory inspectors had to be replaced by the people who had
completed the courses of higher educational establishments, mostly techni-
cal [1, p. 18]. By the way, representatives of this State institution did a lot
both for humanization of relationships of that time between business own-
ers and freelances, especially working-class professions, and for implement-
ing modern for those times technological processes, therefore their role is
still waiting for special research.
Thus, the fact of graduation from a higher technical educational insti-
tution gave a man both a profession respected in society and a certain
guaranteed level of welfare, and a real chance to climb up to very high stages
of civil service and, therefore, occupy an appropriate social status. This
opportunity seemed to be very attractive for many representatives of the
Russian post-reformative society, which basically remained patriarchal both
by mode of living and, more importantly, by their attitude to life.
Changes in Professional and Cultural Status
of Entrepreneurs and Engineering Education
The increase of importance and role of business circles in public life
of the regions, and particularly – in making decisions on opening the new
technical educational institutions, significantly contributed to the begin-
ning of "satisfying" personnel hunger for skilled technicians. At the same
time the representatives of national business also began to obtain engi-
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neering professions by themselves. Technical re-equipment of industry
was stimulating changes in professional and cultural state of entrepre-
neurs. Innovations helped both to renovate the range of products and
modernization of production, and to reduce its expenses in order to freely
orientate oneself in the variety of technical innovations and to have possi-
bility to implement in one's production the best of what appeared in the
world, the representatives of big merchant families began to send their
children to technical educational institutions. Therefore in the late XIX
century the merchants of the second and third generations, unlike their
parents, who were relying mainly on their common sense and life experi-
ence when making the decisions, practically all of them got technical or
commercial, or even both types of education.
In addition, the highly educated technical specialists well orientated
in scientific novelties and who quickly perceived market needs and eco-
nomic situation, in the course of industrialization began to press and re-
strict the entrepreneurs of pre-reformative type. This changed both socio-
economic life of the country, and cultural and psychological image of an
entrepreneur and a general structure of industry. Attracting engineers to
the areas, requiring specific scientific and technical knowledge and proper
professional training, conditioned the emergence of the people among the
entrepreneurs- industrialists, who both were successfully managing their
financial and practical affairs and implemented into life their own projects
and developments – sometimes very unusual and interesting [13]. No
wonder, that most of these new educated entrepreneurs were incorporated
into areas, where an intensive development began in the years of post-
reformative financial and economic rise (machinery construction, electric
industry, chemical manufacturing, construc tion, a bit later – aeronautics
and aircraft, etc.).
In Kyiv the example of such a successful businessman of new forma-
tion was a prominent architect Vladyslav Gorodetsky, the author of de-
signs of a famous House with Chimeras, the Museum of Antiquities and
Arts, where the Museum of National Arts is located now; the Roman
Catholic Church of St.Nicholas, where the House of Organ Music is
situated at the moment; the Karaite kenasa (now – the Actors' House)
and other famous buildings. The beginning of his independent activity
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coincided with the construction of a sewer system in Kyiv, and the young
certificated architect founded a "Construction office of house sewage of
the architect V.V.Gorodetsky," performing simple designs of arranging the
outside toilets ("retired" as they were called then by Kyivites) and con-
necting them to the street sewer networks [14, p. 51]. Later, as we know,
he began to erect the buildings, which have immortalized his name, but he
had never worked as a freelancer until the very revolution.
No less famous in his time was an engineer-entrepreneur Baron
R.V.Schteingel in Kyiv, who in the years of intensive development of
railways in Russia managed to scrape up rather serious capital. He was
even mentioned by S.Yu.Witte in his memoirs, "he showed himself quite
accidentally like a little railroad king Baron Schteingel (author's citation)"
[15, p. 123]. An engineer of railways R.Schteingel once received conces-
sion for constructing a Rostov–Vladykavkaz railway, after a while he was
building railways from Tyhoretska to Novorossiysk, from Vladykavkaz to
Petrovsk, etc. It's interesting, that his brother M.V.Schteingel was also a
successful engineer-entrepreneur and was owning a metal-working facto-
ry in Kyiv in Kuznechna street, 50 (now – Antonovycha st.) [14, p. 46].
But perhaps the most striking representative of this new generation of
engineers-businessmen was a descendant of a well-known in Ukraine and
outside the Tereshchenko's family Fedir Fedorovych Tereshchenko (1888-
1950). Several generations of the merchants gave the country both very
successful entrepreneurs, whose main activity was sugar industry (they owned
the "Society of sugar beet-refinery plants of brothers Tereshchenko ", founded
in 1870 with 12 million annual turnover and 14 offices in different cities of
the Russian Empire), and a well-known patrons, collectors of antiques and
art, political figures. The collection of Fedir Artemovych Tereshchenko's
paintings formed the basis of the Kyiv Museum of Russian Art. Even the
street, where it is situated today is called Tereshchenkivska.
The son of one of the "Society's…" founders Fedir after passing in
1907 school leaving certificate externally, entered the mechanical depart-
ment of the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute of the Emperor Olexandr II. He
studied very well (in his certificate there were only excellent marks, ex-
cept architectural drawings and construction art [16, p. 321]), but he left
the institute because of personal circumstances in 1912. Though at that
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time he was already a mature engineer and entrepreneur, his practical
activity as one of the first native aircraft designers is evidence of it.
F.Tereshchenko started his brisk activity of constructing aircraft in
1909. The same year he began to equip his air workshop and airport in his
estate in the Chervone village of Berdychiv uyezd in Volyn province. Up
to 25 freelancers were already working at the first stage of this enterprise
existence. The breeding ground for this Tereshchenko's hobby was the
Kyiv Aeronautical Society, formed mainly of instructors and students of
the Kiev Polytechnic Institute on the basis of an aeronautical club wor-
king here since 1905 (its work will be dwelt with in detail a bit later).
In the end of 1909 – beginning of 1910, the first F.Tereshchenko's
construction – an aircraft, the type of monoplanes having been designed
by L.Bleriot, had beeen already demonstrated at the Aeronautical Exhibi-
tion in Moscow, timed to the Congress of Naturalists. Having got support
from the exhibition visitors and participants of the congress, F.Tereshchenko
enthusiastically took up the expansion of his business on coming back to
Kyiv. Within a short period his workshop turned actually into a special-
ized enterprise engaged both in trial production and producing airplanes to
order. The number of its employees grew up. F.Tereshchenko constructed
light airplanes, including fighters and one of them – "Tereshchenko-5"
(designed together with an engineer and aviator A.Pishoph, working a
chief pilot of his enterprise), became the main exhibit of the Aeronautical
section of the All-Russian Trade and Industrial Exhibition, held in May-
October, 1913, in Kyiv. This machine had very good characteristics for
those times, and had a completely new system of self-starter, allowing it to
land in any place and take off without any assistance. Apart from the
planes of Tereshchenko's design since the same year 1913 the enterprise
started producing airplanes ordered by the War Military Depart-
ment:"Farman", "Morane-Saulnier" and during the war – planes "Voi-
sin", used as scout planes.
It is significant, that F.Tereshchenko was bringing some structural
improvements in each design. Thus, after improving one of designs a cus-
tomer – the Aeronautical Detachment of a Senior Military-Technical
management of General Staff – gave the plane a unique proper name
"Morane-Saulnier-parasol" of Tereshchenko's system" [Ibidem, p. 334].
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It should be noted that in 1910-1915 F.Tereshchenko invested in develop-
ing his enterprise about 150 thousand rubles.
In 1914, before the beginning of the World War I the aviation enter-
prise in Chervone village was already producing up to 2 planes per month
[17, p. 10]. However, in the end of 1914 because of a threatening situa-
tion in the front, Tereshchenko decided to move his manufacture to Kyiv
and convert his workshops into a factory with capacity of 150 machines a
year. But these plans were not realized: the front was approaching the city
closer and closer, and in August 1915, equipment and materials were sent
to Moscow. The plant was situated in the Khodynske field, a train-work-
shop from the plant was also deployed there and was attached to the
Operating Army. It was this workshop which showed the highest produc-
tivity: in some months the workers repaired and assembled up to 55-60
airplanes. About 30 different types of airplanes and 15 engine models went
through it [16, p. 335-336]. F.Tereshchenko designed a special tent-han-
gar for repairing airplanes in the field [18, p. 207]. However, the owner
could not establish the work of the plant itself – production remained
semidomestic, therefore its output even a year after relocation did not
exceed four planes a month [17, p. 10]. Eventually F.Tereshchenko sold
his right to the enterprise to the "Dux" society, i.e. all equipment of his
plant actually became a part of production facilities of a successful manu-
facture, which well-known aviation specialists were working at and coop-
erating with. Thus, the "Dux" consultants were Professors M.Zhukovsky,
V.Vetchynkyn and a Kyivite S.Tymoshenko, an outstanding aircraft de-
signer M.Polikarpov was starting his career here.
However, F.Tereshchenko did not stop his activity after selling his
enterprise. In the late summer, 1916, he built a new machine, named
"Tereshchenko-7" together with an engineer V.Hryhoriev in the work-
shops of the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute. It was a very interesting idea of
the machine, some of its design decisions were ahead of their time –
equipped with a 100-power engine Gnome-Monosoupan a single-frame
biplane with a great swept-back wing and a setting angle that can be
changed in flight. The plane went through the necessary testing programs
and the question of adding it to armoury was raised. But the revolutionary
events of the following period didn't allow completing its final development
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and at this point the F.Tereshchenko's activity as an aviation engineer in
his Motherland was finished. He died in exile.
The KPI aeronautic group as the first native
airdesigner school
It should be noted that quite successful activity of F.Tereshchenko in
aircraft building would not become possible, if he did not get the proper
initial training exactly in the Kyiv polytechnic institute. Moreover, the
proper basis had was created there, which provided the esttablishment of
this new-born engineering industry not only in Kyiv but in all south-west
part of the Russian Empire as well. It was the Kyiv polytechnic institute
that became one of the centers of developing aviation and aircraft building
in the country.
The first proposals about the necessity to create in the institute one
more department, apart from the four already existing, sounded a year
after the institute began its work in 1899. It went as yet about training
specialists on aeronautics, as engineers and scientists were only dreaming
then about using vehicles, heavier than air. One of the greatest enthusiasts
of aviation professor Mykola Andriyovych Artemiev, a talented
M.E.Zhukovsky's pupil was supposed to head this department. This idea
was not supported then, but already in 1905-1906, again on his initiative
the Aeronautic section was nevertheless opened at the institute mechani-
cal group.
In November, 1908, the section was reorganized into the Aeronautic
group with the sections of airplanes, helicopters, ornithopters and engines.
From the moment of organizing the section – afterwards the group, its
director was a Chairman of the group by the institute Regulations.
M.Zhukovsky's student Mykola Delone, Professor of mechanics, a pas-
sionate advocate of aviation and glider designer was its actual leader. A
student of mechanical department Victoryn Bobrov was elected a Vice-
Chairman by the group members. Already in the beginning of next year
the group included over 200 members. Many of its first members later
became well-known aircraft designers and pilots, and some of them be-
came famous.
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Only in 1909 there were over 20 meetings of the group where profes-
sors M.Delone and V.Artemiev, the students D.Fridman, three brothers
Kasianenko – Evheniy, Ivan and Andriy, V.Anisimov, V.Kerekesh and
others were making presentations and reports. Two lectures or two reports
were delivered to the group members every week. Moreover, in 1909/1910
academic year, in KPI M.Delone started delivering to students a course
on basics of aeronautics, by the way, without getting a single penny for it.
The success of these lectures was so great that Mykola Borysovych was
invited to other universities and cities to deliver them. He never refused.
The route of his trips was impressive: Kharkiv, Poltava, Katerynoslav,
Berdychiv, Uman, Elysavethrad, Proskuriv, Vilno, Orel. By the way, in
1908 – 1910 an active M.Delone's follower and assistant in the group
work was his son Borys (1890-1980) – a student of the Kyiv University
who became an outstanding mathematician and a famous mountaineer in
the future. The money his father had given him, he spent on building
three gliders, which he tested n the KPI park and in the village Zvonkove
near Motovylivka.
The most successful was a biplane glider, No 2, which was very light
(20 kg) with wing area of 15 m2, and was costing only 20 rubles. One had
to land just on feet. The glider was easily disassambled into three parts,
N.B. Delone with students
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which was practical in transporta-
tion and storing. Boris Delone wrote
a brochure about this glider "Struc-
ture of cheap and light glider and
ways of flying on it" (Kyiv, 1910).
The price of the booklet was 30 ko-
peck and it became a popular hand-
book among amateur glider pilots all
over the Russian Empire. It was
published after his father's approval
who reviewed, edited the booklet
and then put his signature on it, as
Borys Delone was a student and
could not put his name [19].
It should be noted that the
group members paid very much at-
tention to practical activity. It is
known, that in 1909-1912 there were
40 different types of airplanes built and designed in Kyiv which exceeded
the number of this kind of vehicles, built in other cities, including both
capitals – Moscow and St. Petersburg. Almost all of them were created by
the KPI students, professors and employees. Not without reason, the
greatest number of national aircraft constructors of the first generation
came out of this group. Actually it was functioning as the first country's
research and training institution of aviation-technical profile.
The group members started enthusiastically uniting into the small
design teams, where each of their participants could find occupation with-
in their power. There was work for everyone, all the more many group
members felt lucky to participate in giving birth to 'miraculous machines'.
Thus in 1910-1921, already mentioned Evheniy Kasianenko with
his two brothers was building six aircrafts of his own design having quite
good characteristics. By the way, one of his light airplanes – "Kasianen-
ko ¹ 4", constructed in 1913 with only 15 horsepower engine and
designed for sports flights was tested in the air by legendary Petro Nes-
terov – known all over the world as the creator of a "dead loop", or, as it
I.I. Sikorskyi in the KPI student
uniform
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is called nowadays, "Nesterov's loop". Experts maintain that this mono-
plane was the first aviette in the national aircraft design because it was
created to be equipped with the engine of the lowest power. The KPI
students cooperated into a group, headed by the students Fedir Bylinkin
and Igor Sikorsky. At the beginning they cooperated to create an indus-
trial base an not for joint design: both of them came from very wealthy
families and had some money to realize their developments. The work-
shop was organized in two purpously built hangars in Kurenivka. The
students Herhiy Adler, Vasyl Iordan, Mykhailo Klymykseev, Anatoly
Serebrenikov, Knstyantyn Ergant, mechanic-motorman Volodymyr Pa-
nasyuk and others became volunteers who were willingly helping newly-
made aircraft designers. The new workers – tinsmiths and carpenters,
getting an adequate salary were hired to work on airplanes [20, p. 89].
By the way, the workshop was filling "external" orders, particularly in
these hangars the vehicles of another group member – O. Karpeko were
constructed [18].
Bylinkin built a vehicle of brothers Right airplane type with the 25
horsepower engine "Anzani", but because of defective carburetor the plane
burned, so it never took off. The following aircrafts ÁÈÑ and ÁÈÑ-2
were a result of Bylinkin, Iordan and Sikorsky's common creativity, which
I.I. Sikorskyi and Tsar Mykola II on board an aircraft
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was reflected in the planes'
names. Some time later By-
linkin moved away from active
work and the design workshops
appeared at full Sikorsky's dis-
posal. It was here where his
machines C-3, C-4, C-5 and
the record one C-6 were con-
structed and were already fly-
ing with confidence.
The first wind tunnel ex-
periments carried out by
I.Sikorsky on his hand-made
installation were preceding the
construction of the last model. Their results were taken into account in
designing and manufacturing a gondola for a pilot and passengers, chassis,
radiator and fuel tanks, which, together with a powerful 100-hp engine
"Argus" allowed I.Sikorsky on December 29, to break two all-Russian
records – speed and number of crew members records. By the way, the
first record , when an airplane was flying at a speed of 111 km/h – was
also the first Russian world record. Let us note that he was piloting his
airplanes with his own hand. The next development of a distinguished
young designer – C-6A, in which Sikorsky developed the ideas, already
implemented in the previous plane, was also breaking records.
It should be emphasized that starting from 1910, simultaneously
with the creation of new designs of airplanes Sikorsky was consistently
designing his own theory of building aircraft. In its foundation he put an
original way of preliminary calculating the air qualities of a future ma-
chine. This was permitting the designer to identify in advance all the
basic qualities and characteristics of an airplane  – its horizontal and
vertical speed, time and distance of running start, etc., in general. Air-
planes created by student Sikorsky in Kyiv, confirmed in practice the
correctness of his reasoning and argumentation, calculations and graphi-
cal constructs. The course and results of this research were the subject
of his report at the KPI aeronautic circle in the early 1912 [21].
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And in March 1912, he made a flight on the airplane C-6A with four
passengers (five persons on board, including a pilot) at speed 106 km/h. In
April, the plane was shown at the Moscow aeronautics exhibition, where
it was awarded a Great golden medal [18]. In addition, the Russian Tech-
nical Society awarded I.Sikorsky a medal "For useful labor in aeronautics
and independent design of an airplane of his own system, showing won-
derful results".
It was after this success that the KPI student Sikorsky was invited to
work as a chief designer of the aviation department in a joint-stock com-
pany "Russian-Baltic Wagon Corporation" in St.Petersburg, by a chair-
man of this Society Mykhailo Shydlovsky – an outstanding industry or-
ganizer at that time.
Sikorsky's greatest achievements in aircraft design in his native land
are connected with this enterprise. Particularly, designing and construc-
ting a heavy four-engine aircraft "Russkiy Vityaz" (Russian knight) and
later on – the best aircraft of the World War I "Iliya Muromets," the
development of its arms, forming the fighting unit out of those aircraft
giants – an aircraft squadron, guaranteeing its effective application and
organization of training the pilots.
Together with Sikorsky the KPI student Anatoly Serebrenikov left for
St.Petersburg, where the latter became a leader of a drafting-engineering
department and a pilot workshop – a laboratory having even at its disposal
a small wind tunnel, a mechanic-motorman Volodymyr Panasyuk and
several other like-minded people mentioned above [22, p. 12, 37].
It should be remembered that at the time of being invited to
St.Petersburg Igor Sikorsky had been working both over the airplanes
listed above, and carried out the experiments on creating a helicopter in
the territory of his father's estate – a well-known in the city doctor-
psychiatrist. However, the young designer's brainchild never could fly up
at that time, and the reason for it was not design defects but in a weak
engine. But this work gave invaluable experience for the following activity
of the outstanding engineer and aircraft designer of XX century, the au-
thor of models of dozens of planes and helicopters. This experience was
used and developed by him in a few dozens of years in the United States,
where one of the main activities of his firm "Sikorsky Aircraft" was pro-
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ducing helicopters for different purposes. By the way, and still the share
of this company in manufacturing the helicopters is approximately one-
third of the world market.
Let us note that the position of a chief designer of aviation depart-
ment of the Russian-Baltic Wagon plant for some time was occupied by
another active member of the KPI aeronautic circle – a railway engineer
by speciality, acting as an extraordinary professor at the Institute chair of
constructions' steadiness duke Olexandr Kudashev. Kudashev was the au-
thor of the first aircraft with a petrol engine, designed and built Russia,
the first flight in which he made in Kyiv on May 23, 1910. The engine of
his airplane, by the way – 35-hp "Anzani" – was equipped with a biloba-
ted propeller, made by Igor Sikorsky.
O.Kudashev designed and built three more airplanes, the last of those
machines being built already in Riga, where the Aviation Department of
the Russian-Baltic Wagon plant was located. However, due to a whole
number of circumstances he could not work at that enterprise for long
therefore he was replaced by his young colleague from Kyiv.
The beginning of active work in aviation of another prominent na-
tional aircraft designer – Dmytro Hryhorovych (1883-1938) is also con-
nected with the aeronautic circle of the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute. Like
most of the circle members, Hryhorovych was dealing both with theory
and practical designing and building airplanes. However, because of lack of
funds, his first work – airplane
" Ã-1" – he did not manage to complete. Failure was not upsetting the
student for long  and some time later he started designing again. His new
plane built with the financial support of a Kyiv entrepreneur-motorist
Ilnytsky was displayed at the Kyiv aeronautics exhibition where it attract-
ed public attention of both professionals and aviation amateurs. Fedir Ter-
eshchenko got interested in his developments, with his help the sport
airplanes Ã-2 and Ã-3 were constructed.
In 1911, being already a certified engineer Dmytro Hryhorovych left
for the capital of the Empire. However, his independent labour activity he
did not begin as a  designer but as a journalist and publisher of a popular
magazine "Herald of aeronautics." meanwhile his interest in aviation did
not remain purely theoretical: he brought to St.Petersburg one of his
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airplanes and made on it a few successful flights on the Komendantsky
airfield. Aviation amateur and a founder of one of the first aircraft plants
in Russia S.Shchetynin witnessed that flight and invited the journalist-
engineer to work for him as a manager and technical director. Some time
later after Hryhorovych was hired Shchetynin's plant partially shifted to
constructing the flying boats and became the first enterprise of this type in
the Empire. Hryhorovych actually became a chief designer of this compa-
ny. And his flying boats M-5, M-9 and M-11 were adopted by the Rus-
sian Army and were widely used during World War I. By the way, M-11
was the world's first seaplane fighter whose pilot's cockpit was protected
with armor. It is worth adding that by the unanimous recognition of the
international aviation community, including the German specialists,
D.Hryhorovych's seaplanes by their characteristics and possibilities con-
siderably surpassed the German ones.
In 1922, D.Hryhorovych moved to Moscow. It's interesting that for a
while he was heading a design bureau of the plant ÃÀÇ-1 – a former
factory "Dux," whose production facilities in its time had been enriched
with the equipment from the enterprise of his fellow countryman and ex
co-author in designing Fedir Tereshchenko. Here D.Hryhorovych deve-
loped the first Soviet fighters È-1 and
È-2. In general, his design achievements were not limited by sea-
planes only – in total he developed over 80 types of aircraft, 38 of them
being built serially and presented the world aircraft construction sector
brilliant design decisions considered classical ones even nowadays.
Other circle members were also building planes. So, already men-
tioned Vasyly Iordan in 1912 began constructing a plane – "bimonoplane"
of his own design. Because of lack of funds, construction was moving
slowly, and in the late 1913 it completely stopped and the designer was
forced to turn to working for F.Tereshchenko. Though that airplane re-
mained unfinished, it entered the history of aviation through introducing
a new scheme of fuselage, stagger box, chassis construction, advanced at
that time, and, especially, a streamlined form of fuselage and wings, which
soon began to be widely used by other designers [18].
Heorhiy Adler – another circle member and Igor Sikorsky's col-
league was also involved into independent designing. In 1904 when he
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was a 17-year-old gymnasium student he built his first glider, construc-
ted as a kite with a long tail and approximately 8 m2 of bearing surfaces
total area. However, the first attempt to fly in this vehicle ended with a
crash. His next glider he built when he was already the KPI student. He
was constructing his vehicle proceeding from O.Lilienthal's experience
and was intended for flying with a tug. Calculations of automatic stabi-
lity of glider flight were made and in 1907 it was tested in the air. But in
1908 H.Adler built another tug glider with its control along three axes
which he tested himself in the flights. These flights, by the way, today
are related to the first flights of the national aviators. For further experi-
menting H.Adler handed the vehicle to I.Sikorsky, with whom he was
already befriending [23]. The glider diagram with control along three
axes was so successful that for several years it, as well as Borys and
Mykola Delone's glider diagram, was widely used by glider pilots of all
the the country.
A prominent designer of aircraft engines in future Olexandr Mykulyn
obtained his first systematic knowledge on aviation in the circle. He was a
son of a factory inspector, who got wide popularity with his dynamic
activity in the country. In 1908, being still a student of a non-classical
secondary school, Olexandr Mykulyn got passionately fond of aviation.
One of the impetuses to this inspiration was, by the way, a lecture on
aeronautics and its prospects, delivered in Kyiv by his uncle on his mo-
ther's side – an outstanding mechanic standing on the background of
world aviation, Mykola Ehorovych Zhukovsky. Therefore, in 1912, en-
tering the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute, Mykulyn came to the institute's
aeronautics circle. He did not come as a beginner, though – at that time
he had experience in aeroconstruction (by the way, as an aerodesigner,
when having been a non-classical secondary school student he met and
befriended with Igor Sikorsky). However, after the second year of study in
1914 for family reasons he moved to Moscow and transferred to the Mos-
cow Higher Technical School, and settled at M.Zhukovsky's place. Al-
most all his further creative life was associated with aviation. He was the
creator of the first aircraft engine of original Soviet design, both piston
and turbo-jet, with which an era of aviation was related. The engines of
his design were on record aircrafts ÀÍÒ-25, TB-3 bombers, legendary
ground-attack aircraft ÈË-2, heavy bombers ÒÁ-7 (Ïå-8), on many types
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of famous ÌèÃs, and of course on civil airplanes, and first of all on the
first Soviet jet liner ÒÓ-104, and many others.
In 1909, an Aeronautics Society was established in Kyiv. Of course,
its core was the circle of the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute. The engineer
S.V.Halyutyn was elected a President of the Society, student V.Iordan – a
secretary, and student K.Ergant – a treasurer. The society was participat-
ing in arranging various public events on promoting aviation, was helping
enthusiasts with advice, collected two libraries on aviation subject area,
one – at the board, another – in the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute. It also
initiated the creation of the Aviation Museum.
Fed³r Anders, the Institute worker, a pationate aviation lover, was
one of the most active members of aeronautics circle in the KPI and
Aeronautics Society in Kyiv. He was held in high respect among the
enthusiasts of a new occupation both as a bright designer and an author of
the brochure "How you can build an airplane yourselves", published in
1910. And still aeronautics was his main inspiration. He even went to
Germany to get knowledge at the world-known enterprise of General
Zeppelin. And in August 1911, Anders built and raised to the sky one
more miracle, not seen in Kyiv before – a dirigible balloon, simply called
"Kyiv". By the way, this aircraft was built partly on donations of Kyiv
residents, collected during a charity "aerobal", held on January 4, 1911, in
the Public Library [24].
In 1911 the Society even had its own airfield – at Kurenivka, 1,5-2
kilometers far from the St.Cyril's Monastery. Its official opening was held
on September 18, 1911, during the Kyiv Aviation Week (although it actu-
ally started to function earlier – as far back as in 1910). Funds for this
airfield's development were collected by subscription, and the student,
airdesigner and entrepreneur, already mentioned Fedir Tereshchenko in-
vested the first 3000 rubles for this purpose [25, p. 340]. The airfield was
equipped with stands for spectators, snack bar, containers for fuel. The
hangars and workshops of the company were located here as well.
By the way, it was on the airdrome of the Kyiv Aeronautics Society
where the aircraft "Ilya Muromets", piloted personally by Igor Sikorsky
during his record-breaking flight "St. Petersburg – Kyiv – St. Petersburg"
in the summer of 1914, landed. This flight with four crew members and
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1610 kilograms of cargo on board was held in very difficult conditions –
first in the darkness, then – in the clouds, and later on – in heavy rains
and even downpour. He not only showed thousands of people that avia-
tion was a serious matter, and not just entertainment or a new sport, but
also persuaded members of the State Duma of Russia to allocate budget
funds for making a consignment of the "Ilya Muromets" planes and add
them to armoury, thereby providing the Russian army with the airplanes,
which did not have equals during the First World War [26, p. 143–156].
The beginning of World War II greatly influenced the development of
aviation and the activity of aviation-oriented scientific, sports and public
organizations, including KPI. The aeronautics circle stopped working –
most of its members were mobilized in air force units. Many of them were
among the first Soviet military pilots. In particular, aforementioned Her-
hiy Adler was a volunteer pilot during the First World War; also one of
the youngest designers Olexandr Karpeka was a military aeronaut and
pilot (unfortunately, his life ended too early – in 1918). But starting from
1915 the work in aviation began in the KPI again. Aviation workshops in
the KPI intended primarily for repairing the trophy airplanes opened on
almost the whole ground floor of the right wing of the main building, even
in the corridors, and partly in the hall (part of it was damaged by fire).
"Aerogarazh" for assembling the airplanes was restored at the engineering
workshops. The airplanes of "Albatross" type were built and new designs
were created there. It should be especially noted that the KPI workshops
also specialized in mass production of propellers designed by the brothers
Kasianenko, the society members. These propellers were simply named –
"Kasianenko Brothers." They were widely used in military aircraft and
were more advanced than the French, which were considered the best at
that time. These propellers were developing a great propulsion, which was
increasing the flight speed. The Military Department ordered them in
great quantities for the needs of the army [27].
It should be noted that the aeronautic circle appeared in the Kharkiv
Technological Institute as far back as in 1909. It was created and led by an
outstanding scientist in the sphere of hydro- and aerohydrodynamics,
professor (later – academician) Herhiy Fedorovych Proskura (1876-1958),
who a dozen and a half decade later became a founder and the first head of
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a new institution chair – "Aviation", who marked the beginning of a
general theory of turbo machine-building and in another seven more years
became one of the organizers of the Kharkiv Aviation Institute (now –
National Aerospace University named after M.E.Zhukovsky "KAI"), he
was actively cooperating with the chair of hydroaerodynamics till the end
of his life [28].
It is in the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute, where the first school of air-
craft design in Ukraine that not only gave the country and the whole
world a pleiad of prominent designers, researchers and pilots, but created
foundation for developing the Ukrainian aircraft building industry from
the very beginning of practical aviation as well, was formed.
Educational and scientific work in the Kyiv
Polytechnic Institute and other technical
universities in Ukraine
In the early XX century the Kyiv Polytechnica also gave significant
impulse to developing national power industry, in the first turn – in Kyiv.
In December, 1898, a new central electric station of three-phase al-
ternating current was put into operation in Kyiv. Incidentally, this was the
first station in the territory of the Russian Empire, which provided gener-
ation and transmission of three-phase current to customers. It belonged to
a private association "Savytsky and Straus".
The three-phase alternating current generators with 2,2 kV voltage
were installed in this electric station. By the electric cable of 2,2 kV vol-
tage, current was transmitted to the transformers built in the so-called
transformer kiosks, where the transformers decreased voltage to 190/110
V. At the beginning the electric station was equipped with two water-tube
steam boilers of "Babcock & Wilcox" system, two vertical steam machines
of the Schihau plant with capacity of 600 hp (461,5 kW) each, and two
generators of three-phase alternating current with output of 400 kW each.
One of the steam machines apart from the three-phase alternating current
generator operated a direct current dynamo machine with power of 40 kW
and voltage of 550 V (power supply for trams).
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Let us note that the electric stations of Ukraine in general were
equipped with steam machines and only a small part – with low-power
steam turbines and low steam boilers with steam options of 1.0-2.1 MPa.
Specific consumption of standard fuel reached 1000-1200 g /(kW.h). The
high voltage transmission lines were almost absent. Electrification level
was low even in the basic industries.
Electricity was used mainly for lighting workshops and industrial are-
as. Most labor-intensive processes were performed manually. Only a mi-
nor amount of electricity was used for lighting the cities.
In the late 90s the position of "Savytsky and Straus" society were
shaken due to competition of the strong foreign companies entering the
Russian market. The fight for Kyiv energy market between domestic and
foreign companies became acute from the very beginning, because of profi-
tability of a new industry. Therefore, further development of the system
was not in favor of domestic businessmen. Eventually, when the terms of
the contract with the "Savitsky and Straus" society expired in 1902 the
concession on providing Kyiv with electricity for the period of 40 years
was acquired by the Russian electric company "Union", which actually
was the eastern branch of the German association of electric companies
located in Berlin. Let us note that prices for electricity offered by the
"Union" company were significantly lower than those of the "Savytsky
and Straus". The signed concession agreement was immediately handed to
the Kyiv electric company founded by the "Union", which officially star-
ted its activity on September 22, 1902. Since that day, the company was
providing electric current for lighting its first 176 subscribers. The compa-
ny started its activity on the basis of the Article #2 of the agreement with
the city. Under this Article the Kyiv electric company, as successor of the
"Union", was obliged to supply electricity to 12,000 incandescent lamps,
16 candlepower each. At the same time, the company submitted for ap-
proval by the City Government the conditions by which the electric pow-
er was supplied from its power station [29].
The Kyiv Electric Company bought three electric stations from the
"Savitsky and Straus" society. 800 subscribers with total load of 2286 kW
switched to it to get it service. Among three Kyiv electric stations the two
(in Teatralna and Dumska Squares) were liquidated, and a central station
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in the Andriivska street, 19, was reconstructed and expanded conside-
rably.
The Kyiv Electric Company also provided sales of electricity for in-
dustry and signed a contract on saling electricity to the company "Kyiv
electric tram." The company proposed the reduced tariff on selling curent
for technical purposes, was selling engines on credit or giving them to
entrepreneurs for rent. Due to such policy in 1905 The Kyiv Electric
Company was already selling electric current to 222 enterprises, among
them there were 40 engineering plants and workshops, 29 printing hous-
es, 16 tobacco and muff factories and many other enterprises [30].
Significant progress in electrification of Kyiv attracted attention of
scientific community of the country. In April 1907, the 4th All-Russian
Congress of Electrical Engineering (with exhibition), organized by the
electrical department of the Russian Technical Association, was held in
Kyiv. It should be noted that the Congresses of the Russian Technical
Association were kind of platform from which the Native scientists and
engineers could bring their colleagues both the information about the
latest technological achievements and experience, and to ask questions
which could be resolved only at the state level. Thus, at the insistence of
the Russian Technical Association the government obliged the foreign
firms and companies to have a number of local experts in its technical
staff. Due to this, engineers O.A.Tyrmos, P.D.Shvetsov, G.M.Gorodetsky
started working at the Kyiv Electric Association [31]. All of them contri-
buted much to developing power industry in Kyiv, and G.N.Gorodetsky –
to training several generations of electrical engineers as well, as later he
became a KPI professor, for several years was occupying the position of a
Dean of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering (1938-1941), and was the
first head of the chair of the KPI electrical networking and systems (till
1956) [32].
It should be noted that by that time a powerful school of power engi-
neering specialists had been formed in the Kiev Polytechnica. In 1900 the
chair of electrical engineering was led by M.A.Artemiev, who was also a
technical director of the Russian branch of electrical enterprise of the "Sie-
mens & Halske" firm, where a new series of three-phase induction motors
of 1.5 and 3.5 horsepower were constructed and produced by his calcula-
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tions. In the Institute the scientist created a first-class electrical engineering
laboratory. On the installation of high voltage mounted in it with a trans-
former of the latest design at that time with the capacity of 20 kW and
200000 V voltage on the secondary winding V.M.Artemiev carried out a test
of a protective suit, developed by him for working under high voltage. The
main idea of this invention was to use the conductors as protection from
electrical current, which created a closed conducting surface, such as this
suit, and did not allow power lines of the electric field to penetrate through
it. Due to this construction, high voltage of machines and devices, with
which a man was working, was grounded, so the opportunity to work on
the equipment without its disconnecting appeared. This suit provoked keen
interest both with specialists in the country and abroad, and the principle
on which it was built has been used until now [33, p. 24].
In March 1911, at the invitation of the Kharkiv City Council,
M.Artemiev led the construction of a new electrical station, which was
supposed to become the first in the Russian Empire, built by the native
experts. However, he failed to complete the task for a number of reasons
that did not depend on him. When the First World War started M.Artemiev
was invited to Petrograd to develop a long-term project of electric supply
of the Empire former capital and to re-organize the existing at the time
electric networks which the City Council was intending to buy from pri-
vate foreign concessions. The main idea of the plan developed by the
scientist was creating a city unified energy system, and M. Artemiev be-
came its first leader [9 p. 109, 110].
From the first days of its existance the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute was
training heating engineers, moreover high quality training was provided by
the founder of the Russian school of heating Engineering O.O.Radtsig,
well-known experts of heat electricity O.Y.Stupin, T.T.Usenko,
G.S.Zhyrytsky, I.O.Ladyzhensky, M.O.Kychyhin and others. In 1931,
training the experts in this specialty was carried out at the mechanical and
engineering departments. In 1901-1902 the laboratory of steam boilers
was established in the Institute, headed by O.Y.Stupin (1869-1927) and
the boiler plant of autonomous institution thermal station was launched
into operation, too. The next year 1903, a separate chair of boilers was
organized, and O.Y.Stupin also became its professor and the head.
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Olexiy Yakovych Stupin came to the institute chair from manufac-
turing – after his graduating from the Imperial Moscow High Technical
School in 1895, he was working at the Moscow enterprise of the Mecha-
nical Plants Association of brothers Bromley. In the nomenclature of
products of this plant a prominent place belonged to steam engines for
various purposes, moreover the power range of these units was very wide
– from 4 to 2000 horsepower. In 1899 O.Stupin was invited to the Kyiv
Polytechnic Institute receiving a proposal to get prepared for teaching at
the chair of steam engines.
A new stage in the engineer's life started with teaching students the
technical drawings and supervising the design of machine parts. After the
senior courses were opened, O.Stypin began lecturing on locomotives and
hard linkage, was supervising the design of locomotives and cranes, and in
1903 was appointed an acting extraordinary professor. He was approved in
this position in 1906 after he defended his thesis on the topic "Devices for
artificial circulation of water in Dubois steam boilers and Knappik's circu-
lators" and received the academic title of an adjunct of applied mechanics,
and already next year he became a full professor of the Institute.
It should be emphasized that the O.Stupin`s dissertation offered the
ways of solving quite a serious problem which the heat and power engi-
neering ran into in the early XX century. The fact is that in most common
at that time constructions of boilers the evaporating surfaces were assem-
bled as a tilted bundle of boiling pipes placed across the boiler gas path and
washed mainly by upstream four-way- transverse-longitudinal bending
pattern (horizontal water-tube boilers of the firms "Babcock- Wilcox",
"Stein Muller", Lukin`s systems of "Fitzner & Hamper", "Ladd-Belleville"
plants, systems of Neyer and Hallovey, Gohre and others). The inclina-
tion angle of the bundle of steam-generating tubes to horizon made about
10-15 degrees. The bundle tubes entered the steam collecting and spillway
planar rectangular-section chambers: input – back one relative to the
boiler gas flue through which water from the boiler drum got into boiling
tubes, and the return – front one on the side of the firebox, which gathe-
red steam and water mixture and then it came into the drum. This layout
of evaporating surfaces had a significant drawback: slight difference in
height between the input and output chambers resulted in the fact that
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water circulation in the boiler tubes was insufficient. The problem of cir-
culation intensification depending on the design parameters of both the
boiler and the circulation intensifiers – Dubois emulsor and Knappik's
circulator was resolved by O.Stupin's work. Since these were the boilers
which were used both in the institute and at the power plants and enter-
prises of Kyiv and other cities, the practical value of O.Stupin`s work for
the development of the city electric economy was very significant. [34].
O.Stupin's research findings were reflected in the books "Devices for
artificial circulation of water in steam boilers" (1905), "Experimental work
on studying stone coals and anthracites of thje Donetsk basin" (1914),
"Fire chambers for burning Ukrainian turfs" (1916), which were of out-
standing practical importance for developing energy sector and other engi-
neering industries in Ukraine.
However, O.Stupin's main task was training students. He was lectur-
ing on steam boilers at mechanical and chemical departments, was super-
vising the course and diploma projects and was holding practical classes in
the laboratory of steam boilers, which he founded and equipped as early as
in 1900. The methods of lecturing on steam engines introduced in the
KPI, differed by its efficiency and closeness to the practical needs of
industry. O.Stupin generalized his scientific-research and teaching experi-
ence in the "Lectures on steam boilers," published in 1909 [35, p. 46–47].
Let us add, that from 1904 for many years O.Stupin was also a secre-
tary, then – a dean of the mechanical department, and in the first years of
the Soviet power – a board chairman of this department, and in 1919-
1920 – an acting rector of the KPI.
Let us keep in mind that from the very beginning of the institute
existance and till 1909 the founder of steam turbine building in our coun-
try professor O.O.Radtsih was teaching on thermodynamics and heat en-
gines. In 1900 he issued the country's first course of lectures on thermo-
dynamics in the I.I.Chokolov`s publishing house, and in 1905 – defended
his doctoral dissertation "Mathematical theory of heat exchange in the
cylinders of steam machines". Some time later he prepared several books
on thermodynamics, used not only in teaching courses, but also in real
design [36, p. 15]. For many years engineers were using his reference book
"Formulas, tables and diagrams for water steam", re-printed three times.
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Originality and scientific and practical level of training the native elec-
trical engineers later allowed the experts to speak about a unique school
established in the KPI.
The KPI professor H.D.Dubelir was successfully combining teaching
and practice, and was doing a lot for developing the local economy both in
Kyiv and in many other towns of the former Russian Empire. In 1898 after
graduating the St.Petersburg Institute of Communications before starting
his teaching activity in the KPI in 1904; he had already accumulated exten-
sive practical experience. First of all, he became a wonderful expert on
municipal electric transport, which was extremely helpful in solving some
problems of electric transport. Therefore the years of his work as an assis-
tant manager of tramway department at the Russian electric company
"Union", participating in building the first electric roads in the Empire
(Lodz-Zherzh, Lodz-Pabyanytse) as well as his work on designing tram
lines in Tsarytsyn and Smolensk together with studying the experience of
building trams and metro in Paris, London and Berlin allowed H.Dubelir
developing a special training section "Electric drive" in the lecture course on
local communication lines delivered to students. A textbook written by him
"The course of local communication lines", published in 1908, for many
years was used as a basic one on these issues. The works "The city electric
trams" (Kyiv, 1905) and "Study of movement of electric railway wagons"
(Kyiv, 1908) issued by H.D.Dubelir also became very popular among pro-
fessionals [37, p.  81]. Not less important was H.Dubelyr's practical activity
in Kyiv: he was consulting on engineering problems the Society of Kyiv
municipal railways, which was providing operation and further development
of tram traffic in Kyiv, was managing the construction of the first cobble-
stone roads in Kyiv in Khreshchatyk and Fundukliyivska streets (now –
Bohdana Khmelnytskoho street), in 1911-1913 – he was studying the is-
sues of improving provincial road network in the Kyiv city council, was
heading the construction of an unsurfaced road Kyiv – Mostyshche, in
1915-1916 he was the chief of works on constructing four big bridges across
the Dnipro river in Kyiv, was involved in the issues of city-forming zones in
these areas and of city planning, etc. His activity was reflected in the publi-
cations in specialized architectural issues, particularly in the journal "Mu-
nicipal matters" and others [38].
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Among other industries, intensively developing in the late XIX –
early XX centuries, photography should be mentioned. The KPI professor
M.O.Petrov, in 1906-1912 occupying the position of the head of the Kyiv
Society of amateur photographers "Daguerre" was considered the autho-
rity in this sphere, recognized throughout the country. The organization
initially united photo fans of Kyiv alone, and later on – of Kyiv area and
other provinces of the South-West region of the Russian Empire, as the
Ukrainian territories were called then. Under his chairmanship the Soci-
ety acquired fame throughout the world because photographs of its mem-
bers were repeatedly admitted the best at the exhibitions held both in
Russia and abroad. Through the "Daguerre" Society Kyiv became one of
the main centers of European photography. It`s quite logical that it is here
where in December 1908, the second Congress of the photography activ-
ists of Russia took place, and at the same time the Society under M.Petrov's
direction held the second International exhibition, which was exhibited
more than 500 master works from around the world. Besides other fa-
mous photographers, the jury consisted of M.Petrov and the then rector
of the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute G.G.De Metz. By the way, the photo-
graphic laboratory at the KPI engineering workshops was awarded a prize
for the photos of machines, appliances and lecture visual tables [25,
p. 319, 322]. The next International salon of art photography, timed to
the tenth anniversary of the "Daguerre" Society was held in Kyiv in 1911
with direct participation of M.Petrov. Let us note that these and many
other exhibitions exhibited his art photographs – landscapes and portraits,
and many times they received the highest awards (1908 – "Grand Prix" in
Moscow, 1908 – a golden medal in Saratov, 1910 – a golden medal in
Antwerp, etc.). In the history of national photography he is considered
one of the innovators: it is Petrov who was the first in Russian photo art
who began to use "monocle"-type objective lens, i.e. a single-lens system
which allowed achieving particular image picturesqueness through soft, a
bit vague representation of details [39, p. 132].
Of course, M.Petrov became famous not only as a photoartist. He
was deeply engaged in the questions of photochemistry and technologies
of negative and positive processes: he developed a method of obtaining
positive prints in two colors and multicolored combinational prints by way
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of ozobromine, a method of toning the silver-bromide prints into a red-
brown tone, getting slides and inverse negatives, a few methods of positive
printing, etc. Results of his research were published in specialized jour-
nals, primarily – in Moscow "Herald of Photogtaphy", where he was
leading the art department. Let us note that there were two subject mat-
ters Petrov was dealing with in his articles and books: the first were devot-
ed to purely technical aspects of photography and in the second he was
writing about art photography, its possibilities and prospects, as well as art
photographers' creative work. More over, his works devoted to the history
of photography were published abroad – in 1912 he published the book
"Artistic Photo in Russia" in Germany, in 1913 – "Pictography in Russia"
in England.
In 1905-1920 M.Petrov was working in the Kyiv polytechnics. His
first position here was that of a laboratory assistant at the chair of botany
(Mykola Oleksandrovych Petrov graduated the agricultural department of
the Riga polytechnic institute and was an agronomist by specialty. Later in
1900-1903 he was upgrading his knowledge of sciences in Germany. As
since childhood photography was his main passion, in Germany he had an
opportunity to perfect and generalize his knowledge in this sphere). In
1906, for the first time in the Russian Empire M.Petrov began lecturing
in the KPI on general course of photography, which later was developed
into several courses: "History of photography", "Encyclopedia of photo-
graphy", "Practical photography", "Technical photography", and later –
"Photo-cinema laboratory". And at the engineering workshops the insti-
tute photolaboratory was arranged, where M.Petrov could carry out his
own research work and provide the development of practical skills with the
students. Here, by the way, it was possible to carry out specific research
in photography, for example, the new physical methods of studying mate-
rial proofs in infra-red, ultraviolet and roentgen rays for the necessities of
judicial examination were developed; methods of reading the faded disco-
loured, effaced or etched inscriptions, etc. Therefore for two decades the
KPI became the center of developing photographic technologies in Ukraine
[Ibidem, p. 133].
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Research work of the leading scholars
   of the Ukrainian technical universities
   and practical application of their results
Significant positive influence on functioning and development of in-
dustrial complex and applied scientific disciplines of Ukraine was also
made by other technical high schools situated in its territory. Educational
and scientific work of the Katerinoslav Higher Mining School was charac-
terized by considerable practical efficiency. Its instructor, later on a pro-
fessor (and in the Soviet times – Academician of the USSR Academy of
Sciences) O.M.Terpyhorev (1873-1959), who was working at this special-
ized school from the very first year of its existence till 1915. Was actively
engaged in practical matters. By the beginning of his teaching he had
accumulated huge and varied practical experience, tnherefore from the
very first years of his work in the college he set about the applied prob-
lems, as their solution was of great importance for further development of
the mining industry. Olexandr Mytrofanovych Terpyhorev was the first to
analyze and summarize the experience of using different systems of coal
mining in Donbas. In evaluating engineering solution and identifying the
main elements of mining the deposits of mineral resources he was using
both qualitative and quantitative approaches apllying mathematical me-
thods. Solutions of ventilating the mines and ways of ensuring safety of
mining work proposed by him were of huge practical importance. He was
paying particular attention to these problems during his scientific business
trip to Germany and Austria in 1903, after which he was advancing the
proposals on specific possibilities of borrowing relevant experience from
domestic mines and mining companies. By the way, professor Olexandr
Terpyhorev was one of the initiators of creating the first volunteer rescue
squads in the mines in Ukraine.
O.Terpyhorev generalized the productive engineering and organiza-
tional ideas regarding the improvement of mining machinery and ratio-
nalization of its in his fundamental works "Analyzing the stone coal
mining systems, used in the mines of South Russia in connection with
preparing the coalfield for stoped excavation" (1st publication, Kharkiv,
1905) and "Description of the Donetsk basin" (1914), becoming the
main manuals of the Ukrainian mining engineers for several decades [9,
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p. 108; 40, p. 97]. It should be noted that two important sections of
"Description of the Donetsk Basin" – "Application of mining machines"
and "Mechanic coal delivery from a breakage face" were written by
O.Terpyhorev's trainee L.D.Shevyakov (later on – also an academician
of the USSR Academy of Sciences). As early as on the student's bench
he defined the main direction of his scientific-practical activity – deve-
loping the analytical methods for solving various problems of mining –
calculation of mine productivity, dimentions of mine and stope fields,
etc. In 1912, after graduating from the Katerynoslav Higher Mining
School Lev Dmytrovych Shevyakov gathered huge factual material in
the mines of the Donetsk coal basin, which after its generalization al-
lowed him to make important practical conclusions, particularly on the
ways of increasing productivity of cutting machines, mechanization of
coal delivery, etc., which already at that time found their implementa-
tion in practice [41].
Until now people use bridges constructed by the designs of an ordi-
nary professor of the KPI chair of construction art of the department of
bridges and architecture E.O.Paton, who in 1906 became a dean of the
engineering department (1870-1953). Within the very first years of Eu-
gene Oskarovich's work in the Institute a bridge in Typhlis was built by his
designs (now Tbilisi – the capital of Georgia), and two bridges across the
Ross river and a bridge across the Petrovska alley in Kyiv. In their con-
structions he implemented the ideas which were picked up almost imme-
diately by bridge-builders all over the country: concerning the advantages
of reinforced concrete structures of bridge roadways and sidewalks in com-
parison with iron decks; the use of wood in the places which do not need
erecting the capital steel constructions. E.Paton proposed new methods of
calculating loads and pressures in the frame elements, grounded the ne-
cessity of refusing from using divaricate bislanting frames, developed the
methods for calculating the rational structural schemes of bridge metal
components, etc., already used then in practice of bridge building. His
theoretical works were generalized in four volumes of the course "Iron
bridges" (the first two volumes were published by him as early as in the
times of his work at the Moscow Engineering College of Communication
lines (1896-1904), the last two were published in 1907 and 1908 in Kyiv;
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the course was later reprinted four times), in the course "Wood bridges"
(1910) and others [42, p. 5, 7].
Significant impact on the development of the whole number of indus-
tries in Kyiv and throughout Ukraine had professor K.O.Zvorykin's works,
whose scientific and educational activity began in 1888 at the Kharkiv
Institute of Technology, and from 1899 until the last days of his life
(1927) was associated with the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute. However, he
was involved not only in research and teaching, which is illustrated just in
the titles of some of his articles and books published in different years: "
Zvorykin's vertical injector" ("Nyzhehorodsky journal of steamshipping
and industry", 1888, ¹ 8); "Method of experimental determining the
performance index and other values characterizing motor-ship engines"
(ibid., 1889, ¹ 5 and 6); "About the formula for calculating the areas of
the wheel rowing blades" (ibid., 1893, ¹ 2), "About some changes in the
propeller stud's construction when using it for shallow ships" ("Enginee-
ring collected articles and the Industry Reporter", 1893, ¹¹ 10 and 11),
"Work and effort, necessary for separating metal shavings" (ibid., 1893,
Application and separately), "The course of the flour production" (Kharkiv,
1894), "Kerosene engines at the Kharkiv agricultural exhibition" ("Pro-
ceedings of the Kharkiv department of the Imperial Russian Engineering
Society", 1894), "Machine parts" (1900, with a subtitle "The course, lec-
tured at the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute"); "Small steel mouldings from the
Piat furnace" ("Proceedings of the South Russian society of technolo-
gists", 1902, ¹ 2); "Work consumption for rotating a drive shaft or trans-
mission" ("Proceedings of the South Russian society of technologists",
1903, ¹ 6) and others.
Such diversity of their subjects is explained not only by the author's
width of interests, but first of all, by the practical problems he met and
had to solve. In fact, after graduating from the engineering department
of the St.Petersburg Institute of Technology in 1884, he was working in
the engineering workshops of Astrakhan and Perm, where the river steam-
ers were built, later on while working at the Kharkiv Institute of Tech-
nology, he participated in designing steam boilers, was developing and
designing equipment for industrial flour processing. In 1888 K.Zvorykin
was approved an associate professor on mechanical technology, and in
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1894 – a Professor of the chair of
mechanical technology, where he
successfully combined teaching and
scientific research, which resulted
in the already mentioned work
"Work and effort, necessary for
separating metal shavings", making
his name widely known among all
the practitioners. We should also
mention the first self-recording in-
strument designed by him for de-
termining the cutting force in me-
tal processing.
In 1898 he was invited to work
in the newly created Kyiv Poly-
technic Institute by professor
V.Kyrpychov, who knew K.Zvo-
rykin very well by their joint work
in Odessa. Here K.Zvorykin became the first dean of the mechanical
department and was lecturing on several special courses – on general
mechanical technology, on flour-grinding industry (moreover, he was
directing special design on this specialty), on the machine parts, etc. By
1901 he had also been serving as an acting dean of the engineering
department. Particular attention he was paying to establishing of equip-
ping the mechanical workshops, a mechanical study (now – a modeling
study) and an engineering laboratory (it included the power and thermal
laboratories). In 1904-1905 he served as a rector of the KPI, then for a
while he moved to Kharkiv, where he worked an assistant of a city
Mayor or chairman and was managing the work of the Commission of
the city industrial enterprises. However, soon he returned to teaching at
the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute, heading at the same time the liquidation
committee for the Kyiv Electric Society [35, p. 19]. Therefore his expe-
rience and skills were widely used in organizing the municipal manage-
ment and developing municipal economy of two big provincial cities of
the Russian Empire.
E.O. Paton
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Important for economic development of Kharkiv and Kyiv provinces
were also K.Zvorykin's works in the flour-grinding industry and his
activity in training specialists for it, because it was Kharkiv and Kyiv
which were the major centers of this industry in those territories. Thus,
in the early XX century Kyiv had nine big steam mills, their total daily
production making 50 thousand pounds of flour. Mills belonged to joint-
stock companies "L.I.Brodsky" (son and heir of a well-known sugar mag-
nate Israil Brodsky), "Ya.Kelber," "Rogovtsev and Snizhko" as well as
private owners Byalyk, Blinder, Yanovsky, Sergeev, Fryakov and Yak-
ovlev, with L.Brodsky's flour mill being the largest in Russia and pro-
cessing 23 thousand tons of grain per day [43]. Let us note that in his
book titled "Course on flour production" K.Zvorykin for the first time
produced the grinding balance, gave analysis of the constructions of roll-
er mills and kinematic schemes of their drives. With his participation the
projects of both the Kyiv mills and the Moscow and Nyzhehorodsky
flour mill construction plants of the Dobrov and Nabholts' Society were
created.
One canno but mention that in the early XX century, Ukraine turned
into one of the centers of large agricultural machine-building of all-Rus-
sian importance [44, p. 196–200]. According to statistics, in 1913 from
total number of agricultural machines (in value) 44% were supplied to
Russia from abroad, 41% – were produced by southern (i.e., situated in
the territory of Ukraine) plants and only 15% were produced in other
regions of Russia, mainly at the artisanal workshops [45, p. 106]. That is,
agricultural machine-building in Ukraine in terms of production volumes
was in the first place in Russian machine-building: its enterprises pro-
duced 61,3% of the total output of agricultural machinery in Russia,
including 57% of plows, etc. [46, p. 208–228].
It was explained both by the fact that Ukraine was one of the largest
agricultural regions of the Empire and that it also had a strong and heter-
ogeneous industrial complex. Another important factor of the dynamic
development of the industry was the activity of the scientific-research
centers, which were testing the advanced agricultural machinery from
around the world, producing recommendations for its use and improve-
ment, developing technical documentation, conducting scientific, statisti-
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cal work, preparing engineering and
agronomic staff for agricultural pro-
duction. If on the state level the func-
tions of implementing these tasks
were put on the Academic Commit-
tee at the Ministry of State Property
(1837-1917) – the first state body
of academic institutions supervision,
the Imperial Agricultural Museum
(1869), the Bureau of Agricultural
mechanics at the Academic Commit-
tee of the Main Department of the
Ministry of Agriculture and Land
Management (1907-1917) and, a bit
later, – on founded in 1907 the Don
Polytechnic Institute in No-
vocherkassk, then in Ukraine those functions were performed by the
Kharkiv Technological Institute and Kyiv Polytechnic Institute. And the
centers of testing and studying the agricultural machinery in Ukraine in
1900-1917 were Kyiv (at the KPI), Adzhamivska and Yakymivska ma-
chine and experimental stations.
Special role in the creation of scientific and practical foundation for
further development of the sector in Ukraine belonged to Professor Camill
Havrylovych Shyndler. In 1900 at the KPI he created a testing station
thereby initiating the Kyiv Testing School. It should be noted that the
experience of establishing this kind of stations in the former Russia was
very insignificant and almost ineffective. The only attempt to build a spe-
cial laboratory for testing agricultural machines and tools at the Kharkiv
Institute of Technology (1895-1898) did not justify expectations placed
upon it. The idea of it organization, apparently, belonged to professor V.
Kyrpychov. C.Shyndler bears the palm in justifying the functions of a
testing station in the system approach to its organization and in big hard
work on implementing scientific and practical projects [47]. Activity of the
institute subdivision was successfully combining the main activities of the
testing station, developing recommendations for designers regarding the
K.D. Zvorykin
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improvement of agricultural machines
and tools, with the educational pro-
cess, which was contributing to the
better training of highly qualified spe-
cialists. C.Shyndler theoretically sub-
stantiated the expediency of creating
and using various design solutions of
soil cultivating tools under various soil
and climatic conditions; and proposed
a scheme of retraining specialists for
the system of testing agricultural ma-
chinery in special institutes for those
who had higher engineering or agri-
cultural education; he made a signifi-
cant contribution to the theory of soil
deformation in plow processing. In addition, he was the first in Ukraine to
initiate in 1899 the chair of applied mechanics at the KPI, where he was
lecturing on a special course of agricultural engineering. In 1904 he pub-
lished his first book in Ukraine on theoretical issues of soil cultivating
machinery "Theory and design of arable tools." C.Shyndler initiated a
long-lasting close cooperation among researchers, producers and consu-
mers of agricultural machinery. He managed to provide implementation in
production of his own and students' design projects and proposals for
improving the existing engineering designs: instruments, equipment and
dynamometers made in the KPI workshops were used at the experimental
stations and educational establishments. Developed in the Institute a cul-
tural plow GPP was produced by the "Robitnyk" company at the Olexan-
drivsky plant; also were widely used proposed by him original setters or
shelves to colonist plows and armor settings to the Novorossiysk plows,
devices for adjusting the depth of plowing, made by the Bryansk and
Kolomna steam-pull-building plants, etc. [48].
To sum up, it should be emphasized that the establishment of higher
technical educational institutions contributed to the development of indus-
try in the places where they were situated and the surrounding regions and
the growth of the engineering level of the produce made in the companies
L.I.Brodskyi
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working in these territories. The processes of implementing the latest tech-
nologies accelerated, imported products was replaced more and more by the
domestic ones. Important role was played by the new scientific and educa-
tional institutions of applied profile in the life support systems of the cities,
where they were located (energy supply, water supply and outlet, sewerage
system and development of the town-planning policy, etc.).
Technical high schools as catalysts
of scientific-technological development
of the regions
Thus, educational establishments started playing a catalytic role of
scientific and technological development of the regions, of Ukraine – in
particular. They were accumulating in themselves the leading scientists
and practitioners, who not only provided training of young engineers, but
were also actively engaged in scientific engineering and business activity.
Such peculiarities of technical high schools in terms of their func-
tioning could not remain unnoticed, and in the pre-revolutionary years
in the environment of scientific and technical community the new ideas
regarding the tasks standing before educational and scientific organiza-
tions, and technical high schools actually were this kind of organiza-
tions, were put forward. Consiquently, in parallel to training specialists
for industry, transport, construction, agriculture and the teachers for
secondary technical schools this kind of institutions had to become re-
gional scientific and technical centers. They were charged to study re-
gional economies, render scientific support and create incentives for in-
dustrial development, scientific and technical support of any rational
industrial initiative [49, p. 24]. These ideas to a certain extent developed
the provisions set forth in "General principles of the Draft Statute of
higher technical and other specialized schools," produced in 1906.
The necessity of preparing this kind of document was caused by the
fact that because of different departmental subordination of special high
schools in the country there was a significant inconsistency in approaches
to educational and theoretical training specialists for the real economy.
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Therefore, its authors made an attempt to develop common standards of
this training. Meanwhile, they did not forget either about scientific and
practical aspects of such educational establishments in terms of their ac-
tivity. Project developers felt that the technical high schools were educa-
tional and scientific institutions, their purpose being, on the one hand, to
give students and listeners higher technical education, and on the other –
to develop technical spheres of science [50, p. 3]. A special place in the
"Project" was given to developing training-auxiliary subdivisions in techni-
cal educational establishments which had to favour the improvement of
educational process and scientific and technical creativity of teachers and
students, strengthening their relations with production. High technical
schools were given the right to organize special engineering productions
and experimental stations to perform the works on the proposals of public
organizations and individuals, to organize workshops, printing houses, etc.
[Ibidem, p. 21]. Though this document was never officially adopted, many
of its provisions were implemented in practice by the universities, which is
confirmed even by the KPI structure.
It should be noted that the first attempt to realize the idea of putting
on higher technical schools the obligations of the centers of scientific and
technological development of the regions were made in the Russian Em-
pire at the height of the First World War – in 1916. That year the Council
for professional education was created, and the Minister of Education,
representatives of the Ministries of trade and industry, agriculture, roads,
justice, finance, the main department of the Post and Telegraph, the Mos-
cow provincial departments, etc. were included in it. The Council pre-
pared a memo which was noting that there was a number of regions in the
country (in the terminology of the memo authors – districts) having higher
technical educational establishments that could become the centers of sci-
entific and technical support. These were the Central industrial, East,
Central black soil, South, Southwest, Baltic, Caucasian, Western Siberi-
an regions. At the same time, in such regions as the Northern, North-
western, Turkestan, East Siberian there weren't any high technical schools.
Therefore, to solve the problem of rational allocation of applied sciences
the Council members proposed additionally in two stages to open eleven
technological (polytechnic) institutes in Russia.
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The memo authors believed that in the basis of placing technical edu-
cational establishments there should be an idea of "keen ties of specialized
high school with the region it renders services, its secondary technical
schools, its industry, for which a high technical institute should be both a
supplier of engineers and teachers and a scientific and technical center for
studying the riches of the area and awakening the industrial initiative"
[49, p. 30].
***
Everything stated above allows to make a conclusion that cfreating a
new polytechnic institute in Kyiv at the turn of the XIX – XX centuries
gave possibility to reduce the acuteness of human resources deficit in
industry of all the country and, to some extent, contributed to raising the
professional and cultural level of businessmen and public servants (espe-
cially officials, whose activities were connected with economy). The Insti-
tute not only quickly occupied the forefront in training engineers for most
industries, construction and agriculture of the country, but quickly gained
leading positions among many scientific-research organizations of applied
the profile, became one of the main centers of scientific and technological
development of all South Western area of the Russian Empire – the
territory where now a larger part of present-day Ukraine is situated.
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4. FIRST KYIV POLYTECHNIC STUDENTS: LIFE,
CARES, PASSIONS
Social structure of students of technical high
schools in Ukraine at the turn
of Õ²Õ-ÕÕ centuries
Structural changes in higher education of the Russian Empire were
accompanied by its noticeable democratization. The growing number of
technical high schools especially contributed to this process. In addition,
technical universities provided presence and influence of a necessary number
of their own national experts in all spheres of economy and, in general,
increased the number of people of intellectual labor in society. Studying at
technical high school which was not considered very prestigious by a con-
siderable part of people from higher social strata, in first turn – the nobi-
lity, gave possibility to get quality higher education to the children of
commoners, burghers and peasants, in case, of course, their families were
able to reach a certain material sufficiency, which allowed to make pay-
ment for tuition (by the way, this fee was lower than in the universities).
Moreover, as was already mentioned above, higher technical education
opened the opportunity before the representatives of underprivileged classes
to join civil service with getting a relatively high rank and proper mainte-
nance. Not surprisingly, therefore, that social structure of students of
technical high schools at the turn of XIX-XX centuries was completely
different from that of students who were getting education in classical
universities. Thus, at this period, in the Naddnipryanshchyna (region along
the Dnieper river), the students' environment of higher technical educa-
tional institutions changed as follows: at the Kharkiv Institute of Techno-
logy for the period of 1884 – 1904 the number of nobles by birth de-
creased from 39% to 32%, while the peasants by birth increased from 8%
to 11%. In the Katerynoslav Mining College, on January 1, 1904, 22% of
students from noble families were studying, 28% – from the burghers and
15% – from the peasant one, and by 1909 the share of the nobles de-
creased to 14%, while the number of burghers grew to 33% and peasants
– up to 18%. In 1898 – 1913 in the Kiev Polytechnic Institute the share
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of the noble children by birth decreased from 47,7% to 36,2%, the burgh-
ers by birth – from 34,6% to 27%, while the share of peasant children by
birth increased from 5,9% to 16,3%! [1, p. 48, 58, 59].
Therefore on the eve of the First World War in the Ukrainian techni-
cal universities, unlike the classical or traditional universities in the total
number of students a share of students from the families belonging to the
underprivileged strata exceeded 60% (Table 4.1).
The problem of students poverty:
  how it was solved in KPI
Relatively low payment for education, as was mentioned above, also
contributed to the popularity of technical high schools. In Kyiv Polytech-
nic Institute, it made 100 rubles per year, and one had to pay 50 rubles:
not later than October 1 for the first semester, and February 1 – for the
second [3, p. 4]. But even such price for a quality education was not
affordable to everybody. In addition, a student had to live somewhere, to
eat something and wear something. By the way, the latter was also a
significant problem for many, as according to the same "Rules for stu-
dents of the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute of the Emperor Olexandr II" the
students had to wear the uniform of standard pattern, and not only in the
institute, but as the author of the "Rules" wrote "beyond it", too. There-
fore from the very beginning the new high school was facing a problem of
poverty of a considerable number of its students. In his 1898 report the
first director of the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute V.Kyrpychov wrote: "Al-
ready in the first half a year of the institute's functioning we found out
that the circumstance that places a heavy burden on our high schools –
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the extreme poverty of a great number of its students, the Kyiv Polytech-
nic Institute has not avoided either" (transl. from Rus. by auth.) [4,
p. 387].
To solve this problem V.Kyrpychov proposed to establish a charitable
organization that would help those students who could not overcome their
own hardships. On October 5, 1901, the charter of a new organization,
getting the name of "Society for helping the needy students" was ap-
proved. Because of bureaucratic obstacles, however, the opening of the
Society was delayed for a year and a half, but on March 30, 1903 after all
it started working [5, p.48]. The first meeting was held by V.L.Kyrpychov,
then a former director of the KPI, because of students' unrest and under
the pressure of the Ministry of Inner Affairs, he was forced to resign.
However, his successor professor M.I.Konovalov went on with the work
of supporting students.
The Society opened a warehouse for textbooks, the Bureau of Em-
ployment for searching jobs for polytechnical students, a hostel for 30
students of the institute. In 1909, a students' canteen, for which as far
back as in 1902 even a separate building was constructed was transferred
under the Society's management. It should be mentioned about separate-
ly, as the Institute allocated it only the necessary volumes of wood, the
rest of work – from hiring employees to purchasing products and main-
taining all the economy were made by students. It is significant, that the
first paragraph of the Charter of the KPI students' canteen, approved in
April 1904, wrote, "Canteen is a students' institution!" Every day the
canteen was visited by up to 800 people.
But, of course, the main task of the members of the Society was
considered the financial support of their colleagues. And the possibilities
to do it were available.
In 1904, the Society for needy students, by the "Imperial Order",
received 3,000 rubles from the Treasury. Later, in 1905, the Society re-
ceived annually 1000 rubles from the Kyiv City Duma (Council), since
1908 – 200 rubles from the Kyiv mutual insurance association, since
1911 – 300 rubles from the Kyiv society of supervision over steam boilers.
There were other sources of financing its activities: voluntary contribu-
tions and donations of its members, special offerings for the hostel capital
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(9000 rubles), income from the can-
teen work, etc. Kyiv patrons were also
paying attention to the Society. In
the early years of its activity, N.A..
and E.V.Tereshchenko very much
helped it, donating 8000 rubles, the
honorary member of the Society
L.Brodsky (6000 rubles), a promi-
nent social activist S.S.Mohylevtsev
(1000 rubles) and others.
Due to these funds for 9 years
(in 1903 – 1912) the society assigned
financial allowance for students 4614
times. In 1910 the Society also es-
tablished scholarship named after
L.M.Tolstoy of 1000 rubles a year for one of needy students, with a trai-
ning period terminating not more than in a year, with this scholarship
annually passing to another department of the institute. The capital of 8000
rubles was allocated for this purpose, with this scholarship being paid from
its interest. It should be noted, that after promulgating the lists of persons
given the Society's assistance or scholarship, never the legality of their awar-
ding appointment was questioned! The work was set in a way, that practi-
cally all actions of the leaders and members of this organization were public,
understandable to the community and very useful for students.
Among other activities of the Society, the work of the already men-
tioned Employment Bureau for finding occupation for the KPI students,
should be recalled. In 1908-1912 this Bureau managed to employ 777
students.
Growth of Political Activity
of Kyiv Polytechnicians
The first years of the Institute work coincided in time with the deploy-
ment of the economic crisis of 1900-1903. It began with the monetary crisis
in Europe, which quickly developed into the economic crisis and moved to
M.I. Konovalov
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Russia. It was a logical fact as the last
years of the nineteenth century the
country was flooded by the powerful
streams of credit resources of major
European banks that were widely used
by the owners of new industrial en-
terprises, banks, stock companies, etc.
Rapid economic growth and success-
ful financial reform in 1898 (also
called "Witte's monetary reform"),
which stabilized the internal and ex-
ternal rate of rouble, provided the
highest profits per investment unit.
This, in its turn, contributed to in-
volving domestic capital and, more importantly, the foreign one into econo-
my. It was especially important because the insufficient development of the
domestic product market entrepreneurs and manufacturefor were always
lacking circulating capital. Therefore the overwhelming majority of Russian
enterprises were keeping their heads above water due to cheap credits from
the West that quickly trained their owners to 'easy' money. But in August
1899, because of the financial crisis, the money flow from abroad decreased.
National Bank of Russia was forced to raise the discount rate from 5 to 7
percent. Due to the difficulty to get credits from abroad private banks not
only increased the interest rates on borrowings, but quickly began to cut
down crediting the enterprises, accounting operations with bills, and some-
times – to demand early repayment of borrowed funds. It surely affected
the production which caused the fall of stock prices of domestic companies.
Soon two powerful bank-industrial associations – the Mamontov's in Mos-
cow and von Derviz's in St.Petersburg collapsed simultaneously. After that
event the chain reaction of bankruptcies rolled through all the country [6,
p. 408].
The enterprises located in the territory of Ukraine, where the econom-
ic growth was the highest in the country for several years, were very pain-
fully hit by the crisis. The mining, metal-mining and machine-building
industries were particularly affected. In Kryvorizhzhya in 1902 among 79
mines only 41 were functioning. In 1900 156.2 million pounds of iron ore
N.A.Tereshchenko
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were mined there, in 1901 – 111.3, in 1902 – 111.8, in 1903-149.5. Cast
iron was smelted (in million tons) in: 1900 – 91.6, in 1901 – 91.7, in 1902
– 84.1, in 1903 – 83.4. In 1903 in the South among 56 blast furnaces only
23 were working.
During the crisis the coal production in Donbass in 1900 made 691.4
million pounds, in 1901 – 694.4, in 1902 – 642.1, in 1903 – 728, 0. At
many enterprises nominal wage was reduced by 30-40%, and real wage fell
everywhere because of general growth of prices. [7, p. 461, 463].
The destruction of economy was breaking people's lives. All the coun-
try was discussing the circumstances of suicide of one of the well known
businessmen – the owner of mining enterprises, chairman of the Kharkov
Land Bank and member of the directorate of the Kharkov first private
commercial bank in the country – Oleksiy Alchevsky who, being unable to
receive the government order for his steel mills and without getting permis-
sion of the Ministry of Finance to issue bonds for 8 million rubles on his
property security, on May 7, 1901, rushed under the train at the Warsaw
station in St.Petersburg. The newspapers almost did not write about the
tragedies of ordinary people – workers, office workers, peasants, but their
number was tens of thousands. In the mining, coal, iron ore and manganese
industries the number of employees decreased from 152 thousand people in
1900 to 117 thousand people in 1903, that is on 35 thousand people, and in
whole, one of four workers was unemployed during the years of crisis [the
same, p.462]. Only at the Kyiv enterprises in 1900-1903 40% of jobs were
liquidated. At the largest enterprise of Shulyavka situated close to the Poly-
technical Institute – Hreter and Krivanek's plant, the number of employees
during those years, decreased from 1,000 to 750 [8, p. 8]. Manufacturers
were expanding the employment of women and teenagers to cut down the
wage expenses.
General dissatisfaction of people started to spill out into the streets.
There were more and more protest actions of the workers of industrial
enterprises and transport. Strikes remained the main way of fighting. If in
1895 in the whole country there were 214 strikes, then in 1901 – already
353 strikes, and in 1903 – 382 [9].
The wave of peasant unrests caused by crop failure and the agrarian
crisis in 1900 rolled as a snowslide, and was accompanied by seizuring the
landed estates, livestock, forage and hay. In 1901-1904 the peasant unrests
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covered 42 out of 50 provinces of European Russia, i.e. 82%. The greatest
number of these actions took place in Ukraine and Georgia. Here these
actions acquired the most acute forms. The slogans put forward by protes-
ters were quickly radicalized. The participants more and were more fre-
quently putting forward the political demands and in 1903-1904 50% of all
strikes were already of political nature. On the whole in 1900-1904 in Ukraine
there were more than 1000 peasant uprisings in about 1200 villages. More
than half of them – over 650 -were in the Left Bank Ukraine [7,  p. 471].
More and more often those actions were joined by the students. The
statements of youth for the time being had quite a spontaneous nature,
but in time student's organizations were trying to create some coordina-
tion centres of their activity. On June 16, 1900, the All-Russian illegal
students' Congress was opened in Odessa, in its work the representatives
of educational institutions of Moscow, St.Petersburg, Kharkiv and Kyiv
had to take part, but on June 17, all its delegates were arrested [10,
p. 173]. In general, the government's reaction to any students' protest
actions was very sharp – perhaps for the reason that when entering the
high Schools young people had from the very beginning to accept the
standards of conduct, set out by special rules, approved at the highest
level. Thus, the paragraph 2 of the already mentioned "Rules for students
of the Kievsky Polytekhnichesky Institute of the Emperor Alexandr II"
was running: "Out of the Institute, students are subject to general police
and judicial institutions, which, though, does not exempt them there ei-
ther from subordinating to the institute authorities" [3]. The students
were not eligible to becoming members of any "unlawful associations",
even if the goals of those associations didn't include any unauthorized
actions. Moreover, the students could join legal societies only by permis-
sion of the Institute leadership (see p. 18). In addition, students were
strictly forbidden to participate in the so-called "gatherings," deliver public
speeches at the Institute, to submit any round robins or requests, through
delegating anyone amidst them, arrange money collections, etc. They could
only take part in the commemorating various institutions or individuals,
but only with permission of the institute management (see p. 20). Some
more points were regulating students' life and made higher schools a sort
of paramilitary organizations. The similarity was emphasized, for example,
by the fact that university students even had to take the "Quantity Front"
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stand and salute not only "Their Emperors' Majesty's" and all members of
the royal family, but without standing in "Quantity Front" to salute the
Governor-General, institute leaders and professors (see. p. 10).
However, none of these restrictions were keeping students from pub-
lic actions and supporting speeches of their colleagues from other educa-
tional institutions. Thus, in spring 1899, the very first year of the KPI
existance its students joined the strike of the Kharkiv University, techno-
logical and veterinary institutes, in which the students of Kazansky and
Yurijivsky universities, Petersburg technological, mining and forestry in-
stitutes were taking part. This strike was held under political slogans and
led to quite unfortunate results for its participants. In the KPI 148 stu-
dents were arrested, with 32 of them being soon expelled from the insti-
tute and sentenced to exile. But their friends didn't put up with it and
started demanding their colleagues' return from the government. The Or-
ganizational Committee which in first turn established relations with the
Kyiv council of associations and coordinated the students' movement in
the city and actively cooperated with the revolutionary parties and groups
was illegally created in the institute in spite of the ban.
The student's "mass" quickly differentiated by their attitudes toward
participation in social and political movements and actions. The Group of
moderates "academists" proclaimed the slogan "school for science," the
rest of the youth – "revolution minded" – aligning to illegal associations
and clubs, which, though sometimes kept completely polar views, but in
the main point – rejection of the existing orders in society they were at
one accord. So in such a way the student's mass was revolutionized.
In January-March 1901, the Kyiv students-polytechnicians, together
with other 34 universities of the Empire took part in actions to protest
against expelling 183 students of the Kyiv St.Volodymyr University and
taking them to the army for "doing en masse misrule" [11, p. 22 , 32]. At
an all-University meeting, held on January 21, 1902, the resolution on
terminating classes was approved. On February 2, Kyivan students to-
gether with the workers of large city enterprises staged a demonstration
that under the red flags and with singing revolutionary songs, passed along
Kreshchatyk from Passage to the Fundukliyivska street (now – B. Khmel-
nitskogo Str. Author's note), then – to the City Theatre, and from there
– to Bibikovsky Boulevard (now – T.Shevchenkao Boulevard. Author's
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note). Only there it was dispersed by the troops. 78 demonstration parti-
cipants were arrested. Among them there were 19 students of the Univer-
sity and KPI. Already on February 3, the Minister of Finance S.Witte,
who a few years before had made so much to open the institute, proposed
the Director of the Institute Mr.Kyrpychov to appoint the day of classes,
and expel the students who would not come to them. However, despite
the propaganda of "academists" to suspend the strike, most of the poly-
technicians did not resume academic studies. On March 3, they were
asked to begin training again, but at the gathering it was decided to start
the strike again. And next day Mr. Kyrpychov was forced to close the
Institute till autumn.
These events undermined V.L.Kyrpychov's health. He resigned his
position of a Director and moved to St.Petersburg, where in September
1902, was appointed a member of the Board of the Minister of Finance,
and in spring 1903 – the head of a construction committee of the
St.Petersburg Polytechnical Institute, where he was working up to his
death in 1913 [12, p.  718].
The Turbulent 1905
In autumn 1902 till January 1905, the academic process in the KPI
was interrupted only for the scheduled vacation. But would have been an
exaggeration to call that period absolutely quiet: not only underground
political parties were operating in the institute, but also a secret printing
office was operating and storage facilities for illegal literature were ar-
ranged. On August 21, 1904, they were found by the authorities and all
equipment was removed, and the Kyiv provincial gendarmerie started in-
vestigating these facts [13, p. 77].
In the early 1905, everything changed. On January 9 (22), in
St.Petersburg troops shot down a peaceful workers' demonstration under
headed by a priest Heorhy Hapon "Gathering of Russian factory workers"
which was moving to the Winter Palace to submit a petition about people's
needs to the Russian tzar. Contemporaries called this day "Bloody Sun-
day". It shook the whole country. By word of mouth the rumors were
spreading about thousands of the wounded and dead, the persecution of
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the demonstration participants, about clashes of St.Petersburg workers
with police that occurred next day, about the proletariat which began to
arm themselves. Next week in towns and cities of the Empire the workers
were bringing their work to stop. Students in high schools joined the
workers. More than 10 thousand people were on strike in Moscow, the
mutiny broke out in Riga, workers of Lodz and Helsingfors went out on
demonstrations, more and more workers supported strikes in Baku, Ode-
sa, Kharkiv, Kovno, Vilno and Kyiv. In Sevastopol, protesters set on fire
the military stores and arsenal of naval department, and the troops refused
to fire at rebels ... The scale and dynamics did not leave any doubt: Revo-
lution began in Russia [14, p. 202].
In Kyiv, the first strikers were the workers of the Hreter and Kry-
vanek's plant – they stopped working on January 12, at 15 o'clock. Soon
they joined the workers of the Pivdenno-Rosijsky (South-Russian) plant,
Ungerman's and Nejedli plant, Filvert and Dedina's plants, etc. And on
January 15, the largest lecture-hall of the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute – a
"great physical" – hosted a gathering, which was attended by approximately
400 students, instructors and employees. Police duty detail, joint infantry
battalion and a hundred of Cossacks were sent to the Institute for its termi-
nation. But students barricaded in the main building, and when policemen
together with the troops were still trying to get inside, they cut their way
out at the entrance watering them from fire hose out of the window.
The same day the Ministry of Finance took resolution on temporary
closure of the institute till the general situation improvement. However,
on January 31, at the general university meeting, where more than 600
students and 14 professors and instructors were participating, the poly-
technicians resolved not to resume studies until September 1.
The KPI Council, headed at that time by K.Zvorykin, also agreed
with that decision. At its meeting on February 12, it noted that "... all
possible attempts to restore the normal course of studies are doomed to
failure until the radical reforms of the political system are made, and until
the institute is given guarantees against outside interference in its internal
academic life." The Council announced the institute closed for students
till the beginning of the autumn semester [13, p. 78].
Meanwhile, the wave of indignation was rolling in the country. In
January-March 1905, only in the territory of Ukraine, 180 strikes were
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held, in them about 170 thousand people being involved as well as more
than 140 peasant uprisings [10, p. 182].
The next wave rose in early May, when the demonstrations, rallies,
strikes and "mayivkas"(May-Day workers' rallies) already took place un-
der clear slogans "Down with autocracy!" and "Long live the Revolution!".
Then – the events of June and July in the South: a general political strike
in Odessa, accompanied by clashes with police and the army uprising on
the battleship "Potemkin" and several other ships of the Black Sea fleet,
crowded demonstrations and rallies in support of its members in all south-
ern provinces, etc.
The revolutionary spirit was hitted by permanent failures in the war
with Japan: In February 1904, the army was defeated at Mukden – one of
the greatest ones in the history of Russia; in January 1905, Port Arthur
was given up, in May 1905, in Tsusymsky Strait the main forces of the
Russian Fleet – the ships moving to help Port Arthur out, were practical-
ly destroyed. Eventually, peace was signed in Portsmouth, under which
Japan was receiving the Kwantung peninsula and Southern Sakhalin. All
victims of the Russian Army were in vain.
In early autumn a bit piped down villages again started expressing
their indignation: in September-December, 1900, peasant uprisings took
place in Ukraine, the peasants destroyed about 600 estates, in 61 villages
there were clashes with police and troops [10, p. 186].
And on October 7, the All-Russian political strike, which almost com-
pletely stopped the work of industry and railway traffic throughout the
Empire, started. More than 120 thousand workers of the Ukrainian in-
dustrial centers were actively participating in the strike. On October 10,
the Kyiv railway workers started striking, over the next few days the
workers of South-Russian plant, the plants of Greter and Kryvanek, Mlo-
shevsky and others joined them. In response, the tzar's authorities de-
clared the state of martial law in Kyiv [15, p. 346].
On August 27, the government issued the "Provisional Regulations
on managing the educational institutions of the Ministry of National Ed-
ucation" (On September 17, their jurisdiction was also extended to other
institutional departments). This state act gave state boards and college
professors the right to elect rectors, vice rectors, faculty deans and secre-
taries. Since then students' inspection which previously had been taken
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care by the trustees of educational districts, was subordinated to the heads
of educational institutions. Higher educational institutions also received
exterritorial status, that is protection of police and bureaucratic intrusion
into their territory and interference with their work.
Having decided to facilitate the activity of higher educational institu-
tions, the authorities were expecting to get in high school the so-called
"order" in return and that their leadership, having restored the new condi-
tions of academic life, would distract students (and their instructors) from
further participation in "revolts and seditions" [16, p. 118]. Indeed, the
decree on the academic autonomy was perceived with optimism by the
liberal-minded staff of high school. However, most of the professors and a
considerable number of students perceived it primarily as a sign to wea-
kening the regime. Later the Minister of education in the government of
S.Witte Ivan Tolstoy mentioned, that the academic community saw in this
document, "... the beginning of their triumph, which affirmed the weak-
ness and confusion of the government that had to undertake further,
more fundamental concessions..." [17, p.  73] .
Moreover, students started using their right to legal discussions of
academic issues only for illegal purposes. This is how the first students'
legal meeting in the Kiev Polytechnical Institute was described by one of
its participants B.Terentyev, "The first legal gathering! ... it was certainly
used for illegal purposes. All speakers pointed out that there couldn't be a
free school in the non-free country. One of the speakers, addressing to
the young students said: "Many of you came here just to study and thought
to stay away from a gathering revolution. In vain! The revolution would
draw you up by loops and force to be with or against it! "[18, p. 19].
It should be noted that classes in the KPI were resumed on Septem-
ber 9, – after the students' meeting which adopted a resolution on termi-
nating the strike. However, meetings and passionate discussions of events
in the country did not stop even for a day. "Started from September 9,
students' meetings in the local university and the Polytechnical Institute
with the participation of outsiders (workers and women) are held almost
daily. The institutions named above seemed to have been changed into the
place of the permitted open anti-government propaganda, which (after the
announcement of the these institutions' autonomy) absolutely nobody
was opposing to, and the inspection of the mentioned high schools even,
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apparently, is encouraging them, ... and on the walls of corridors and
classrooms there are proclamations, which nobody is allowed to remove
by the inspection "- this was written in those days in his letter to the
Kyivsky, Volynsky and Podolsky governor-general by a head-captain of
the Kyiv guarding department Eryomin [4, p. 174].
Though the students' enrollment was fulfilled and classes seemed to
start, the whole life of the institute was subordinated to the current politi-
cal moment.
Events in the country forced the Russian tzar to make concessions
to indignant people. On October 17, 1905, at the moment of the highest
rise of the All-Russian October political strike, he signed the Manifesto
on "Improving the state system", by which he "granted" the people "foun-
dations of civil freedom based on the principles of real inviolability of a
person, freedom of conscience, expression, assemblies and unions." In
addition, the document proclaimed the convening of the State Duma
with legislative powers and involving into elections, even those people's
strata which had been deprived of voting rights. However, for the flame
of the Revolution the Manifesto became the oil that had turned it into a
fire.
In Kiev the Manifesto was officially released on October 18. In their
memoirs the eyewitnesses of the following events told about them in the
best way. Here is what was written by an active participant of those days'
events, a well-known Kyivan journalist – an employee of a newspaper
"Kyevlyanin" known nationwide for its conservativeness, since 1907 the
State Duma deputy, convinced monarchist Vasyl Shulgin in his memoirs
"Days" about the day of October 18 – when Kiev learned about the tzar's
Manifesto:
"Crowds of people from all the streets were directing to the main
street – Khreshchatyk. Something grandiose was happening there.
The crowd flooded the broad street from its beginning to its very end.
Amidst this sea of heads there were some huge boxes also with people on
them. I didn't realize at once that those were stopped trams. From the
roofs of the trams some people gesticulating were saying their speeches,
but because of the noise of the crowd, nothing could be understood. They
were opening their mouths like fish thrown on the sand. All balconies and
windows were full of people...
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... Starting from the Mykolayivska street, the crowd was standing like
in the church. Around the City Council, having left the square and sur-
rounding streets, especially the Instytutska, the midst of people got much
thicker ...
We were trying to catch what the speakers were saying on the Duma
balcony ...
Somewhat aside from the Duma without moving there was some mili-
tary detachment in the mounted formation.
...Speeches became more and more impudent ... from the Duma bal-
cony they began to call upon for "overthrowing" and "uprising" ... Revolu-
tionaries were greeting revolutionary slogans, were shouting "Hurray" and
"get away", and a huge crowd standing around, was echoing them...
... In full speech swing about "overthrowing" thetzar's crown, fixed on
the Duma balcony, suddenly broke away and fell down on the dirty pave-
ment out front of ten thousand crowd. Metal rang pitifully on the bricks...
... But the mounted formation aside the Duma was standing still and
indifferent. The officers did not understand yet what happened.
But they also understood when from the windows of the Duma and
its entrances the fire was opened in their direction.
Then at last, immobile up to that moment, the gray roused them-
selves. Having fired a few volleys onto the house of Duma, they rushed
straight forward.
The crowd was running away in horror. Everything got mixed –
revolutionaries and civilians ... Everybody was running in panic, and with-
in half an hour Khreshchatyk was cleared up from all demonstrations ...
"[19, p. 79-82].
What followed that "clearance" was later described in his memoirs "In
old Kiev" by another participant of those events, Kyivan teacher Hryhory
Hryhoriev:
"…I went to my Mala Zhytomyrska street.
There were many wounded people, many more lost things. I was
struck by the two murdered. One of them a high-school student with a
red ribbon in the loop and with books in his hands. The bullet cought his
chin, his face seemed to smile... The second dead body was familiar to me
– in the gateway of the building number 14 was laying a worker of an
icon-painting workshop, blond handsome guy. He was holding a French
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roll in his hand ... Perhaps the poor was watching the running crowd, and
showed himself from the gateway more than necessary ... "... [20, p. 15].
Who provoked the shooting: radically disposed participants of the dem-
onstration, provokers of the secret police or that was the willful decision
of someone from officers from the encirclement – is still unknown. How
many people died that day – nobody knows either. Different sources cite
different numbers. Moreover, shooting down in the square in front of the
City Duma was followed by Jewish "pogroms" started in different parts of
Kyiv. Neither police, nor the military detachments of the Kyiv garrison
for some time intervened with what the pogrom-makers were doing, they
even helped, if somebody was trying to resist. Confrontation between
Kyivans and the authorities took the forms of a real war.
Over the next few days, the largest fires of disobedience were taken
under military control. The authorities closed the Polytechnic Institute
and St.Volodymir's University, and even surrounded them by military
borders. The encirclement was taken down only in three days and already
on October 21 the KPI hosted a crowded meeting where its participants
adopted the resolution to establish the Council of Working Deputies in
Kiev with the representation norm – 1 deputy from 100 workers.
The first Council gathering was held on October 30, in the walls of
the KPI, too. Actually the Institute turned into the main headquarters of
the revolutionary forces of the city. Here they were solving organizational
questions of the strikers, planning agitation work at the enterprises,
concentrating assets of the strike fund. It was the Kyiv polytechnical In-
stitute where to on November 18, the participants of the armed action of
field engineers delivered the leader of uprising the second lieutenant Borys
Zhadanivsky, who was seriously wounded in the Halytska square (now
the Victory Square) in the armed clash between demonstrators and the
troops loyal to the government. In one of the institute premises Professor
M.Tykhvinsky was concealing lieutenant Zhadanivsky. Later he was moved
to the institute farm where only on December 29 the police managed to
find him and arrest.
On December 12, 1905, the staff of protesters in the Kyiv Polytech-
nic Institute turned into a "government" of the self-proclaimed by
revolutionaries Shulyavska republic. A few days of its existence were the
culmination of revolutionary events. The strike covered almost all big en-
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terprises and printing houses of the city. The Council maintained strict
order in the institute and adjacent streets. According to some of its deci-
sions all the wine shops in the Brest-Litovsky Prospect were closed. The
Manifesto issued by the Council on those days, solemnly declared: "Citi-
zens of the Shulyavska Republic advocate the abolition of monarchical
absolutism, freedom of assemblies and speeches, social liberation, amnesty
for political prisoners, national emancipation of Ukrainian, Polish, Jewish
and other nations of the Russian Empire ... "[21]. However, a few days
later – at night December 16 – two thousand Cossacks together with the
police and gendarmes rounded up the Polytechnic Institute and a few
surrounding streets and undertook gradual combing the place. Clashes of
the militarymen with sparse squads of workers and students invariably
ended in defeat of the latter and in the morning the majority of active
participants of revolutionary actions were arrested [22, p. 75–77].
The KPI Students
in the National-Liberation Movement
The defeat of the Revolution in 1905-1907 was folowed by the cur-
tailment of political protests in the country and a quick returning by the
government the positions lost for the last two years. The Russian tzar set a
heavy point in the progress of democratic reforms on June 3, 1907, when
he signed the Manifesto about the dismissal of the Second State Duma
and the new election law, which deprived over 80% of the inhabitants in
the Empire of their electoral rights. Moreover, in several provinces the
"military" or "special" statuses were introduced, the repression machine
started working actively, printing a number of periodicals was put under a
ban, national cultural and educational societies, clubs, etc., were closed
everywhere.
Pressure on the high school significantly increased: its autonomy was
abolished by the ministerial circular of July 5, 1907, the institution of
vice-rectors, who were imposed the obligation to provide supervision over
the students was introduced at high schools. On July 11, 1907, the "Rules
about students' organizations and organizing and arranging gatherings"
were published. Student organizations that were not approved by the uni-
versity statutes were recognized as illegal. However, this very document
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together with the "Rules about societies and unions", adopted on March
4, 1906, by the Government became a regulatory framework for creating
in high schools of the Empire the community organizations, which to
some extent substituted students' unions of purely political character. Of-
ficially the community activities were aiming at meeting the spiritual needs
of their members, cultural and educational activities, providing material
support for their needy friends, etc. At the same time the community
funds consisted of membership fees, proceeds from arranging various charity
events and private donations.
It is natural that after the revolution the number of Ukrainian stu-
dents' communities increased (USC), which actually became the centers
of legal work on the issues of national revival. It is clear that the activi-
ties of those communities had mainly cultural and educational direction:
their members were preparing reports on Ukrainian sciences, on distribu-
ting publications and books on the history of Ukraine, organized festivi-
ties dedicated to the specific dates associated with prominent Ukrainian
figures. The USC statutes pointed out that: "by spreading scientific know-
ledge on history, ethnography and mode of life of the Ukrainian people
to prepare their members for social activities for the benefit of native
people" [23].
However, the community activities were not limited only by ethno-
graphical surveys. The activity of the "Ukrainian community" created by
the students in the Kyivsky Polytechnical Institute, which played a very
significant role in students' lives may serve an obvious example of this
activity. In addition to executing statutory objectives of the organization,
"Gromadivtsi" took an active part in political life of the city, and some-
times took part in the work of illegal foundations. "The Ukrainian com-
munity" acted as a specific unifying center, where the adherents of quite
different in ideological orientation political ideas and institutions were finding
consensus on the national grounds. An active member of the "Hromada"
and later even its secretary and treasurer P.Kotov recalled, "... members of
"Hromada" usually made up 10-15% of all the participants of the demon-
strations, strikes, etc. It concentrated nearly 150-200 members, guided by
two competing USD fractions (Ukrainian Social-Democratic. Author's
note) and USR (Ukrainian Social-Revolutionary. Author's note), each of
them numbering 15-20 members. Uniting in the "hromada" was mainly
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based on the national factors, but political convictions were also taken into
account: the right wing, for example, Russian "cadets" were not admitted
the organization members. But general composition in this respect was
very diverse: from the Social Democrats to excessive chauvinists "[18]. It
should be noted that it was the social democratic faction that gained sig-
nificant importance in the "Ukrainian hromada" of the KPI for a comper-
atively short period of time. Its "legal form of association gave it the op-
portunity to recruit new members, and most importantly – the basis for
revolutionary action of local importance" [Ibidem] .
It should be noted that similar national-patriotic unions acted not
only in the KPI, and not only in Kyiv, but throughout the Russian Em-
pire and even beyond it as well. In particular – in the establishments of
higher education, located in the territory that belonged to Austro-Hun-
garian Empire. Despite the geographical distance and borders, the direc-
tions in which they were working, were similar. The activity coordination
was carried out at the meetings or conferences, held illegally because of
post-revolutionary police harassment. In such a way the conferences were
held in Kyiv in 1908 and Lviv (outside the Russian Empire!) – in 1909. It
is significant that at the conference in Lviv the national governing body of
students' national associations – Central Information Bureau, located in
Kiev was formed, and its members were elected. The circumstances of
holding the next conference were directly connected with the Kyiv Poly-
technical Institute [24, p. 99].
Consequently, the next conference of student national societies the
Central Informational Bureau decided to conduct in the early April, 1911,
in Kyiv, actually on the KPI basis – in the flat, where the polytechnical
students brothers Chyzhevsky were living, down the Dachna street in the
Shulyavka region. The organizational group which had to arrange the
event consisted of the students of the Polytechnic institute and the Uni-
versity. However, already at the first stage of its work the security detach-
ment leared about preparing the illegal student conference.
It was known, that the duties of this structure were opening and
inspection of the letters of unreliable people. The majority of prospective
participants – activists of "Gromadas" (communities) studying in different
cities of the Russian Empire, belonged just to such "unreliable." Therefore
it's not a surprise that the revival of their correspondence could not draw
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attention of the guards of the state system. It's interesting that even the
first message about the place where the conference was to be held in Kyiv,
the Kyiv gendarmes received from their colleagues from St. Petersburg
who from the letters to their "wards" learned about the program, terms
and secret addresses, to which the delegates had to send their answers. So
it is obvious that the event was doomed to failure from the very beginning.
Surely it happened like that. All delegates who began arriving to Kyiv
in the late March, were led by the trackers from the railway station up to
the house in the Borschagovska street, where the head of the preparatory
group a student-polytechnician and at the same time, the editor of the
well-known Ukrainian magazine "Literary and Scientific Journal" Serhiy
Veselovsky was living. Everybody entering the flat those days was fixed by
external observers and automatically became the objects of observation.
Eventually, the arrests began, moreover the gendarmes and police adopted
the practice of "nets", i.e. they were catching not only those who were
under their observation, but all young people who for some reason seemed
suspicious, too. So instead of a cozy dwelling in a quiet Dachna street the
delegates appeared in the Lukianivksa prison.
But, nevertheless, the authorities failed to disrupt the conference. It
was held in a common cell of the Lukianivka where the arrested delegates
and organizers were kept! Already mentioned Serhiy Veselovsky delivered
a report "Estimation of the current moment". He didn't need the refe-
rence materials, because he had been preparing to the conference very
carefully, and also had an excellent memory. Similarly, other delegates
were without auxiliary materials either. Although the participants repre-
sented a wide range of revolutionary democratic organizations – from
Ukrainian social democrats to those who were fighting for national radical
ideas (other delegates considered them separatists), they managed to agree
on the definition of future strategies of the student communities. The
conference participants agreed on some organizational changes: functions
of the Central Information Bureau of "hromadas" were transferred to the
Kyiv bureau, in such the main center of the student movement in the
territory of Ukraine could be saved.
The conference participants were sentenced, the majority to a three-
year exile. However, already in 1913 the majority of them were amnestied
[25, p. 426].
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The Conference of 1911 became the last All-Ukrainian Student Con-
ference until the end of the decade, although the attempts to get gather
the activists of the student movement were making later, too.
A few words should be added about S.Veselovsky, who was actually
one of the main leaders of the political and social student movement not
only in the KPI, but in Kyi as a whole. After serving his exile he returned to
studying, successfully graduated from the Polytechnic Institute and got a
specialty of a scientist-agronomist, was left as a scholar to obtain a Ph.D.
at the Department of Agricultural economy and statistics [26,
p. 33]. He was taking an active part in the KPI Agronomy circle, later was a
head of his public agronomy section and even headed it [27]. He was one of
the major figures of national liberation movements of 1917-1921: in 1917
he was elected to the Central Council and even to the Little Council and its
Presidium, and later as a General Consul represented the interests of the
Ukrainian state in Petrograd. In 1920 he returned to Kyiv and headed the
Organizing Board and the Board of the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute, and
some time later became its rector. After the Agronomy Faculty separated
from the KPI and on its basis a separate Agricultural Institute was founded
(by the way, it was S.Veselovsky who, apparently, put much effort in it) in
1922 moved there to work at the chair of agricultural economics, which he
was heading till 1922, at the same time working as a professor of the agri-
cultural economics course at the Kyiv Veterinary and Zootechnical Insti-
tute. In the early 30s of the XX century he was arrested, and after serving
his sentence, according to some sources, he managed to go abroad, where
he spent the last years of his life [25, p. 102].
 KPI as one of the sport centers in Kyiv
One should not think that the students of the newly established hi-
gher educational institution were concerned about studies and politics alone.
Young people were living as it was for the youth to live: they were stu-
dying, working, exploring the world, hotly discussing new arrivals in litera-
ture and theater events, falling in love. And also they were fond of sports.
Sport as a social and cultural phenomenon in its present form, was
only emerging then, so its most faithful apologists it was recruiting from
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the surrounding of always thirsty youth. Especially – pupils and stu-
dents.
At the same time it should be noted that in tsarist Russia the attitude
to sport was not too favorable. Of course, the people of a huge country
loved the traditional physical games such as "gorodki" or "lapta", swim-
ming, various athletic competitions, fist fights, etc. More educated people
were willingly ice-skating, arranging boat racings and sailing regattas, horse
races and horse galloping, and, a bit later, cycle racing and starting from
the last decade of the XIX century, even motorcycle and auto racing. In
addition, in educational institutions, mostly military ones, shooting, gym-
nastics and fencing were taught, but these studies were purely of applied
character. At the late XIX – early XX centuries the outbreak of curiosity
to wrestling happened, although it was rather a circus genre, than sport in
its modern sense. Regular physical training was considered by the majori-
ty a matter of odd fellows. Striking evidence of the attitude of the former
state (and society) to sport are the words from a letter to Pierre de Cou-
bertin about preparations to the first modernity Olympics of the first member
of the International Olympic Committee of Russia lieutenant general Ole-
xiy Butovsky written on February 2, 1895: "Our press ... considers the
issue of physical training as one which does not deserve writing about it in
the papers with certain reputation "[28. p. 33].It's not surprisingly, that
the delegation from Russia was absent at the Olympics 1896 in Athens.
However, due to the efforts of some enthusiasts in the last 15 years of
the century before last the changes were taking shape in broad public
attitude towards the methods of physical development. One of these en-
thusiasts was a well-known St. Petersburg doctor Vladyslav Kraevsky,
who in 1885 created the first Russian "Circle of athletics amators", and,
by the way, the training gym – "athletic office" – he simply equipped in
his flat. Soon he had followers in other towns of the country.
Evheny Harnych-Harnytsky – also a well-known doctor in the city
was the main adherent and advocate of physical training in Kyiv. The
training program in his circle established by him in 1895 included exerci-
ses with dumbbells, exercises on gymnastic apparatuses, weight lifting and
wrestling. Training in fencing, shooting, running was also conducted. Sports
parties, gathering more and more participants and spectators were aranged,
too. Contemporaries nicknamed E.Harnych-Harnytsky as "father of the
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Kyiv athletics", but actually he was the father of all Kyiv sports movement
[29]. Equally famous among Kyiv citizens was another sports lover, who
did a lot for its popularization in the country, also a doctor – Olexandr
Anokhin (pseudonym B.Ross).
By the way he developed a system of exercises for developing strength,
so-called "strong-willed gymnastics", which still enjoys certain popularity
among bodybuilding fans, and the book with its description was repub-
lished several times during the author's life. E.Harnych-Harnytskyi and
O.Anokhin mentioned above even joined the author's group in one of the
most respected periodicals, focusing on physical education – the magazine
"Beauty and strength", which was published in Kiev. One of the authors
of this magazine was well-known throughout the country the Kyivan
polytechnician (though at the time of founding the magazine already the
former), aircraft designer and author of several all-Russian and world
aviation records I. Sikorskyi [30, p. 120].
Of course, other Kiev polytechnicians were also fond of sports. In
1908 they even got united into their own institutional sports club. By
the way, polytechnicians created the first Kyiv football team, comprising
of local players. Generally, Kiev saw the first football match in the early
1900s. At that time in Shuliavka on the field almost opposite the shops
of the Greter and Kryvanek's plant (now opened joined-stock company
"Bilshovyk"), its workers, Czechs, started playing football from time to
time. As it was noted above there were many Czechs at the enterprise:
one of its co-owners, the former national homager of the Austro-Hun-
garian Empire Y.Kryvanek, invited a large group of compatriots to work
at the plant. Salaries of this personnell were significantly higher than
that of the local workers, and they had more free time. So they eagerly
devoted it to this popular in Europe pastime. In 1904 these football fans
united into the team called "Pivden" (South), which was later renamed
"Sokil".
A new game with the ball immediately interested local boys from the
surrounding streets, where families of workers and gardeners were living.
Students from the Kyiv Polytechnical Institute were also watching the
matches with interest. And soon they themselves tried their hand in this
game. The game captured the players, so their own team was very quikly
formed. It had the same name "Polytechniky". Professors M.Delone and
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P.Plotnikov and instructor M.Tanaiev became the initiators of its creation
and organizers.
Football quickly became popular, and in 1910 in Kyiv apart from the
KPI and Greter and Kryvanek's plant teams 10 more teams already exist-
ed. On September 24, 1911, at the meeting in which the representatives of
the Kyiv Polytechnical Institute sports group, the German Gymnastic
Society, the Polish Gymnastic Society and other sports organizations took
part, the Kyiv football league was formed. At this meeting of founders the
Kyiv Football League Committee was elected. A young KPI instructor,
later on a Professor and renowned expert in analytical chemistry Mykola
Tanaiev, who was playing halfback in the club team "Polytechniky" from
the day of its creation in 1903 became the Committee chairman. The vice-
chairmen were already mentioned the Kyivan scientist, Dr. O.K.Anokhin
and the representative of the Kyiv Polytechnical Institute V.P.Bobrovskyi.
O.P.Veschke, the representative of the German Gymnastic Society was
elected by the meeting participants as a KFL secretary, representatives of
the KPI sports club V.S.Rokotian and V.B.Otten – a goalkeeper of the
"Polytechniky" football team and the Russian national team candidate for
the Vth Olympic Games in 1912, were elected the board members again.
The meeting also made a decision to hold the first football championship
in Kyiv and the football rules by the example of the St. Petersburg Foot-
ball League with some modifications with local conditions taken into ac-
count were approved [31]. The official announcement about its creation
was put off for a week from the planned date because of murdering in
Kiev the Prime Minister P.Stolypin.
Activists of the newly formed League enthusiastically took up the
case. Five football teams participated in the First Kyiv Championship. In
the final the "Polytechniky" defeated "Sokil" and were formally recog-
nized as the strongest team of the city. This title KPI players confirmed
in the Kyiv Championship among students' teams, leaving behind nine
football teams of secondary and higher educational establishments. The
same year Kyiv National Football League on the base of the KPI team
was formed. On October 22, it held its first exit game in Kharkiv, where
it defeated Kharkiv combined team with the score 3:0 [32, p. 15]. The
"Polytechniky" became Kyiv champions two more times- in 1912 and
1916.
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On December 2, 1911, the Kyiv Football League was one of the first
to submit an application to the interim committee about joining the All-
Russian Football Union and joined the organizations – its founders.
The popularity of sport was growing, and since 1912 sports clubs were
springing up all over in Kiev. Of course, they cultivated not only football
but other disciplines as well. Opening the "Sportyvne pole": between the
Dyka (now Studentska), Lvivska (now Artema) and Glybochytska streets
was built a stadium with covered stands for 1000 seats, and with open
ones – for 1750 seats and a spectators' area, which could place 2000 more
fans, contributed to their development, too.
The next year, 1913, it was that stadium which became the main
arena of the unprecedented grand event in the country – the First All-
Russian Olympics.
It was an outstanding event in the sport life of the Russian Empire.
Competitions were held under the program of the International Olympic
Committee and were to become the starting point on the way to victories
in the International Olympic Games, in which Russia neither participated
before nor played very successfully. In particular, the performance of the
Russian delegation, consisting of 169 athletes, at the Fifth Olympiad in
Ôóòáîëüíà êîìàíäà ÊÏ² "Ïîë³òåõí³êà" 1903 ð³ê
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Stockholm, the Western press even called "sports Tsusima", because Rus-
sia in the team event took the 15 place with two silver and two bronze
medals. So the country's leadership began to correct the situation. In June
1913, by the tsar's decree "Chancellery of the chief supervisor on physical
development of the Russian Empire population", headed by major-general
Volodymyr Voieikov was created. So, the All-Russian Olympiad was the
first public action of the newly established body. Due to Voieikov's inter-
cession the grand dukes Dmytro Pavlovych and Kyrylo Kostiantynovych
became the official Olympiad patrons. The first established a challenge
prize for the winners of sports clubs and societies. The Kyiv government
allocated 10 thousand silver rubles for the Olympiad [33, p. 10].
The first All-Russian Olympiad was opened on August 20, 1913, and
during a few days of competitions the city was literally living by them. The
stadium was overcrowded from the first to the last day of competitions.
Spectators also visited other venues of the Olympiad – skating ring in the
Mykolaivska street, 6 (now Horodetskoho), where fencers were compe-
ting, the Syretskyi shooting ground and the Imperial shooting skeet for
proper hunting near the Lukianivske cemetery, the Pecherskyi racetrack,
the Yacht club in the Oleksiivskyi (Trukhanov) island where swimmers
and rowers were competing, and others. On August, 24, on the Pechersk
racetrack the participants were awarded the prizes. Kyiv athletes from the
"Sport" club gained victory in the team event.
The last days of August Kyivans shifted their attention to the football
tournament, also held as a part of the Olympiad. The best four football
teams took part in it. In the final the "Polytechniky" team met with the
"Slavia" team and defeated it, receiving a honorable award – the Kyiv City
Silver Cup! [34, p. 334].
The course and results of the First All-Russian Olympiad in Kyiv
forced not only Kyiv but the whole Empire to realize that sport became a
specific social and cultural phenomenon the importance of which goes far
beyond the youthful fun.
And one should treat it seriously, because it is not only a powerful
physical education of youth, but also a sphere, directly associated with
cultural, economic, social and even political aspects of the country's life,
and at the same time is able to make an active influence on the everyday
life of society. It is significant, that the college students, including the
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students of the Kyiv Polytechnical Institute have actively promoted the
strengthening of sport as an integral part of social life in the territory of
Ukraine.
***
So since the first years of the Kyiv Polytechnical Institute, its role
was much more important than thatr of a purely educational and scientific
institution, though a very powerful one. Equally important were the social
aspects of its activity. Opening the higher educational institutions of tech-
nical specialization, including the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute on the terri-
tory of Ukraine, has given opportunity to get higher education for under-
privileged people, which has contributed to the democratization of society
and raising general culture of the population.
All of it, in its turn, could not but influence the overall development
of society. The first years of the Kyiv Polytechnics coincided in time with
the period of acute economic and political crisis, which the Russian Em-
pire got into. Naturally, this has left a special imprint in the work of the
Institute. Paying attention to the youth's acute sense of justice, specific
social composition of students-polytechnicians and typical for representa-
tives of the exact sciences a systemic view on the world phenomena, the
new educational institution soon turned into a center of the democratic
movement. It should be noted that in the KPI this movement had not
only revolutionary and radical direction. The bright pages were entered by
the Kyivan Polytechnicians to the history of the Ukrainian national reviv-
al at the beginning of the XX century, both cultural and political.
On the other hand, the students' interests were not focused only on
education and politics. The KPI has quickly become one of the centers of
establishing sport as not just accessible for the majority of young people
form of healthy leisure, but as a new for those times social and cultural
phenomenon both in Kyiv, and generally on the whole territory of the
under-Russian Ukraine. Moreover, students and employees of the Kyiv
Polytechnica assisted in organizing the All-Russian Olimpiad in Kyiv –
the country's first ever large-scale sport event, and the formation of the
All-Russian Football Union, which became the historical heir of the na-
tional football federation of the former Soviet republics, including Ukraine.
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